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CHAPTER I

THEORIES OF FAIRY TALES

Fairy tales are the purest and simplest expression of collective uncon-

scious psychic processes. Therefore their value for the scientific investigation

of the unconscious exceeds that of all other material. They represent the

archetypes in their simplest, barest and most concise form. In this pure form,

the archetypal images afford us the best clues to the understanding of the

processes going on in the collective psyche. In myths or legends, or any other

more elaborate mythological material, we get at the basic patterns of the

human psyche through an overlay of cultural material. But in fairy tales there

is much less specific conscious cultural material and therefore they mirror

the basic patterns of the psyche more clearly.

In terms of Jung's concept, every archetype is in its essence dn' unknown

psychic factor and therefore there is no possibility of translating its content

into intellectual terms. The best we can do is to circumscribe it on the basis

of our own psychological experience and from comparative studies, bringing

up into light, as it were, the whole net of associations in which the archetypal

images are enmeshed. The fairy tale itself is its own best explanation; that is,

its meaning is contained in the totality of its motifs connected by the thread

of the story. The unconscious is, metaphorically speaking, in the same posi-

tion as one who has had an original vision or experience and wishes to share

it. Since it is an event that has never been conceptually formulated he is at a

loss for means of expression. When a person is in that position he makes sev-

eral attempts to convey the thing and tries to evoke, by intuitive appeal and

analogy to familiar material, some response in his listeners; and never tires of

expounding his vision until he feels they have some sense of the content. In

the same way we can put forward the hypothesis that every fairy tale is a

relatively closed system compounding one essential psychological meaning

which is expressed m a series of symbolical pictures and events and is dis-

coverable in these.

^ After working for many years in this field, I have come to the conclusion

that all fairy tales endeavour to describe one and the same psychic fact, but

a fact so complex and far-reaching and so difficult for us toRealize in all its

different aspects that hundreds of tales and thousands of repetitions with a
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musician's variations are needed until this unknown fact is delivered into con-

sciousness; and even then the theme is not exhausted. This unknown fact is

what Jung calls the Self, which is the psychic totality of an individual and

also, paradoxically, the regulating center of the collective unconscious. Every

individual and every nation has its own modes of experiencing this psychic

reality.

Different fairy tales give average pictures of different phases of this expe-

rience. They sometimes dwell more on the beginning stages, which deal with

the experience of the shadow and give only a short sketch of what comes

later. Other tales emphasize the experience of animus and anima and of the

father and mother images behind them and gloss over the preceding shadow

problem and what follows. Others emphasize the motif of the inaccessible or

unobtainable treasure and the central experiences. There is no difference of

value between these tales, because in the archetypal world there are no grada-

tions of value for the reason that every archetype is in its essence only one

aspect of the collective unconscious as well as always representing also the

whole collective unconscious.

Every archetype is a relatively closed energetic system, the energetic stream

of which runs through all aspects of the collective unconscious. An archetypal

image is not to be thought of as merely a static image, for it is always at the

same time a complete typical process including other images in a specific way.

An archetype is a specific psychic impulse, producing its effect like a single

ray of radiation, and at the same time a whole magnetic field expanding in all

directions. Thus the stream of psychic energy of a *system,' an archetype,

actually runs through all other archetypes as well. Therefore, although we

have to recognize the indefinable vagueness of an archetypal image, we must

discipline ourselves to chisel sharp outlines which throw the different aspects

into bold reUef. We must get as close as possible to the specific, determinate,

'just so' character of each image and to try to express the very specific char-

acter of the psychic situation which is contained in it.

Before I try to explain the specific Jungian form of interpretation, I will

shortly go into the history of the science of fairy tales and into the theories

of the different schools and their literature. We read in Plato's writings that

old women told their children symboHc stones—mythoi. Even then fairy tales

were connected with the education of children. In later antiquity Apuleius, a

phUosopher and writer of the second century A. D., built into his famous

novel TTie Golden Ass a fairy tale called 'Amor and Psyche', a type of beauty

and the beast story. This fairy tale runs on the same pattern as those one can



nowadays still collect in Norway, Sweden, Russia and many other countries.

It has therefore been concluded that at least this type of fairy tale (that of a

woman redeeming an animal lover) has existed for 2,000 years, practically

unaltered. But we have even older information, because fairy tales have also

been found in Egyptian papyri and stelai^ one of the most famous being that

of the two brothers, Anup (i.e., Anubis) and Bata. It runs absolutely parallel

to the two brother-type tales, which one can still collect all over European

countries. We have written tradition for 3,000 years and, what is striking, the

basic motifs have not much changed. Furthermore, according to Father W.

Schmidt's theory: Der Ursprung der Gottesidee, we have information to the

effect that certain main themes of tales go as far back as 25,000 years before

Christ, practically unaltered.

Until the 17th and 18th centuries, fairy tales were-and still are in remote

primitive centres of civilization-told to adults as well as to children. In Europe

they used to be the chief winter-time form of entertainment in agricultural

populations. Fairy tale-telling became a kind of essential, spiritual occupation.

Sometimes it is said that fairy tales represent the philosophy of the spinning

wheel (Rocken philosophic).

Scientific interest in them began in the 18th century with Winckelmann,

Haman, and J. G. Herder. Others like K. Ph. Moritz gave these tales a poetical

interpretation. Herder said that such tales contained the remnants of an old

long-buried faith expressed in symbols. In that thought one sees an emotional

impulse-the neo-paganism which began to stir in Germany as early as the

time of Herder's philosophy and which blossomed in a very unpleasant way

not long ago. Dissatisfaction with Christian teaching and the first longings for

a more vital, earthy and instinctual wisdom, began then; later we find it more

explicitly among the Romanticists in Germany.

It was this religious search for something which seemed lacking in official

Christian teaching that first induced the famous brothers Jakob and Wilhelm

Grimm to collect folk tales. Before then, fairy tales suffered the same fate as

the unconscious itself, which was taken for granted. People take it for granted

and live on it, but do not want to admit its existence. They make use of it—

for instance, in magic and talismans. If you have a good dream, you exploit

it, but at the same time you do not take it seriously. For such people a fairy

tale or a dream does not need to be looked at accurately but may be distorted;

since it is not 'scientific' material, one can just as well spin a little around it

and one has the right to pick what suits one and to discard the rest.

That same strange unreliable, unscientific, and dishonest attitude has for
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a long time prevailed towards fairy tales. So I always tell students to look up

the original. You can still get editions of the Grimm fairy tales in which some

scenes have been omitted and those from other fairy tales inserted. The editor

or translator is sometimes impertinent enough to distort the story without

taking the trouble to make a footnote. They would not dare do that with the

Gilgamesh Epic or a text of that kind, but fairy tales seem to provide a free

hunting ground where some feel free to take any Hberty.

The brothers Grimm wrote down fairy tales Uterally, as told by people in

their surroundings, but even they could sometimes not resist mixmg a few

versions, though in a tactful way. They were honest enough to mention it in

footnotes or in their letters to Achim von Arnim. But even the Grimms did

not yet have that scientific attitude which modem folklore writers and ethnol-

ogists try to have, of taking down a story literally and leaving the holes and

paradoxes in it, dreamlike and paradoxical as they may sound.

The collection of fairy tales which the Brothers Grimm published was a

tremendous success. There must have been a strong unconscious emotional

interest, for like a mushroom growth other editions popped up everywhere,

such as the collection of Perrault in France. In every country people began to

make a basic collection of their national fairy tales. At once everybody was

struck by the enormous number of recurrent themes. The same theme, in

thousands of variations, came up again and again in French, Russian, Finnish,

and Italian collections. With this came again Herder's first emotional interest

in the search for the remains of an 'old wisdom' or *faith.' The Brothers Grimm,

for instance, used such similes as 'a broken crystal whose fragments you still

find scattered in the grass.'

Parallel to the Brothers Grimm, the so-called symbolic school, whose main

representatives are Oir. C. Heyne, F. Creuzer, and J. Gorres, came into exist-

ence. Their basic idea was that myths were the symboHc expression of deep

philosophical realisations and thoughts and were a mystical teaching of some

of the deepest truths about God and the world, (cf. L. W. von Billow, Die

Geheimsprache derMdrchen or P. L. Stmiff^Mdrchendeutungen, 1914).

Though these investigators had some interesting ideas, their explanations now

seem to us too speculative. Then came a more historical and scientific interest,

an attempt to answer the question why there were so many recurring motifs.

Since at this time there was no hypothesis about a common collective uncon-

scious or a common human psychic structure (although some investigators

indirectly pointed to it) a passion arose to find out in which spot the fairy

tales originated and whence they had migrated. Theodor Benfey (Kleinere
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Schriften zur Mdrchenforschung, Berlin 1894) tried to prove that all fairy-

tale motifs originated in India and had migrated to Europe, while others like

Alfred Jensen, H. Winkler, and E. Stucken contended that all fairy tales were

of a Babylonian origin and had then spread through Asia Minor and from

there to Europe. There were many others who tried to construct such theories.

One result was the creation of the folklore centre, the Finnish School, whose

first representants were Kaarle Krohn and Antti Aarne. These two men decided

that it was not possible to discover only one country in which fairy tales orig-

inated, and they assumed that different tales might have had a different orig-

inal home country. They made collections of the same types of fairy tales,

with the idea that of all the beauty-and-the-beast tales, all the helpful-animal

tales, etc., the best and richest version, the most poetical and well-expressed,

would be the original and all others would be derivations. There are still peo-

ple nowadays who search along the same lines, but tne hypothesis, it seems

to me, can no longer survive because we can see that in being handed on fairy

tales need not necessarily degenerate but may just as well improve. To my
idea, therefore, the Finnish School have given us a useful collection of motifs,

but we cannot do much with their deductions. A. Aarne 's main book, *Ver-

zeichnis der Mdrchentypen,^ is now published in England as ^Types ofFolk

Tales' (Helsinki, 1961).

At the same time tiiere was a movement led by Max Muller which tried to

interpret myths as travesties of natural phenomena such as the sun and its

different appearances, (solar myth, Frobenius), the moon (lunar myth, P.

Ehrenreich), the dawn (Aurora, Stucken and Gubernatis), the life of vegetation

(Mannhardt) and the storm (Adalbert Kuhn).

Already in the 19th century some people were groping in another direction,

and here a man must be mentioned who is rarely remembered, although to

my mind he has great merit, and that is Ludwig Laistner, who wrote Das

Rdtsel der Sphinx (Berlin, 1889). His hypothesis was that the basic fairy tale

and folk tale motifs derive from dreams. But he concentrates chiefly on night-

mare motifs. Basically, he is groping to show a connection between recurring

typical dreams and folklore motifs, and he brings interesting material to prove

his point. Though not with reference to folklore, the ethnologist Karl von der

Steinen, at the same time, tried at the end of his book Voyage to Central

Brazil to explain that most magic and supernatural behefs of the primitives

he had been studying derived from dream experiences, for it is a typical mode

of primitive behaviour that dream experience is regarded as actual and real

experience. For instance, if someone dreams that he was in heaven where he
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talked to an eagle, he is quite justified in telling this the next morning as a

fact, without adding that he dreamt it, and that, according to Von der Steinen,

is how such stories originated. Another scholar, Adolf Bastian (Beitrdge zur

vergleichenden Psychologic, Berlin, 1868), had an interesting theory that all

basic mythological motifs are, as he called them, 'elementary thoughts' of

mankind. His hypothesis was that mankind has a store of Elementargedanken,

which do not migrate but are inborn in every individual and that those ele-

mentary thoughts appear in different varieties in India, in Babylonia, and

even, for instance, in South Sea stories. He called the specific stories Volker-

gedanken (national thoughts). His idea clearly approaches Jung's idea of the

archetype and the archetypal image, the archetype being the structural basic

disposition to produce a certain mythologem, the specific form in which it

takes shape being the archetypal image. The elementary thoughts, according

to Bastian, are a hypothetical factor, i.e., you never see an elementary thought,

but the many national thoughts point to the existence of one basic thought

underneath.

We would disagree with Bastian where he speaks of these motifs as

'thoughts'. He was a very philosophically-minded person, obviously a thinking

type, and he tried even to interpret some elementary thoughts by associating

them with ideas of Kant and Leibniz. For us, on the contrary, the archetype

is not only an 'elementary thought' but also an elementary poetical image and

fantasy, and an elementary emotion, and even an elementary impulse towards

some typical action. So we add to it a whole sub-structure of feeling, emotion,

fantasy, and action, which Bastian did not include in his theory.

The hypothesis of Ludwig Laistner and later of Georg Jakob, (Mdrchen

und Traum, Hannover, 1923) who wrote a book on the fairy tale and the

dream in much the same way as Laistner, had no success, nor were the sug-

gestions made by Karl von der Steinen accepted. Bastian also was discarded

in the general scientific world, which went on more along the line of the Eng-

hsh Folklore Society and the Finnish Society of Folklore, and since Antti

Aarne's book, mentioned above, an enormous and useful work by Stith

Thompson, has been produced entitled MotifIndex ofFolk Literature, which

now consists of six volumes.

Beside the collecting of parallels, new schools have come into existence,

one of which is the so-called literary school. It investigates from a purely lit-

erary and formal standpoint the difference between the various types of tale,

namely the myth, legend, amusing story, animal story, trickster story and

what one might call the classical fairy tale. (See, for instance, the work of

J
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Max UaihiDasEuropdische Volksmdrchen, Bern, 1947). This forms a very

meritorious study. With the typical method of the literary schools, researchers

began to compare the hero of the legend with the type of hero in the classical

fairy tale and so on. Interesting results have come to light and I recommend

these works to you.

Another modern movement consists of a group of ethnologists, archeolo-

gists and specialists in mythology and the comparative history of reUgion,

practially all of whom know Jung and Jungian psychology but who try to

interpret mythological motifs omitting Jung's hypothesis-and naturally the

name of Jung as well—and to make indirect use of Jung's discoveries. They

write books with titles such as The Great Goddess or The Threefold Godhead

or The Hero, and they do not take as a starting point the human individual

and his psychic structure, which has produced these symbols, but they sit in

the middle of the archetype, so to speak, and let it amplify itself, poetically

and 'scientifically.'

In mythology there is Pettazone, Julius Schwabe (Archetyp und Tierkreis)

and sometimes Mircea Eliade. There is also Otto Huth, who works on fairy

tales in this way, Robert Graves and in some ways Erich Fromm. That is to

name just a few, but there are many more. These people are punished for their

unscientific and illegitimate approach because they fall into something that

they did not foresee. As soon as one approaches an archetype in this way,

everything becomes everything. If you start with the world tree, you can

easily prove that every mythological motif leads to the world tree in the end.

If you start with the sun, you can easily prove that everything is the sun, you

can easily prove that everything is finally, a solar motif. And so you just get

lost in the chaos of interconnections and overlapping of meanings which all

archetypal images have with one another. If you choose the great mother or

the world tree or the sun or the underworld or the eye, or something else, as

a motif, then you can pile up comparative material forever, but you have

completely lost your Archimedean standpoint from which to interpret.

In the last paper he wrote, Jung pointed out that this is a great temptation

for the intellectual type because intellectuals overlook the emotional and

feeling factor, which is always connected with an archetj^al image. An arche-

typal image is not only a thought-pattern (as a thought-pattern it is connected

with every other thought-pattern); it is also an emotional experience-the

emotional experience of an individual. Only if it has an emotional and feeling

value for an individual is it aUve and meaningful. As Jung said, you can collect

all the great mothers in the world and all the saints and everything else, and
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what you have gathered means absolutely nothing if you leave out the feeling

experience of the individual.

Now that is a difficulty, because our whole academic training tends to

discard this factor. In college, especially in the natural sciences when the

teacher shows you a crystal, girls particularly tend to cry out, *0h, what a

beautiful crystal,' and then the teacher says, 'We are not now admiring the

beauty, but want to analyse the structure of this thing.' So you are constantly

and habitually trained, from the very beginning, to repress your personal

emotional reaction and to train your mind to be what we call objective. Now
this is all right as far as it goes. I quite agree with it up to a point, but we can-

not do it in psychology in the same way, and that is, as Jung said, the difficult

position of psychology as a science, for psychology, in contrast to all the

other sciences, cannot afford to overlook feeling. It has to take into consider-

ation the feeling-tone and emotional value of outer and inner factors, including

the observer's feeling reaction as well. As you know, modern physics does

accept the fact that the observer and the theoretical hypothesis he has in his

mind, on account of which he builds up the experimental set-up, does play a

role in the result of his investigation. What is not yet accepted is that the

emotional factor in the observer may play a role. But physicists will have to

re-think that-for, as W. Pauli has pointed out, we have no a priori reason to

reject it. Most certainly we can say that in psychology we have to take it into

consideration. That is why so many academic scientists call Jungian psychol-

ogy unscientific, because it takes into consideration a factor which has hitherto

been habitually and intentionally excluded from the scientific outlook. But

our critics do not see that this is not just a whim of ours, or because we are

still so childish that we cannot repress our personal feeling reactions to the

material. We know from conscious scientific insight that these feelings are

necessary and belong in the method of psychology, if you want to get at the

phenomenon in the right way.

If an individual has an archetypal experience, for instance, an overwhelm-

ing dream of an eagle coming in through the window, this is not only a

thought-pattern about which you can say, 'Oh yes, the eagle is a messenger

from God, and it was one of Zeus' messengers and of Jupiter's, and in North

American mythology the eagle appears as a creator, etc' If you do that, it is

intellectually quite correct for you amplify the archetype, but you overlook

the emotional experience. Why is it an eagle and not a raven and not a fox

and not an angel? Mythologically, an angel and an eagle are the same thing,

an angelos, a winged messenger from heaven, from the beyond, from the God-
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head, but for the dreamer it makes a lot of difference if he dreams about an

angel and all that it means to him or if he dreams of an eagle v/ith all his posi-

tive and negative reactions to the eagje. You cannot just skip the dreamer's

emotional reactions, though scientifically Eliade and Huth and Fromm, and so

on, will simply say both are messengers from the Beyond. Intellectually it is

the same thing, but emotionally there is a difference. Thus you cannot ignore

the individual and the whole set-up into which such an experience falls.

The representatives of this outlook try to pull all the results of Jungian

psychology backward into the old set-up of academic thinking and to push

aside the most important factor which Jung introduced into the science of

myths; namely, the human basisfrom which such motifs grow. But you can-

not study plants without studying the soil on which they grow: melons grow

best on dunghills and not on sand, and if you are a good gardener you have a

knowledge of the soil as well as of the plants, and in mythology we are the

soil of the symbolic motifs-we, the individual human beings. This fact cannot

be ignored under the pretext that it does not exist, but to exclude it is a ter-

rific temptation for thinking types and intellectuals because doing so fits into

their habitual attitude.

Sun god

Spring

Father

Phallus

Death Moon

Mother

Let us take the motif of the tree, for example. Let us assume that I am an

investigator who has a tree complex so I will start with that. Being emotionally

fascinated by it, I shall say; 'Oh the sun myth and the tree myth are connected,

for in the morning the sun is born in the east out of the tree. There is, for

instance, the Christmas tree, and every Christmas the tree gives birth to the

new light at the moment of the winter solstice. So all the sun myths are in a
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way also tree myths. But then the tree is also a mother. You know that in

Saxony, even now, it is said that beautiful girls grow under the leaves of trees,

and I could show you pictures showing that children come from trees; the

souls of unborn children rustle under the leaves and that is why there are

trees in the centre of all German, Austrian and Swiss viQages. The tree is there-

fore the Great Mother. But the tree is not only the mother of life but also the

death mother because from trees coffins are made, and there are the tree bur-

ials. The Shamans of circumpolar tribes and people in certain North Canadian

tribes are buried in a tree. Probably also the Babylonian Zikkurats and these

columns on which the Persians put their dead are also a travesty of the tree.

Then have you ever thought of the tree and the well? Under every tree there

is a spring. There is the world-ash YggdrasU with the Urd well underneath, for

instance. I can show you Babylonian seals on which there is a tree with under-

neath the well of life, so that all the motifs of the water of life are really tree-

motifs, so every time the water of life comes into other myths it represents

tree mythology. That is quite clear! Everybody sees that. But you can also

bring the moon in. As the mother the tree is feminine, but it is also the father

because the tree is a phallic symbol; for instance, in the Aztec chronicles the

word for the original land where the Aztecs and Mayans emigrated represents

a broken-off tree, a kind of tree trunk, and the trunk form is a phallic father-

image. There are stories of a woman passing a tree and a seed from the tree

entering her womb. Therefore clearly the tree is a father, and that links up

with the tree being the sun, which is a father-figure. That is obvious!'

If you have a sun-complex, then everything is solar, and if you have a moon-

complex everything is lunar.

In the unconscious all archetypes are contaminated with one another. It is

as if several photographs were printed one over the other; they cannot be

disentangled. This has probably to do with the relative timelessness and space-

lessness of the unconscious. It is like a package of representations which are

simultaneously present. Only when the conscious mind looks at it, is one

motif selected, for you put your searchlight onto it and it just depends on

where you direct your searchlight first, for in some way you always get the

whole of the collective unconscious. Thus for one scientist the mother is

everything, for another everything is vegetation, and for another everything

is a solar myth. The amusing thing is that all such intellectuals when they see

the connection—for instance, between the tree and the sun or the coffin-

then say, 'of course' or 'obviously' or 'naturally'. The tree is obviously the

mother, for instance. I watch to see where the investigator uses these words.
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It is temptingly easy because archetypal connections are obvious and natural,

and so the writer says 'naturally' or 'obviously' and is sure that all his readers

will walk into the same trap. Only the intellectual type gets caught in this

trap. Others after a while revolt, realising that it is not possible for everything

to be everj^hing else, and they return to the emotional value-difference be-

tween symbols.

Actually you can interpret a fairy tale with any of the four functions of

consciousness. The thinking type will point out the structure and the way in

which all the motifs connect. The feeling type will put them in a value order

(a hierarchy of values), which is also completely rational. With the feeling

function a good and complete fairy tale interpretation can be made. The sen-

sation type will just look at the symbols and ampUfy them. The intuitive will

see the whole package in its oneness, so to speak; he will be most gifted in

showing that the whole fairy tale is not a discursive story but is really one

message, spUt up into many facets. The more you have differentiated your

functions, the better you can interpret because you must circumambulate a

story as much as possible with all four functions. The more you have developed

and obtained the use of more conscious functions, the better and the more

colourful your interpretation will be. It is an art which has to be practised.

It cannot be leamed-apart from some general indications which I will try to

give. I always tell students not to learn my lecture, but to try to interpret

fairy tales themselves, for that is the only way to learn. Interpretation is an

art, a craft actually, which finally depends on you yourself. The classes where

everyone interprets the same fairy tale, is almost a confession and a Rorschach

test at the same time. That cannot be avoided. And it's right, for you have to

put your whole being into it.

We must begin by asking why in Jungian psychology we are interested in

myths and fairy tales. Dr. Jung once said that it is in fairy tales that one can

best study the comparative anatomy of the psyche. In myths or legends, or

any other more elaborate mythological material, we get at the basic patterns

of the human psyche through a lot of the cultural material. But in fairy tales

there is much less specific cultural conscious material, and therefore they

mirror the basic patterns of the psyche more clearly.

One of the things that other psychological schools throw at our heads is

that we see archetypes everywhere, that our patients apparently dream about

archetypes every night, but their patients never produce such material. If the

analyst does not know what archetypal motifs are, naturally he does not

notice them; he interprets them personally by linking them un with personal
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memories. In order to be able to spot archetypal material, we have first to

have a general knowledge of it. One important reason why we try to learn as

much as possible about these motifs and their different set-ups.

But there is another reason that has proved even more important practi-

cally and leads to more essential problems. If someone has a dream and you

akeady have the anamnesis — i.e., his general outer and inner Hfe story —

even if you try to refrain from doing so, you usually have made a kind of

general hypothesis about what the dreamer's problem is: that this is a mother-

bound man or a father-bound daughter, an animus-ridden woman, or God

knows what else. Suppose, for instance, you have the hypothesis that a cer-

tain analysand is greatly bothered by her animus, and when she brings you

the dream of a burglar, which frightened her terribly, then you have an *A-ha!

There we have it!' reaction. You don't notice that you have not interpreted

the dream but have only recognised in it what you guessed. You Unked it up

with what you already intuitively supposed to be the trouble. Then you call

the burglar an animus figure, and it looks like an objective interpretation. But

you have not really learnt to interpret the dream scientifically, having no hy-

pothesis as to what will emerge from its motifs. We should look at dreams as

objectively as possible and then only at the end deduce a conclusion. For the

dream gives a new message which neither the analyst nor the analysand knew

before.

This objective method can best be learnt by practising with fairy tale

motifs in which there is no personal set-up and you have no personal knowl-

edge of the conscious situation to help you.

But let us first consider: how does a fairy tale originate? If we are realistic

we have to say that it originates at one particular moment; at a certain time a

certain fairy tale must have come into being. How could that happen? I have

developed a theory of my own which I will give to you.

Max Luthi in Die Gabe in Sage undMdrchen (The Gift in Saga and Fairy

Tales) shows that in legends and in local sagas the hero of the story is a very

human being. A local saga is the sort of story which runs in this way: 'Do

you see the beautiful castle up there? Well, you know a story is told about it.

There was once a shepherd who on a hot midsummer day tended his sheep

round this castle and was suddenly seized by curiosity and thought he might

go inside, though he had heard that there were ghosts there. So with tremb-

ling hands he opened the door and saw a white snake which spoke to him in

human speech and said that the shepherd should come with it and if he would

suffer three nights he could redeem it'. . . or something Uke that. That is what
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is called a local saga. Now Liithi showed, with a great many examples, that in

those local sagas the hero is a human being whose feelings and reactions are

told. For instance, it is said that the shepherd's heart beat violently when he

opened the castle door and he shivered when he was given the cold kiss of

the snake, but he was courageous and stood it all. The story is told as though

an ordinary human being were having a supernatural or para-psychological

experience. But if you take a classical fairy-tale legend—for instance, the

Grimms' *Golden Bird'—there the hero has no such feelings. If a Hon comes

toward him he takes his sword and kills it. Nothing is said about his being

frightened and shivering and then putting his sword down the lion's throat

and scratching his head and asking himself what he had done. Because he is

a hero he just naturally kills the lion. So Liithi says that the hero in a fairy tale

is an abstract figure and not at all human. He is either completely black or

completely white, and has stereotyped reactions: he redeems the lady and

kills the lion and is not afraid of the old woman in the woods, etc. He is com-

pletely schematic.

After reading that I came across a story from a 19th century family chron-

icle, published in a Swiss paper on folklore. (Schweiz. Zeitschrift fiir Volks-

kunde, 1937) The family still lives in Chur, the capital of Graubiinden. The

great-grandfather of the people who are still living had had a mill in some

lonely village in the Alps and one evening he had gone out to shoot a fox.

When he took aim the animal lifted its paw and said: *Don't shoot me!',

then disappeared. The miller went home, rather shaken because speaking

foxes were not part of his everyday experience. There he found the mill-water

racing autonomously around the wheel. He shouted, asking who had put the

mill into motion. Nobody had done it. Two days later he died. In spiritualistic

or para-psychological records this is a typical story. All over the world such

things sometimes happen before someone dies: instruments behave as if alive,

clocks stop as if they are part of the dying owner, and various queer things

occur.

Now the man who read this story in the chronicles of this family, went to

the village and asked the people there about the mill. The mill itself is in ruins.

A few people said: 'Yes, there was a mill up there and there was something

uncanny about it. There was a spook there'. So one sees how the story had

degenerated. They all knew that it had something to do with death and a para-

psychological event, but they did not remember anything special. There the

Finnish school seems to be right in saying that in the retelling things get poorer,

but then this same investigator found other old people who said: *0h, yes, we
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remember the story. The miller went out to shoot the fox, and the fox said,

*Miller, don't shoot me. You remember how I ground the corn at Aunt Jette's.'

And then at the funeral party a wineglass was broken and Aunt Jette, the

miller's aunt, went quite white, and everybody knew that she was the fox and

that it was she who had killed the miller.'

There is a general belief in witches taking the form of foxes. Witches are

said to go out at night as fox-souls, do much mischief in this form and then

return to their bodies, which have lain as dead on their beds meanwhile. That

can be 'proved' because sometimes a hunter comes across a fox, shoots him

and wounds him in the paw and then in the morning Mrs. So-and-So is seen

sneaking about with her arm in a sling and when she is asked what has hap-

pened she won't say. Naturally she was the ghost-fox going around making

mischief. There is a general archetypal belief which you come across in the

Alps and in Austria as well as in Japan and China that witches and hysterical

women have fox-souls. So a general archetypal motif has been associated

with our special fox story and the story has been nicely enriched and made

more coherent. It was as if the people had said that it was not satisfactory-

why did the fox talk to the miller just before he died? So it was enriched

with a witch story and projected onto the miller's aunt, who gave herself away

at the funeral party. Another old woman in the village told the same story

but added still another motif—that when the miller came home and saw the

mill-wheel turning there was a fox running round on it.

That proved to me that Antti Aame was wrong in thinking that stories

always degenerate, for they can just as well improve and by self-amplification

become enriched by the addition of archetypal motifs. If there is any fantasy

and story-telling talent they can become beautiful. My hypothesis is that

probably the more original forms of folk tales are local sagas and para-

psychological stories, miraculous stories, which are due to invasions from

the collective unconscious in the form of waking hallucinations. Such things

still happen; Swiss peasants experience them constantly, and they are the

basis of folklore beliefs. When something strange happens it gets gossiped

about and handed on, just as rumours are handed on, then under favourable

conditions the account gets enriched with aheady-existing archetypal repre-

sentations and slowly becomes a story.

It is interesting that in this story only one person now remembered the

miller's personal name. In the other versions it was already *a miller'. So as

long as it is Miller So-and-So, it is stiU a local saga, but when it comes to *A

miller once went to shoot a fox...', then it begins to be a fairy tale, a general
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story in a form in which it could migrate to another village, for it is no longer

bound to a particular null and a particular man. So probably Luthi's statement

is correct: fairy tales are an abstraction. They are an abstraction from a local

saga, condensed and made into a crystalized form, and thus they can be

handed on and are better remembered because they appeal to the people.

Since I came across this idea that parapsychological experiences are at the

bottom of the local sagas, this has been also discovered and presented by J.

Wyrsch, Sagen und ihre Seelischen Hintergriinde, (Innerschweiz. Jahrb. fiir

Heimatkunde, Luzem, 1943, Bd. 7), H. Buil:h3xdt, Psychologie der Erleb-

nissage, Diss. ZUrich, 1951. You will find more on this in G. Isler's excellent

thesis. Die Sennenpuppe, Diss. Zurich, 1970.



CHAPTER II

FAIRY TALES, MYTHS AND OTHER ARCHETYPAL STORIES

P ersonally, I think it likely that the most frequent way in which

archetypal stories originate is through individual experiences of an invasion

by some unconscious content, either in a dream or in a waking hallucination —

some event or some mass-hallucination whereby an archetypal content breaks

into an individual life. That is always a numinous experience. In primitive

societies practically no secret is ever really kept, so this numinous experience

is always talked about and becomes amplified by any other existing folklore

which will fit in. Thus it develops, just as rumours do.

Such invasions of the collective unconscious into the field of experience

of a single individual probably, from time to time, create new nuclei of stories

and also keep alive the already existing material. For instance, such a story

will locally reinforce the belief in fox-witches. The belief existed before, but

this story will keep alive or modernize or bring a new version of the old idea

that witches in the form of foxes go about killing or bewitching people. These

psychological events, which always reach an individual first, are to my mind

the source and factor which keep the motifs in folklore alive.

It has been suggested that people know certain fairy-tale motifs and stories

and then pin them onto a local situation. Let us say that there is a girl in a

village who commits suicide by jumping off the cliffs. Ten years later this

suicide due to an unhappy love affair might be surrounded by a classical

fairyrtale suicide motif. I think that this could easily happen, but I have not

yet found any striking example where one could prove every step. Probably

we have to reckon with two ways and can say that when a story is rooted

somewhere it becomes a local saga; and when it is cut off and wanders about,

like a water plant cut off from its roots and carried away, then it becomes

more an abstract fairy tale which, when it once more takes root, becomes

more of a local saga. One could use the simile of a corpse, the fairy tale being

the bones or the skeleton, the part which is not destroyed, for it is the most

basic and eternal nucleus of the whole thing. It most simply shows the arche-

typal basic structure.

The same problem about the difference between a local story and a fairy tale

has arisen in other ways and with much controversy about the relationship of



myth and fairy tale. E. Schwyzer, a classical scholar, has, for instance, shown

that the Hercules myth is built up out of single scenes, all of which are fairy-

tale motifs. He showed that this myth must have been a fairy tale which had

been enriched and Hfted to the literary level of a myth. Just as wisely fighting

for the opposite theory, some people contend that fairy tales are degenerated

myths. They believe that originally populations had only myths and that if

the social and religious order of a population decayed, then the remains of

that myth survived in the form of fairy tales.

There is a certain amount of truth in this theory of the 'decayed myth'.

For example, in The Fairy Tales of World Literature (Die Marchen der Welt

Literatur), a collection which now consists of about 35 volumes, you will

find in the volume of Greek fairy tales slightly distorted episodes of the

Odyssey: a prince sails to an island where there is a big fish (or ogre) and he

blinds that one-eyed ogre and hides under the beUy of a big ram and creeps

out of the monster's cave. That was how Ulysses escaped from the Cyclops'

cave, so that story has been preserved till today. I do not, therefore, think it

far-fetched to say this tale is a remnant of the Ulysses story. It has survived

and has nowadays become an ordinary Greek folk tale. The story has con-

vinced me that big myths can decay with the civilization to which they be-

longed and the basic motifs can survive as fairy-tale motifs and migrate or

stay in the same country. As with the local saga, I think we have to reckon

with both possibihties. To me the fairy tale is like the sea, and the sagas and

myths are like the waves upon it; a tale rises to be a myth and sinks down

again into being a fairy tale. Here again we come to the same conclusion:

fairy tales mirror the more simple but also more basic structure-the bare

skeleton—of the psyche.

The myth is something national. If you think of the Gilgamesh myth you

think of the Sumerian-Hittite-Babylonian civilization, for Gilgamesh belongs

there and cannot be put into Greece or Rome, just as the Hercules and Ulysses

myths belong to Greece and cannot be imagined in a Maori set-up. If one

studies the psychological implications of myths one sees that they very much

express the national character of the civilization in which they originated and

have been kept alive. They have a beautiful form because generally eitlier

priests or poets and sometimes priest-poets—in certain civilizations that is the

same thing—have endeavoured to give them a solemn, ceremonious, and poet-

ical form. With this form we have in the myth a conscious cultural addition,

which makes its interpretation easier in some ways, for certain things are said

more explicitly. Gilgamesh, for instance, is said to be favoured by Shamash,



the sun god, about whom material can be collected and tied up into the ampli-

fication, providing all that is necessary. Sometimes a fairy-tale hero has also

solar quaUties but these may be indicated only by a small detail—for instance,

that he has golden hair. There is no mention of his being favoured by a spe-

cific sun god.

So it can be said that the basic structure or archetypal elements of a myth

are built into a formal expression, which links it up with the cultural collec-

tive consciousness of the nation in which it originated, and that therefore,

in a way, it is closer to consciousness and to known historical material. In

some ways it is easier to interpret, being less fragmentary. Often also it is

much more beautiful and impressive in form than the fairy tale, so that some

scholars are seduced into saying that the myth is the big thing and the rest just

miserable remnants. On the other hand, by lifting such an archetypal motif

to a cultural and national level and by linking it with religious traditions and

poetic forms, it more specifically expresses the problems of that nation in

that cultural period, but loses some of its generally human character. Ulysses,

for example, is the essence of the Hermetic-Mercurial Greek intellect and can

easily be compared to trickster heroes of other nations. But the Ulysses myth

is more specific and Greek. It can be said to have lost certain general human

features.

For us the study of fairy tales is very important because they depict the

general human basis. They are especially important if one analyses people

from the other end of the world; if a Hindu or an Australian walks into the

consulting room, and one has only studied a few myths one will not find a

human bridge to the man. If, however, the analyst has the knowledge of those

basic human structures he will be able to contact him. I have read of a mis-

sionary in the South Sea Islands who says that the simplest way to contact

those people is by telling them fairy tales. It is a language in which each under-

stands the other. If he told some big myth, that would not work so well. He

has to use the basic material in its simple form because that is the expression

of the most general and, at the same time, basic human structure. Because the

fairy tale is beyond cultural and racial differences it can migrate so easily.

Fairy-tale language seems to be the international language of all mankind—

of all ages and of all races and cultures.

Sometimes when I do not understand a fairy tale I use myths as parallels

because the greater closeness to consciousness of the myth material often

gives me an idea about the meaning. So do not leave out myths, because they

can be used to make a bridge when you do not see what the fairy-tale mate-
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rial means; sometimes the tale is so terribly remote from one's own collective

conscious world.

With religious myths we have still to make a subdivision because some are

told in connection with a ritual and others not. On a certain day the myth is

told at a certain festival, and the song which belongs to a certain mythological

event is sung. Or, in some schools-the Talmud School, for instance-there are

the holy texts which are read on certain occasions and so are built into a Ut-

urgy, of some kind. Then there are religious myths which are not built into a lit-

urgy, the Gilgamesh Epic, for example. That was generally retold at the King's

court, but we do not know that it was ever built into a liturgy. Now those reUgious

myths which are not built into a liturgy or not told at a certain ritual, or which do

not comprise sacred knowledge, given either orally or in writing on certain occa-

sions, I would classify with the myths I mentioned earlier.

But then we come to the specific case where, as liturgies or songs sung by

certain priests, myths are built into religious rituals. In my opinion, such

liturgical myths are not basically different from the others except that they

have become a part of the conscious tradition of the nation; they have been

integrated into the body of conscious knowledge of that nation, into its offi-

cially recognised body. That does not make them in any way secondary; it

is only that they have been elaborated for a long time. Generally such myths

have been influenced by historical traditions; these sacred texts and songs are

very often almost unintelligible: they have been so worked upon that they

merely allude to something that everybody knows. For example, we have

some Christmas carols out of which, if you were to dig them up two thousand i

years from now and knew nothing about Oiristianity, you would not be able
|

to make head nor tail. A German Christmas carol says, *Es ist ein Ros'ent-

sprungen aus einer Wurzel zart* (*from a tender root a rose has blossomed

forth'), and then there follow a few more remote allusions to an untouched

virgin. Now assuming that you knew nothing about Christianity and discovered

this carol, you would say that here is something about a rose and something

about a virgin, but what does that mean? To us the song is intelligible be-

cause it alludes to a mystery we all know. With us the Christian teaching is so

integrated that the many songs which refer to it are mere allusions; however,

only archetypal motifs which have been meaningful to many people for many I

hundreds of years are treated in this fashion. If Christianity had been con-

fined to a local sect in Asia Minor, it would have died with its myth and would

not have attracted other material and would not have been elaborated. Exten-

sive elaboration of the original material probably depends on the impact that
|j



the nuclear archetypal event has on people.

It has been suggested that perhaps Christianity could also have had its

origins in a local saga and so have developed into a more general myth. In

his book Aion Jung elaborates that the unknown and mysterious and impres-

sive personality of Jesus of Nazareth, about whom we know very, very, little,

attracted an enormous amount of projections, as, for instance, the symbols of

the fish, the lamb, and many other archetypal symbols of the Self well-known

to humanity in general. Many of these, however, are not mentioned in the

Bible; for example, the peacock, an early Christian symbol of the resurrection

and of Christ. The whole web of existing mythological ideas of late antiquity

had slowly crystallised around the personality of Christ. The specific features

of Jesus of Nazareth are blurred to such an extent that we are mostly con-

fronted by the symbol of the God-Man, which is amplified by many other

archetypal symbols.

In this way the figure of Jesus is generalized, but in another way it is made

specific, as can be seen in the fight of the early Church Fathers against the

tendency of that time to say that Jesus Christ was just another Dionysus or

another Osiris. People then were saying, 'Oh, your Jesus Christ, we know him:

we worship him in the form of Osiris.' But then the Apologists were furious,

saying that Jesus Christ was not the same; he was a new message. There then

ensued that fight over the new message—that it was to be seen in another light

and—such people said-must not be pulled regressively into those other myths.

About Jesus people said, *But this is Osiris! This is our Dionysus! We have

known the suffering and dismembered god from long ago.' And they were

half right: what they saw was the same general archetypal pattern. But the

others were right too when they insisted that this was now a new cultural con-

sciousness in a specific new form.

The same kind of thing happened when in South America the Conquist-

adores discovered the ritual of crucifixion among the aborigenes. Some Jesuit

Father even said that the devil must have put it into those people's heads to

weaken the possibility of their conversion. But the hypothesis of the arche-

typal disposition of the human psyche simplifies many of these questions, so

that one does not need to get lost in unnecessary quarrels about the religious

myths. The different versions are the different elaborations of various forms

of the archetype. One could say that whenever an archetypal content of vital

importance is constellated, it tends to become the central symbol of a new

religion. When, however, an archetypal content belongs merely to the body

of general human welfare and is not specifically constellated, it is handed on
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in the form of folklore. But at the time of Christ the idea of the God-Man-

which had existed for ages—had become the eminently important message—

the one thing that had now to be realised at all costs. That is why it became

the new message, the new light. And its emotional impact has created all that

we now call the Christian civilization, (just as Buddha's enlightenment created

all that we now call the Buddhist religion).

There is another problem connected with this. In his book Primitive Cul-

ture, Tylor tried, with hi^ theory of animism, to derive fairy tales from ritual,

claiming that they should not only be regarded as the remains of a decayed

faith but that they are specifically the remains of an old ritual: the ritual

died, but its story has survived in fairy-tale form. I do not believe this because

I think that the basis is not a ritua^ but an archetypal experience. However,

rituals are so age-old that one can only guess how they may have originated.

The best examples of how a ritual might have originated that I have found

are in the two following stories.

One story is the autobiography of Black Elk, a medicine man belonging

to the American Indian tribe of the Oglala Sioux. ^ As a boy, when Black

Elk was suffering from a severe illness and was almost in a coma, he had a

tremendous vision or revelation in which he was transported to the skies

where many horses came to him from the four points of the compass, where

then he met the Grandfather Spirits and was given the healing plant for his

people. Deeply shaken by his vision the youth kept it to himself, as any nor-

mal human being would do, but later on he developed an acute phobia about

thunderstorms, so that when even a Httle cloud appeared on the horizon, he

would shake with fear. This forced him to consult a medicine man who told

him that he was ill because he had kept his vision to himself and had not

shared it with his tribe. The medicine man said to Black Elk, 'Nephew, I know

now what the trouble is! You must do what the bay horse in your vision

wanted you to do. You must perform this vision for your people upon earth.

You must have the horse-dance first for the people to see. Then the fear will

leave you; but if you do not do this, something very bad will happen to you.'

So Black Elk, who was then seventeen, and his father and mother and some

other members of the tribe gathered together the exact number of horses—

a certain number of white, a certain number of black, a certain number of

1. Neihardt, John G., Editor, Black Elk Speaks: Being the Life Story ofa Holy

Mm of the Oglala Sioux (New York: William Morrow & Co., 1932); paperback

edition. University of Nebraska Press, 1961 (Bison Book 119).



sorrel, a certain number of buckskin, and one bay horse for Black Elk to ride.

Black Elk taught the songs that he had heard during his experience, and when

the vision was enacted, it had a profound effect on the entire tribe, even a

healing effect, with the result that the blind could see, the paralysed walked,

and other psychogenic diseases were cured. The tribe decided to perform it

again, and I feel sure that it would have continued as a ritual if soon after-

wards the tribe had not been ahnost destroyed by the whites. In this account

we are close to witnessing the way in which a ritual can originate.

I have found another trace of the origin of a ritual in an Eskimo tale re-

ported by K. Rassmussen (Die Gabe desAdlers, Frankfurt, 1923). Certain

circumpolar Arctic tribes have an Eagle Festival. They send messengers out,

with feathers glued onto their sticks, to invite the other tribes to a big feast.

The hosts build a large igloo, sometimes a big wooden assembly house. Once

a year the people come in their dog-sledges. In the hall there is a stuffed eagle,

and they dance, tell stories, exchange wives, and trade. The Eagle Festival

is the big half-religious, half-profane meeting of all the tribes.

The story about the origin of the festival is that a lonely hunter once shot

an especially beautiful eagle. He took it home, apparently with a rather guilty

feeling, stuffed it, and kept it, and even felt impelled from time to time to

give it a little food-sacrifice. Then once he was out on his skis, hunting, and

got into a blizzard. He sat down and saw suddenly in front of him two men

with sticks onto which feathers were glued. The men wore animal masks and

ordered him to come along with them and to hurry. So in the blizzard he

pulled himself up, and they went very fast, he with them and in great exhaus-

tion. Then through the mist he saw a village from which came an uncanny

booming noise. He asked what the drum was saying, and one of the men said

very sadly, *A mother's heart beating.' They took him into the village and led

him to a very dignified woman in black, and he suddenly realised that she

was the eagle-mother of the eagle he had shot. The dignified eagle-mother,

said that he had treated her son very well and had paid him honour and she

wished this to continue; that therefore she was now showing him her people

(all the people were really eagles who had temporarily assumed human form),

who would now show him the Eagle Festival; that he must try to memorise

everything and then return to his tribe and report it to them and say she

wanted this done every year. After the human eagles had performed the Eagle

Festival, suddenly everything disappeared and the hunter found himself back

in the snowstorm, numb and half-frozen. He dragged himself back to his

village, assembled the men and delivered the message, and from then on, they
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say, the Eagle Festival has been performed in this exactly prescribed way. The

hunter had obviously fallen into a coma, nearly frozen, and, in this state of

deep unconsciousness, had what we would call an archetypal vision. That is

why everything disappeared suddenly and he found himself numb in the

snow; that was the moment when he returned to consciousness and saw ani-

mal tracks in the snow beside him-the last vestiges of the 'messengers.'

There again you see how a ritual came into existence in a way parallel to

that of Black Elk-namely, from the archetypal experience of an individual;

and if the impact is strong enough, there is a need to spread it abroad and

not keep it to oneself. I have met, on a small scale, similar things in analysis

when an analysand had an archetypal experience and, naturally kept it to him-

or herself. This is the natural reaction because it is one's personal secret and

one does not want others to disparage it. But then other dreams came which

said that the individual should stand up for this inner vision, tell it to the

wife, or the husband, saying, *I have had that experience and have to stick

to it. That is why I now have to tell you about it, for otherwise you will not

understand my behaviour. I have to be loyal to the vision and act in accordance

with it.' In married life one cannot suddenly begin to behave quite differently

without any explanation. Or, perhaps it must be communicated more widely,

sometimes even to a group, as happened to Black Elk, to whom the medicine

man said that his neurotic symptoms showed that Black Elk's vision was some-

thing which belonged to the tribe and was not his private secret.

From those two stories I concluded that this is a likely explanation of how

a ritual can come into existence. In this Eskimoan example they say so them-

selves. We see again that the basis is an invasion of the archetypal world into

the collective time consciousness of a group through the intermediary of an

individual. One person experiences it first and then announces it to the others.

Besides, if we really think about it, how else could it happen? It is the most

obvious way for a ritual to have originated.

Minor invasions of the unconscious and dreams can still alter a ritual

later. There is a famous thirty-years old ritual among Australian primitives

called Kunapipi, and a meritorious ethnologist, Berndt, has collected the

dreams referring to it. The aborigines say that they dream about the ritual,

and in her book Kunapipi she gives a collection of their dreams, all of which

had made some slight alteration or additions to the ritual. The dream is told

the tribe, and if the alteration was good and fitting, it was added to the ritual.

In analysing Catholics I have often seen that this still works in some way.

Someone will dream about the Mass and the dreamer's unconscious makes



all sorts of propositions as to how something more could be added. I remem-

ber a nun who dreamed about the Mass and the whole Service was normal

until the moment for the *Sanctus' came but when the bell was rung, there

was an interruption. In this most holy moment of the Mass, the moment of

transformation, the Bishop went into the pulpit and gave a short, prosaic and

down-to-earth exposition of what it meant that God became man, after which

the Mass was resumed, as if that nun's unconscious desired to point out that

some understanding of the mystery had been lost sight of.

There is still another type of archetypal story which might be worth men-

tioning. If you take the Fairy Tales of World Literature, you will see that in

certain ethnological set-ups what are called fairy tales are practically all ani-

mal tales, and even in the Grimm collection there are very many animal tales.

According to Laurens van der Post's The Heart of the Hunter, about eighty

percent of the Bushman tales are animal tales. The word *animal' is not very

good in this connection because although the characters are animals, everyone

knows that these animals are at the same time anthropomorphic beings. Just

as in the Eagle-Festival story, in which there are eagles who are human beings

and two minutes later are again eagles, there is the same idea in Bushman sto-

ries; sometimes they even say, *the hyena, which naturally was a human being,

said to his wife...' Very often, however, this is not said explicitly but in the

story the hyena takes a bow, or makes a boat, and so on. These figures are

human beings in the shape of animals, or animals in the form of human beings;

they are not what we nowadays would call animals.

Anthropologists quarrel about whether they are animals disguised as human

beings or human beings disguised as animals. But that is idiotic, to my mind.

They are just what they are! They are animals and human beings, no prim-

itive would puzzle about it; there is no contradiction. From our standpoint

they are symbolic animals, for we make another distinction: we say the ani-

mal is the carrier of the projection of human psychic factors. As long as there

is still an archaic identity, and as long as you have not taken the projection

back, the animal and what you project on to it are identical; they are one

and the same thing. You see it beautifully in those animal stories which rep-

resent archetypal human tendencies. They are human because they really do

not represent animal instincts but our animal instincts, and in that sense they

are really anthropomorphic. Let us say, for instance, that the tiger in a story

represents greed; it is not the real tiger's greed that is represented, but our own

tigerish greed. It is when we are as greedy as tigers that we dream about a tiger.

So it is an anthropomorphic tiger. Such animal stories are exceedingly fre-
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quent, and there are many investigators who assert that they are the most

ancient type of mythological story. I am very much tempted to believe that

one of the most ancient and basic forms of archetypal tales have this form-

stories about anthropoid-animal beings, where fox speaks to mouse and hare

talks to cat.

Because I am known as being interested in fairy tales, I have again and

again been pulled in by families to tell their children fairy tales, and I have

seen that below a certain age children prefer animal stories. When you start

stories about princes and princesses being stolen by the devil, then they ask,

'What is the devil? ', and so on. They need too many explanations. But if you

say, 'The dog said to the cat,' then they listen most eagerly. So it seems to be

the basic material, the deepest and most ancient form of tale.

So much for the relationship of fairy tales, local sagas, animal tales, ritual

myths, and religious tales. I only mention this because there has been so much

quarrelling and so many hypotheses about these things in literature dealing

with mythology.

t



CHAPTER III

A METHOD OF PSYCHOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION

The next problem is the method of interpretation of fairy tales. How do

we approach the meaning of a fairy tale - or stalk it rather, because it is really

like stalking a very evasive stag. And why do we interpret? Again and again

investigators and specialists on mythology, attack Jungians on the grounds

that a myth speaks for itself; that you have only to unravel what it says, and

you do not need psychological interpretation; that the psychological inter-

pretation is only reading something into it which is not in it; and that the

myth with all its details and amplifications is quite clear in itself. This seems

to me to be half true. It is in the same way true, as Jung says, that the dream

is its own best explanation. That means the interpretation of the dream is

always less good than the dream itself. The dream is the best possible expres-

sion of inner facts, and you could just as well say that the fairy tale and the

myth are the best possible expressions. So, in that sense, those who hate inter-

pretation and say the myth is enough are right. The interpretation is a darken-

ing of the original light which shines in the myth itself. But if someone tells

you a marvellous dream and is very excited and you sit back and say, 'Yes,

there you had that dream!', he will say, 'But I want to know what it means!'

You may then answer, 'Well, look at the dream! It tells you all it can. It is its

own best possible interpretation.' That has its merits because then the dreamer

may go home and keep turning the dream around in his mind and suddenly

get his own illumination about it. And that process of rubbing one's churinga

stone - i.e., treating the dream as one might a churinga stone or a talisman till

it gives you some strength — is not interrupted by a third person who inter-

poses himself.

On the other hand, this method is often not sufficient — for the most amaz-

ing and beautiful dream messages do not get over. Then the dreamer is like

somebody who has an enormous bank balance and does not know about it, or

who has lost the safe key or deposit number. And what is the use of that? It

is certainly true that one should be tactful, hoping and waiting to see whether

the dream will not build its own bridge towards the dreamer's consciousness

and whether that process cannot take place by itself, because it is certainly

more genuine and people are much more impressed by what they find out
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about their dreams than if one presents them with even a good interpretation.

But very often those millions in the bank are not made use of and people are

impoverished. There is another reason why interpretation has still to be prac-

ticed: people tend to interpret their own dreams and myths within the frame-

work of their conscious assumptions. For instance, a thinking type will nat-

urally tend to extract only some kind of philosophical thought which he

feels is contained in the dream and he will, for instance, overlook the emo-

tional message and the feeling circumstances. Then I have also known people,

men especially, who, when they are caught in their own anima mood, project

their mood into the dream and perhaps see only its negative aspects.

The interpreter is useful for he says, 'Yes, look here! The dream begins

very badly, but the lysis is very good! Surely it says that you are still a fool

or half-blind, but it also says there is a treasure.' Interpretation gets a bit

more objective. The dream or tale is not only pulled into the already existing

trend of consciousness. Hence, we practise interpretation in analysis.

As I have already suggested, interpretation is an art or craft that can be

learnt only by practice and experience. However, there are some rules to

guide one.

Just as for a dream, we divide the archetypal story into its various aspects,

beginning with the exposition (time and place). In fairy tales time and place

are always evident because they begin with *once upon a time' or something

similar, which means in timelessness and spacelessness—the nowhere of the

collective unconscious. For example:

'Far beyond the end of the world and even beyond the Seven Dog

Mountains there was once a king...'

'At the end of the world, where the world comes to an end with a

wall of boards...'

'In the time when God still walked about on earth...'

There are many poetical ways of expressing this nowhereness, this once-upon-

a-time which, following M. Eliade, most mythologists now call the illud tern-

pus, that timeless eternity, now and ever.

Then we turn to the dramatis personae (the people involved). I recommend

counting the number of people at the beginning and end. If a fairy tale begins

'The king had three sons' one notices that there are four characters, but the
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mother is lacking. The story may end with one of the sons, his bride, his

brother's bride and another bride-that is, four characters again but in a dif-

ferent set-up. Having seen that the mother is lacking at the beginning and

there are three women at the end, one would suspect that the whole story is

about redeeming the female principle, as in one of the stories I shall use later

as an illustration.

Now we proceed to the exposition, or the beginning of the problem. You

will find that in the form of the old king who is sick, for instance, or the

king who discovers every night that golden apples are stolen from his tree, or

that his horse has no foal, or that his wife is ill and somebody says she needs

the water of life. Some trouble always comes at the beginning of the story

because otherwise there would be no story. So you define the trouble psy-

chologically as well as you can and try to understand what it is.

Then comes the peripeteia, which can be short or long-the ups and downs

of the story. This can go on for pages because there can be many peripeteiai;

or perhaps you have only one, and then you generally get to the climax, the

decisive point, where either the whole thing develops into a tragedy or it

comes out right. It is the height of the tension. Then, with very few excep-

tions, there is a lysis, or sometimes a catastrophe. One could also say a pos-

itive or negative lysis, an end result, which is either that the prince gets his

girl and they marry and are happy ever after or they all fall into the sea and

disappear and are never heard of again (the latter being either positive or

negative, depending on how one looks at it). Sometimes in very primitive

stories, however, there is neither lysis nor catastrophe, but the story just

peters out. It suddenly gets stupid and fades away, exactly as if the story

teller were suddenly to lose interest and fall asleep.

Then again, there may be a double end to the lysis, something you don't

find in other kinds of legends or mythic materials: namely, a happy ending

followed by a negative remark by the story-teller. For instance, 'And they

married and there was a big feast, and they had beer and wine and a mar-

velous piece of meat, and I went to the kitchen but when I wanted to take

some the cook gave me a kick in the pants and I rushed here to tell you the

story.' Or the Russians sometimes end: They married and were very happy.

They drank a lot of beer and wine, but mine ran through my beard and I

never swallowed any.' Or some gypsies say: 'They married and were happy

and rich to the end of their Uves, but we poor devils are standing here shiver-

ing and sucking our teeth with hunger'-and then they go round with the

hat, collecting.
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These strophes at the end of a fairy tale are a rite de sortie, because a

fairy tale takes you far away into the childhood dream world of the collective

unconscious where you may not stay. Now imagine that you live in a peasant

house and you stay in the fairy tale mood, and then you have to go to the

kitchen. If you have not kicked yourself out of the story, you will certainly

burn the joint because you will continue to think about the prince and the

princess. So the story must be accentuated at the end with *Yes, that is the

fairy tale world, but here we are in bitter reality. We must return to our

everyday work and may not be absent-minded and puzzle about the story.'

We have to be switched out of the fairy-tale world.

So much for the general method by which we watch the structure and

bring some order into our material; and, as I say, we should remember espe-

cially to count the figures, and the number symbolism and the part that

plays. There is another way which I sometimes adopt, but which cannot be

done with all stories. For instance, there is a Russian story where the czar

has three sons and you could put it this way:

little boy Baba - Yaga

2nd son

Czar

1st son

Baba - Yaga

little boy Baba - Yaga

I set - up

(male)

III Result

marriage plus

2 children

II set - up

(female)

First there is a quaternity in which the mother is lacking, and the hero,

the fourth of the system, goes into the Beyond (into the unconscious, we

would say), where there are three witches (Baba-Yagas) and the Princess Mary,

whom the hero gets. At the end Mary is redeemed by the hero, and they
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marry and two sons are born. So there is a quaternity which is purely male

and one purely female, and in the end we have (in the middle) a mixed quater-

nity of three males and one female. You cannot make this kind of pattern

with all stories, so do not try to ram it in when it is not there. There are a

lot of stories structured in this way, however, so look to see if there is such

a pattern. If there is not, that is also revealing because a lack of pattern tells

you something too, as does an irregular pattern in science. The exception

belongs also to the regular phenomenon, but then you have to explain why.

To continue the rules of thought: We simply take the first symbol. Let's

say there was an old king who was sick because he needed the water of life,

or there was a mother who had a disobedient daughter; and now we have

to amplify this, which means that we must look up all the parallel motifs

we can get hold of. I say all because initially you will probably not be able

to find too many; when you get about 2,000 you might stop! In the Russian

tale 'The Virgin Czar,' for instance, the story begins with an old czar and

his three sons. The youngest son is the Dummling-hero of the story. I com-

pared the Czar's behaviour with that of the main function and the sons with

that of the fourth function, but it was disputed. It cannot be proved from

this tale because the czar is not eliminated at the end, nor does he fight his

son. But if you draw in all other parallel stories then it becomes quite clear

that the czar represents the outworn main function and the third son is the

bringer of renewal, i.e., the inferior function.

Thus we have to look at the comparative material before we can say any-

thing. We have to ask whether that motif occurs in other tales, and how it is

in other tales, and take an average, and only then is our interpretation on a

relatively secure basis. For example, there might be a fairy tale in which a

white dove misbehaves. And you say that the white dove represents a witch

or a wizard. Well, in this story it may be but if you look up what a white

dove usually means you will be astonished. As a rule, in the Christian tradi-

tion the white dove signifies the Holy Ghost and in fairy tales it generally

means a loving woman, a Venus-like woman. Therefore you have to ask why

something which usually is a symbol for positive Eros appears to be negative

in this particular story. You have a different slant on the image than if you

had not taken the trouble to look up other stories. Suppose you were a

doctor performing you first autopsy and found the appendix on the left

and did not know, by comparative anatomy, that normally the appendix

belongs on the right. It is the same with fairy tales: you have to know the

average set-up, and that is why you need comparative material—to know the
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comparative anatomy of all the symbols. That background will help you to

understand the specific much better, and only then can you fully appreciate

the exception. Amplification means enlarging through collecting a quantity of

parallels. When you have a collection of parallels, then you pass on to the

next motif, and in this way go through the whole story.

There are two more steps to be taken, for next we have to construct the

context. Let's say that in the fairy tale there is a mouse and you have ampli-

fied it but see that this mouse behaves in a specific way. For instance, you

have read that mice represent the souls of the dead, witches, that they are the

devil's animal, that they are Apollo's animal in his winter aspect, they are the

bringers of the pest, and they are also soul-animals because when somebody

dies a mouse comes out of his corpse or he appears in the form of a mouse,

and so on. You look at the mouse in your story, and some of the mice in

your ampUfications fit your mouse and explain it while others do not. Now
what do you do? In such a case I first take the mice which explain my mouse,

but I keep the other mice in my pocket, or in a footnote, because sometimes,

later in the story, some of the other aspects of the mouse will appear in an-

other constellation. Let's say that in your fairy tale it is a positive mouse and

there is no witch-mouse around, but later in the story there is something

about a witch. Then you say: 'A-ha! There is a connection between these two

images, so it is a good thing that I know that mice are also witches.'

Then comes tlie next essential step, which is the interpretation itself, i.e.,

the task of translating the amplified story into psychological language. There

is a danger of remaining half within the mystical mode of expression and talk-

ing about *the terrible mother who is overcome by the hero.' Such a statement

becomes correct only if we say: *The inertia of unconsciousness is overcome

by an impulse towards a higher level of consciousness.' That is, we must use

strictly psychological language. Then only do we know what interpretation is.

Nov/ if you are critically minded you will say: *A11 right, but then you sim-

ply replace one myth by another - by our myth, the Jungian myth, you

could call it.' There one can only answer: 'Yes, we do that, but consciously;

we know that we are doing it, and we know quite well that if in 200 years

someone were to read our interpretations, they would say: 'Isn't that funny!

They translated the fairy tale myth into Jungian psychology and thought that

was it! But we know that it is ... ' And they will bring a new interpretation,

and ours will be counted as one of the outgrown interpretations — an illus-

tration of how such material was regarded at that time. We are aware of this

possibility and know that our interpretations are relative, that they are not
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absolutely true. But we interpret for the same reason as that for which fairy

tales and myths were told: because it has a vivifying effect and gives a satis-

factory reaction and brings one into peace with one's unconscious instinctive

substratum, just as the telling of fairy tales always did. Psychological interpre-

tation is our way of teUing stories; we still have the same need and we still

crave the renewal that comes from understanding archetypal images. We know

quite well that it is just our myth. We explain an X by a 7 because Y seems to

click for us now. One day this will no longer be the case, and there will be the

need for a Z as an explanation. Therefore we should never present our inter-

pretation with the undertone of *this is /Y.' That would be cheating. We can

only say in psychological language what the myth seems to represent and then

modernise the myth in this psychological form. The criterion is: Is it satis-

factory and does it click with me and with other people? — and do my own

dreams agree? When I make an interpretation, I always watch my dreams to

see if they agree. If tliey do, then I know that the interpretation is as good as

I can make it — that in relation to my own nature I have interpreted the ma-

terial satisfactorily. If my psyche does not say: 'That is all right, but you have

not answered this yet,' then I know that I cannot go further. There may be

other revelations in the story, but I have reached my own limits; I cannot go

beyond myself. Then I can sit back satisfied, having eaten what I could digest.

There is a lot more meat there, but I carmot digest it psychically.
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A TALE INTERPRETED: THE THREE FEATHERS'

W e can now proceed to the more practical problems of interpretation:

For didactic reasons I have taken for interpretation a very simple Grimms'

fairy tale, not with the idea of making it fascinating or interesting, but simply

to show you the method of interpretation. I will try to show you how to pro-

ceed and how you get at the meaning of such a story. It is called The Three

Feathers.'

There was once a king who had three sons. Two were intelligent but the

third did not talk much and was stupid and was called Dummling. The king

was old and weak and thought about his death and did not know which of

his sons should inherit the kingdom. So he told them to go out into the world

and the one who brought him the most beautiful carpet would be king when

he died. To prevent any quarrelling he went outside the castle, blew three

feathers into the air and said: *As they fly, so you must go.' One feather went

towards the east, the other to the west, and the third just a little way straight

ahead, where it fell to the ground. So one brother went to the right, the other

to the left, and they laughed at Dummling who had to stay where the third

feather had fallen.

Dummling sat down and was very sad, but then suddenly he noticed that

there was a trapdoor beside the feather. He lifted it up, found steps descend-

ing and went down into the earth. There he came to another door at which he

knocked and from the inside he heard:

Virgin, green and small.

Shrivel leg.

Shrivel leg's dog.

Shrivel back and forth.

Let's see who is outside.

The door opened and DummUng saw an enormous fat toad sitting there sur-

rounded by a circle of Httle toads. The fat toad asked him what he wanted

and he answered that he would like to have the finest and most beautiful car-

pet. The toad called a young toad saying:

Virgin, green and small.

Shrivel leg.
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Shrivel leg's dog,

Shrivel back and forth.

Bring me the big box.

The young toad fetched the big box, which tlie big toad opened, and from it

she gave Dummling a beautiful carpet, a carpet so beautiful and so deUcate

that it could never have been woven on earth. He thanked her for it and climbed

up again.

The two other brothers thought their youngest brother too silly ever to be

able to find anything so they bought some coarse linen stuff which the first

shepherd-woman they met was wearing around her body and took it home

to the king. At the same time Dummling came home with his beautiful carpet

and when the king saw it he said: *By rights the kingdom should go to the

youngest.' But the other two gave their father no peace, saying that it was im-

possible to give Dummling the kingdom because he was so stupid and they

asked for another competition.

So the king said that the one who could bring the most beautiful ring

should have the kingdom. Again he performed the same ritual with the three

feathers. Again the two eldest went to the east and to the west and for Dumm-
ling the feather went straight ahead and fell down by the door in the ground.

Again he went down to the fat toad and told her that he wanted the most

beautiful ring. She again had the big box fetched and from it gave him a ring

which gleamed with precious stones and was so beautiful that no goldsmith on

earth could have made it. The other two again laughed about Dummling who

wanted to hunt for a gold ring and they took no trouble but knocked the

nails out of an old cartwheel and brought that to the king. When Dummling

showed his gold ring the king again said that the kingdom belonged to him.

But the two elder brothers tormented the king until he set a third compe-

tition and said that the one who brought home the most beautiful wife

should have the kingdom. He blew the three feathers again and they fell as

before.

Dummling went to the fat toad and said that he had to take home the

most beautiful woman. 'Oh,' said the toad, *the most beautiful woman is not

just handy, but you shall have her.' She gave him a hoUowed-out carrot to

which six mice were harnessed, and Dummling said sadly: 'What shall I do

with that? ' The toad answered that he should take one of her little toads

and put it into the carriage. He took one at random out of the circle and

put it in the yellow carriage. She had scarcely sat in it before she was trans-

formed into a beautiful girl, the carrot into a coach, and the six mice into
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six horses. He kissed the girl and drove away with the horses and brought her

to the king. His brothers, who had not taken any trouble to look for a beauti-

ful woman, came back with the first two peasant women they met. When the

king saw them he said: 'The kingdom goes to the youngest after my death.'

But the two brothers again deafened the king with their cries, saying that they

couldn't permit that, and requested that the one whose wife could jump

through a ring which hung in the middle of the room should have the prefer-

ence. They thought that the peasant women would be able to do that because

they would be strong but that the delicate girl would jump to her death. The

old king agreed and the two peasant women jumped through the ring, but

they were so awkward that they fell and broke their thick arms and legs.

Thereupon the beautiful girl whom Dummling had brought sprang as lightly

as a deer through the ring. So no further objection was possible. Dummling

got the crown and ruled in wisdom for a long time.

You will probably recognise in this simple classical story an accumulation

of well-known motifs. Bolte and Polivka (Anmerkungen zu den Kinder- und

Hausmdrchen der Briider Grimm, See Vol. II, p. 30.) say that this fairy tale

was found by the Grimms in 1819 in Zwehm, Germany and that there is

also another German version, from the region of Hesse, which has sHght

variations. I don't wish to repeat the whole story, but in this other version

instead of a carpet it is linen and when Dummling goes down into the earth

he does not find toads but a beautiful girl who is weaving linen, so there is

not quite the same problem. She also gives him a carpet and only turns into

a frog when she comes up to the surface of the earth, which means that

under the ground she appears to him as a beautiful woman, but as soon as

she comes to join him on the earth she turns into a frog. When the frog

arrives at the King's court in the carriage, it cries out: 'Kiss me and "versenk

Dich\ *
* Versenken * ledHly intimates meditation, so it would mean sink down

into yourself in meditation — which sounds a very strange expression for a

frog in a fairy tale. It repeats this three times, so Dummling takes the frog

and jumps into the water with it, for he has understood ^ersenken * as

meaning that he should submerge himself in the water, which is also a mean-

ing of the word. The moment he kisses it and jumps into the water, it turns

back into a beautiful woman.

There are other Hessian variations where the three feathers are replaced by

three apples which are rolled in different directions and there is a French

variation where the only change is that the toad is replaced by a white cat.

I wiQ not repeat all the possibilities but will mention a few of the more fre-
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quent ones. Often the motif of the feathers is replaced by arrows which the

father shoots in three directions. And then the bride is either a toad, a frog,

a white cat, an ape, a lizard, a puppet, a rat, a stocking or a hopping night-

cap — not even Uving objects — and sometimes a turtle.

At the end of all these variations - among which the Russian are the most

interesting - there is a short annotation explaining that the motif of blowing

a feather to indicate the direction the sons should take was a general medieval

custom in many countries. If someone did not know where to go, if they were

lost at a crossroads or had no special plan, he would take a feather, blow it

and walk in whichever direction the wind took it. That was a very common

kind of oracle by which you could be guided. There are many medieval stories

referring to this and even folklore expressions such as T shall go where the

feather blows'. In northern countries and in certain Russian and Italian ver-

sions, instead of feathers and arrows, or rolling apples, there are spheres, or

balls.

We will begin with the first few sentences. Our exposition runs: There was

a king who had three sons. Two were intelligent, the third stupid, and the old

king did not know to whom he should give his kingdom. That shows the open-

ing psychological situation. The last sentence sets the problem, which is who

should have the kingdom.

The opening situation of the king and his three sons is exceedingly fre-

quent. The Grimm collection alone, which is merely a fraction of all excit-

ing possibilities, has at least 50 or 60 such stories that start off with the king

and his three sons. That is not the normal family, for there is neither mother

nor sister and the initial set-up of people is purely masculine, The female

element, which you expect in a complete family, is not represented. The

main action is concerned with the finding of the right female, upon which

depends the inheritance of the kingdom and, further, that the hero does not

perform any masculine deeds. He is not a hero in the proper sense of the word.

He is helped all the time by the feminine element, which solves the whole

problem for him and performs all the necessary deeds such as weaving the

carpet and jumping through the ring. The story ends with a marriage — a

balanced union of the male and female elements. So the general structure

seems to point to a problem in which there is a dominating male attitude,

a situation which lacks the feminine element, and the story tells us how the

missing feminine is brouglit up and restored.

We have first to take the symbolism of the king. An expanded study of the

king in alchemy is to be found in the section headed *Rex and Regina' in
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Jung'sMysterium Coniunctionis. Jung brings in much other material but I

shall now only briefly condense what he says about the king.

In primitive societies the king or the chief of the tribe generally has magic

qualities; he has mana. Certain chiefs, for instance, are so sacred that they

may not touch the earth and are always carried by their people. In other

tribes the vessels the king has used for eating and drinking are thrown away

and nobody may touch them; they are taboo. Some chiefs and kings are

never seen because of a similar taboo; if you were to look at the king's face

you would die. Of certain chiefs it is said that their voices thunder and their

eyes emanate lightning. In many primitive societies, the prosperity of the

whole country depends on the health and state of mind of the king and if he

becomes impotent or ill he has to be killed and be replaced by another king

whose health and potency guarantee the fertility of the women and cattle as

well as the prosperity of the whole tribe. Frazer mentions instances in which

it is not customary to wait until the king becomes impotent or sick but in-

stead he is killed at the end of a certain period — say, after five, ten or fifteen

years — with the same idea in mind: namely, that he is worn out periodically

and must be replaced. In certain tribes the idea prevails that this means not

really kiUing the king, who embodies a kind of protective or ancestral spirit

for the tribe, but simply a progression: the old house is pulled down so that

the spirit can move into a new one and continue to reign in that. It is believed

to be always the same sacred, totemistic spirit that rules and the killing of the

king provides it with a better physical vessel.

We can say, therefore, that the king or chief incorporates a divine prin-

ciple on which the entire welfare - psychic and physical — of the nation

depends. He represents the divine principle in its visible form; he is its incar-

nation or embodiment, its dweUing-place. In his body lives the iotem spirit

of the tribe. He therefore has many characteristics that would incline us to

look at him as a symbol of the Self because the Self, according to our def-

inition, is the centre of the self-regulating system of the psyche^on which

the welfare of the individual depends. (Our own kings often held the sphere

of the earth-ball, with the cross on it if the king was a Christian, and they

carried a number of other symbols which we know from various mythological

set-ups represent the Self.)

In many tribes there is a split between medicine man and king or chief —

that is, between spiritual and worldly power — and the same thing happened

in our civilization in the terrible fight between sacerdotium and imperium

(church and state) in the Middle Ages. Both these powers claimed to be visible,
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incarnate symbols of the divine principle for their subjects — or, one could

say, symbols of the unanschauliche archetype of the Self.

In all countries and in alchemical symbolism which you can read about in

Dr. Jung's book, you see this dominating idea that the aging king is unsatis-

factory in some way. In primitive tribes, when he is impotent, the harem

whispers that around and the tribe silently decides to kill him. Or he may be

unsatisfactory in other ways: he may be too old to perform certain tasks any

longer, or his time is over - he has reigned his ten or fifteen years. Then

comes the inevitable idea of the king's sacrificial death.

In more advanced civilizations, as, for instance, in the Old Kingdom of

Egypt, the practice was replaced by a ritual of renewal, a symbolic death and

resurrection of the king, as was performed in the Sed festival. In other coun-

tries there was a so-called carnival king. Some criminal who had been con-

demned to death was allowed to live for three days as a king. He was clothed

as a king, had all the insignia, was taken out of prison and could order what-

ever he liked. He could have all the women he wanted, all the good dinners

he liked and everything else and after three days he was executed. There are

also other rituals where the process of killing is carried out on a puppet which

is 'killed' instead of the king. Behind these different traditions we see the

same motif - that of the necessity for the king to be renewed through death

and rebirth.

If you apply that to our hypothesis that the king is a symbol of the Self,

you have to ask: Why does a symbol of the Self age? Do we know any psy-

Ichological factors that correspond to this fact? If you study the comparative

history of religions, you will note the tendency for any religious ritual or

dogma that has become conscious to wear out after a time, to lose its original

' emotional impact and become a dead formula. Although it also acquires the

positive qualities of consciousness such as continuity, it loses the irrational

contact with the flow of life and tends to become mechanical. This is true not

only of reUgious doctrines and political systems but for everything else as well,

I

j

because when something has long been conscious, the wine goes out of the

fr bottle. It becomes a dead world. Therefore, if our conscious life is to avoid

petrifaction there is a necessity for constant renewal by contact with the flow

of psychic events in the unconscious and the king, being the dominant and

most central symbol in the contents of the collective unconscious, is naturally

subject to this need to an even greater extent.

You can therefore say that the symbol of the Self is especially exposed to

this general difficulty of needing the constant renewal of understanding and
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contact, that it is especially threatened by the possibility of becoming a dead

formula — a system and doctrine emptied of its meaning and therefore purely

an outer form. In that sense we can say that the aging king represents a dom-

inant content of collective consciousness and underlies all the political and

religious doctrines of a social group. In the East, for many layers of the pop-

ulation, this content appeared as the Buddha, and with us, until now, it was

Qirist, who actually has the title 'ICing of Kings.'

In our story the king apparently has no wife, or, if he has one, she does not

appear. What would the queen represent? If we take the king as representing

a central and dominant symbolic content of collective consciousness, then the

queen would be its accompanying feminine element — the emotions, feelings,

the irrational attachments to this dominant content. It can be said that in

every civilization there is a Weltanschauung with a central God-image which

dominates that civilization and with that goes a certain habit or style of life,

a feeling-style, and that Eros-style in society influences how people relate to

one another. The feeling-tone of this collectivity would be the queen who

accompanies the king; for instance, in the Middle Ages the Gothic idea of

Christ would be incarnate in the king of that time, while the representations

of Eros — to be found in the poems of the Troubadours — would be mani-

fested in the Virgin Mary, who is the Queen of Heaven related to the King -

Qirist. She set the pattern for feminine behaviour, the pattern for the man's

anima as well as for women. In Catholic countries women still naturally tend

to adapt to that pattern, and men try to educate their anima to fit into this

style of erotic behaviour and this style of relationship.

So you see the close connection between the king and the queen, the

Logos-principle dominating a certain civilization and collective attitude and

the Eros-style accompanying it in a specific form. That the Queen is lacking

means that the latter aspect has been lost and therefore the king is sterile.

Without the queen he can have no more children. We must assume, therefore,

that the story has to do with the problem of a dominant collective attitude in

which the principle of Eros — of relatedness to the unconscious, to the ir-

rational, the feminine — has been lost. This must refer to a situation where

collective consciousness has become petrified and has stiffened into doctrines

and formulas.

Now this king has three sons so there is the problem of four males, three

of whom are adapted in the way they should be while the fourth is below the

mark. Naturally, people who know Jungian psychology will jump to the con-

clusion that those are obviously the four functions of consciousness: the king,
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the dominant or main function and the two elder sons being the auxiliary

functions, while Dummling would be of course the fourth inferior function.

This is right, but only with a grain of salt because Jung's theory of the four

functions refers to an individual. In fairy tales we do not have the inner story

of one individual, and therefore cannot look at it from this angle. We have,

rather, to amplify the motif of the male quaternio first and there we find -

in past history, for instance — motifs such as the fours sons of Horus, the

four Evangelists, and other quaternios, surrounding amain symbol of the Self.

These quaternios to be found in the comparative history of religion and in

mythology cannot, to my mind, be interpreted as the four functions as they

appear in an individual. They represent a more basic pattern of consciousness,

from which the four-functions pattern ofconsciousness is derived. If we know

how to diagnose a type and have a number of people before us, we can say

that this man is a thinking type and his inferior feeling probably makes such

and such trouble. Thus you can say that certain aspects of the set-up are typ-

ical, while others are more individual. So it can be said that the problem of

the four functions always appears in an individual in a certain set-up, but that

there are general basic trends underneath. Finally, if you want to puzzle, you

say why on earth does human consciousness tend always to develop in each

man four functions? And there you can reply that it seems to be an inborn

disposition of the human being to build up a four-functional conscious sys-

tem. If you do not influence a child, it will automatically develop one con-

scious function, and if you analyse that person at the age of thirty or forty,

you will find this four-functional structure. The underlying general disposition

is mirrored in the many quatemarian symbols in mythology such as the four

winds, the four directions of the compass and also as these four royal figures

in our fairy tale.

To be accurate you would therefore say that the king does not represent

the main function but is the archetypal basis of that function in the sense

that he is that psychological factor which builds up the main functions in

all people. Now you will say that I am contradicting myself, for first I said

that the old king was the dominant of collective consciousness and now say

that he symbolizes that disposition which builds up main functions. How does

that link up? Is that a contradiction? This seems to be a second interpre-

tation, but if you reflect on how a main function builds up then you will see

that it builds up in the first half of human life and generally serves collective

adaptation. If a child is good at playing with practical things, his father will

say that he will be an engineer later, and the child is encouraged, and at school
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he will be very good in those fields and in others he will be very bad; so he

will be proud of what he can do well and will do that most because there is a

natural tendency to do always what one can do well and to neglect the other

side. This one-sidedness slowly builds up the main function, which is that

function with which one adapts to collective requirements. Hence the dom-

inant of collective consciousness also constellates in the individual the main

function.

Take again the medieval man for whom the dominant of the Self is the

figure of Christ. If he has the disposition to become a thinking type he will

meditate with his thinking about the essence of Christ; if his inborn tendency

is to become a feeling type he will be moved by the prayers he hears and will

not think about the symbol of Christ but will relate to him with his main

function, feeling. That, therefore, is how the king represents the dominating

symboUc content of a collective conscious situation. He will also be connected

with the main function in all people.

Now the other sons would have therefore logically to be interpreted on the

same hnes: that is, the two sons who are intelligent and clever would repre-

sent the typical basis for building up the two auxiliary functions in a human

being and Dummling would represent the basis of building up the inferior

function. But Dummling is not only this; he is also the hero, and the whole

story is concerned with what happens to him. We must therefore discuss

briefly what the hero means in a mythological story because if you read many

psychological interpretations of myths you will soon see that there is a con-

stant shift between interpreting the hero as a symbol of the Self and as a sym-

bol of the ego. Even interpreters contradict themselves within the same text.

They begin as if the hero were an ego; then they shift to his being the Self.

Before we discuss this problem we have to be clear as to what we mean by

ego. The ego is the central complex of the field of consciousness of the per-

sonality. But then, naturally, aU other people have an ego too, so you can see

that if we speak of the ego, that is already an abstraction for we mean by that

the T of all the people we know. If we repeat such a sentence as *the ego

resists the unconscious' then we make a general observation, something which

apphes on an average ego, stripped of all more subjective and unique qualities.

We have now to look at the symbol of the hero in myths. What does he

usually do? He is very often a saviour: he saves his country and his people

from dragons, witches, and from evil spells. In many stories he is the finder of

the hidden treasure. He frees his tribe and leads them out of all sorts of dan-

gers. He reconnects his people with the gods and with life, or he renews the
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life-principle. It is he who goes on the night-sea journey and when he comes

out of the belly of the whale, with him generally come all those who were

swallowed before him. Sometimes he is likely to be over self-confident and in

certain myths destructive. Then the gods, or some enemy powers, decide to

destroy him. In many hero-myths he is also the innocent victim of evil powers.

Then there is the hero-trickster figure, who plays good and bad tricks and who
does not only free his people but at the same time gets them into difficulties;

he helps certain people and destroys others by mistake or by thoughtlessness,

so he is half a devil and half a saviour, and again he is either destroyed, re-

formed, or transformed at the end of the story.

Thus among the hero-figures there is a great variety: tlie Dummling type,

the trickster type, the strong-man type, the innocent, beautiful-youth type,

the sorcerer type, the one who performs his deeds by magic and others by

power and courage. We know from the results of investigations of child psy-

chology that in the first twenty years of life, to take a broad estimate, the

main tendency of the unconscious itself goes to build up a strong ego-complex

and most of the early difficulties in youth result from disturbances of this

process by negative parental influence or through some traumatic or other

hindrance. In cases such as Michael Fordham has described in his pubHcations,

the ego-complex is not capable of building itself up. But there are natural

processes in the psyche of the child that we can watch, for they are mirrored

in dreams, in which you can see how the ego builds up. One way, which one

sees frequently, is in the ideal of the model hero. Papa often fills this role, as

do tram conductors, policemen, elder brothers, or big boys in the class above

at school, who receive the child's transference. In secret day-dreams the child

imagines that that is what he would like to become. The fantasies of many

little boys are of wearing a red cap and waving the trains on and off, of being

the Chief, the Big Boss, the King, and the Chief of the PoHce. These model

figures are projections produced by the unconscious; they either appear im-

mediately in the dreams of young people or are projected onto outer figures

and they catch the fantasy of the child and influence his ego build-up. Every

mother knows that. For instance, if you take a little boy to the dentist, then

you say, 'Well, you are the Chief of the Police, so you can't cry when a tooth

is pulled out!' That strengthens his ego so that he will force back his tears.

That method is constantly employed in education; it is a trick. If a boy ad-

mires Albert in the next class and behaves badly, you say, 'Albert wouldn't do

that,' and the boy at once pulls up his socks.

Those are typical psychological processes showing how in a young person
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slowly the ego-complex, the centre of the field of consciousness, is formed.

If you lopk more closely at these processes, you will see from dreams that

they stem from the Self and that it is the Self which builds up the ego. A
graphic representation would show first the unknown psychic totaUty of

a human being-thought of as a sphere, not a circle—and then in the upper

part of the sphere could be the field of consciousness; anything within this

field is conscious to me. The centre is the ego-complex. What is not con-

nected through some thread of association with my ego-complex is uncon-

scious to me. Before this field of consciousness exists, the self-regulating

centre (the Self is regarded as the totality and the regulating centre of the

whole personality, and it seems to be present from the very beginning of

life) builds up the ego-complex through certain emotional and other pro-

cesses. If you study the symbolism of the ego-complex and of the Self, you

will see that the ego has the same structures and is to a great extent a mirror-

image of this centre. We know the representations of the Self in mandala

construction, for instance, and the ego has the same fourfold subdivision.

The centre of the Self slowly builds up the ego-complex, which then mirrors

its original centre and which, as we all know, often succumbs to the illusion

of being that centre. Most people who are not analysed naturally believe—

because of their emotional conviction that I am I—that I am the whole thing,

and even that illusion comes from the ego's having been formed from the

total centre. But in childhood there is the tragedy of separation; there is,

for instance, the typical event of being thrown out of Paradise, of having

one's first shock of incompleteness and discovering that something perfect

has been forever lost. Such tragedies mirror the moment when the ego begins

to become an entity apart from the Self. Then the ego is established as a self-

existing factor, and the intuitive connection with the centre is partly lost.

Now the ego, as far as we can see, functions properly only when it achieves

a certain adaptedness to the whole psyche, which means that it functions

best if a certain plasticity is kept—in other words, —when the ego is not pet-

rified and therefore can, through dreams, moods and so on, still be influenced

by the Self so as to adapt to the whole psychological system. It looks to us

as though the ego were meant by nature not as a ruler of the whole psycho-

logical set-up, but as an instrument, which functions best if it still obeys the

basic instinctual urges of the totality and does not resist them.

Imagine, for instance, that your instinct tells you to run away in a dan-

gerous situation. (You do not require a very conscious ego to tell you that.)

If a bull chases you, you do not need to consult your ego; you had better
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consult your legs, which know what to do. But, if the ego functions with

your legs, so that while running away from the bull you also look for a good

hiding place or a fence to jump over, then the situation is perfect: your in-

stincts and your ego function in accord with each other. If, on the other

hand, you are a philosopher whose legs want to run away but who thinks:

*Stop, I must first find out whether it is right to run away from a bull,' then

the ego blocks the instinctual urge; it has become autonomous and anti-

instinctive and then becomes a destructive nuisance, such as we see in every

neurotic individual. A neurosis could even be defined as an ego-formation

no longer in harmony with the whole personality, whereas when the ego func-

tions in accordance with the larger totality, it reinforces the ego and proves

the innate cleverness of the basic instinctive arrangement.

Naturally sometimes the ego would also be useful in resisting instinct.

Imagine, for instance, the North Arctic lemmings which get an instinctual

urge to make a migration into another country where they can start again on

new food. Driven by an instinctual urge, they collect together and then

march on. If, by a piece of bad luck, they come to the sea or a river, they

go into it and drown by the thousands. I am sure you know this story which

has always puzzled zoologists for it shows the silly unadaptedness of some

natural instincts. Konrad Lorenz once gave us a lecture with many such

examples; I remember one about a bird which, to please its mate in the mat-

ing season, produces an enormous red sack on his chest with which to enforce

his mating song. This red sack is so heavy that he cannot fly, so his enemies

gather and butcher that bird. So that is not a very good invention. A beau-

tiful red tail, or a red behind like a baboon to please his wife would be much

better and would not prevent him from flying away. So you see instinctual

patterns are not only positive. Assume that a lemming could ask itself what

it was doing and reflect that it did not want to drown, and could go back,

that would be very useful for it. So that is probably why nature has invented

the ego as a new instrument for us; we are a new experiment in nature, for

we have an additional instrument for regulating the instinctual urges. We do

not live only on our patterns of behaviour but have this strange addition

known as the ego.

The ideal situation, as far as we can see, is when the ego, with a certain

plasticity, obeys the central regulation of the psyche. But when it hardens

and becomes autonomous, acting according to its own reasons, then there

is often a neurotic constellation. This happens not only to individuals, but

also collectively, which is why we speak of collective neuroses and psychoses.
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Whole groups of mankind can drift into that split situation and deviate from

their basic instinctual patterns and then disaster is close. That is why in hero

stories there is nearly always an exposition of a terrible situation: the land is

drying up because the toads block the water of life, or some dark enemy

comes from the north and steals all the women and there is no fertility in the

land. Whatever this terrible story is, the hero has the task of putting it right.

The dragon may be demanding all the king's maidens to be sacrificed. Every-

one in the country is already wearing black, and now the last princess has to

be given to the dragon — then always the hero comes.

The hero, therefore, is the restorer of the healthy, conscious situation. He

is the one ego that restores to healthy, normal functioning a situation in

which all the egos of that tribe or nation are deviating from their instinctive,

basic totality pattern. It can therefore be said that the hero is an archetypal

figure which presents a model ofan ego functioning in accord with the Self.

Produced by the unconscious psyche, it is a model to be looked at, and it is

demonstrating a rightly functioning ego, an ego that functions in accordance

with the requirements of the Self. That is why the hero seems, to a certain

extent, to be the Self: because he serves as its instrument and completely

expresses what the Self wants to have happen. In a way, therefore, he is also

the Self, because he expresses or incarnates its healing tendencies. So the

hero has this strange double character. From the feeling standpoint you can

naively understand that. If you hear a hero-myth, you identify with the

hero and get infected by his mood. Let us say, for instance, that an Eskimoan

tribe is on the way to starvation. Caribou hunting has been bad, and primi-

tives very easily give up and die from discouragement before it is physically

or psychologically necessary. And then comes a story-teller and tells about

a fellow who made contact with ghosts and by that saved his starving tribe,

and so on. That puts them on their feet again, purely emotionally. The ego

adopts an heroic, courageous and hopeful attitude that saves the collective

situation. That is why a hero story is a vital necessity in difficult Hfe con-

ditions. If you have your hero-myth again, then you can hve. It is something

to live for. You are naturally encouraged by it.

When you tell fairy tales to children, they at once and naively identify and

get all the feeling of the story. If you tell them about the poor Httle duck,

all the children who have inferiority complexes hope that in the end they too

will get a princess. That functions exactly as it should; it gives a model for

living, an encouraging, vivifying model which reminds one unconsciously of

all life's positive possibilities.
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There is a beautiful custom among Australian aborigines: when the rice

does not grow well the women go into the ricefield and squat among the rice

and tell it the myth of the origin of the rice. Then the rice knows again why
it is there and grows like anything. That is probably a projection of our own
situation; for with us it is certainly true for if we get those myths we think

that now we know again why we live and that changes our whole life-mood

and can even sometimes change our physiological condition.

If you interpret the hero in this way, then you see why Dummling would

be the hero. Since the king is the dominant of the collective conscious attitude

which has lost contact with the flow of life, especially with the feminine, the

Eros principle, Dummling represents the new conscious attitude which is

capable of contacting the feminine, for he is the one who brings up the toad-

princess. Characteristically, he is the one who is called stupid and seemingly

unlucky. But if you look at his behaviour more closely, you see that he is

simply spontaneous and naive; he takes things as they are. For instance, the

two other brothers cannot accept facts. Each time Dummling wins they want

another competition, saying that that one was not right. But Dummling

always simply does the next thing. When he has to marry a frog—well, that

is not very pleasant, but that's how it is. Obviously, it is that quality which

is emphasized in our story.

We should always look at these stories as we do the dreams of individuals

and ask what conscious situation is compensated by such a myth. Then you

clearly see that such a story compensates the conscious attitude of a society

in which patriarchal schemes and oughts and shoulds dominate. It is ruled by

rigid principles because of which the irrational, spontaneous adaptation to

events is lost. It is typical that Dummling stories are statistically more fre-

quent in the white man's society than in others, and it is obvious why that

is so. We are the people who, by an over-development of consciousness, have

lost the flexibility of taking life as it is. That is why Dummling stories are

expecially valuable for us. We have also an overwhehning number of stories

where the hero excels through just plain laziness; he simply sits on a stove

and scratches himself, then everything falls into his lap. These stories also com-

pensate the collective attitude which puts too much emphasis on efficiency,

then those lazy hero stories are told and retold with great delight-and with

a healing meaning in them.

Now the king does not know to whom he should leave the kingdom. There

he deviates from his probable former behaviour, for he leaves it to fate to

settle who shall inherit the kingdom. This is not the general behaviour. It is
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frequent in the case of the old king but it is not the only possible one. There

are, for instance, other stories where the old king has information—a dream

perhaps, or a prophecy about who is to be the next king-and he puts all his

passion and strength and skill into destroying his possible successor. That is

another type of story. An example would be Grimms' 'The Devil with the

Three Golden Hairs', but there are thousands of them. Sometimes also at the

beginning of the story the king gives his possible successors a chance, but if a

successor who does not suit his plans is elected, then he begins to resist.

There are neurotic people whose ego-attitude has diverged from their

whole psychological nature yet who come into analysis without great resist-

ances, for they just want to know what next and if their dreams produce

some new life they take it and go on, with practically no resistance. With

them the 'succession of the king'—one ego-attitude replaced by another—is

relatively easy. But there are others who describe their symptoms and you

look at their dreams but if you even mildly suggest what the trouble might

be, they jump at your throat and argue that it may be anything else but it is

certainly not that. That they know is all right and they fight back forever.

This is the type of ego-formation which has already stiffened to such an

extent that it absolutely refuses the possibility of a renewal. I often say to

such people that they have the attitude of a person who goes to a doctor and

asks the doctor please to cure him—but not to examine the urine because

that is something private. A lot of people do this. They go into analysis but

keep the main information in their pockets because it is nobody's business to

know about that. In all such variations of behavior you see the old king—

which in an individual means his centre of consciousness—resisting renewal.

Naturally, that is to be found in the collective situation as well. A whole

society may first be violently antagonistic to some reUgious reform and after-

wards suddenly recognize it. To mention a classical example, twelve sentences

written by St. Thomas of Aquinas, the great pillar of the Catholic Church,

were condemned by a Concilium in 1320. So you can see that through the

collective prejudice of the time something which is later recognized as not

being inimical to the dominating attitude is at first resisted. That extends into

political and reUgious persecution, newspaper pressure and business persecu-

tion, and so on—all that is going on now and always will do in social set-ups

everywhere in the world. There is the phobia that something new is in itself

terrifying. All that is typical behaviour of the old king, and it can be stiffened

into mistrust and real tragedy, or, as happens here, it need not become a trag-

edy. This story mirrors the possibility of a renewal occurring without any
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crisis or tragedy. It is a mild story, which is why it is not particularly interest-

ing, but it has all the classical features we need.

We come next to the ritual of the three feathers. This general custom of

the time is not very different from throwing a coin. Whenever consciousness

cannot decide rationally one can have resource to such a chance event and

take that as an indication. That the coin falls this way or the wind blows that

way is a *just-so-story' taken as a meaningful hint. This in itself is important

because it is the first move towards giving up ego-determination, one's own

conscious reasoning. One could say that this old king proves to be not too

bad because, though he will soon be dead and therefore has to be replaced

by a successor, he is quite willing to leave it to the gods to decide who shall

come next. It again fits the whole set-up of the story which is not dramatic

and which has not stiffened into a confUct.

To carry the symbolism further: in mythology, feathers generally represent

something very similar to the bearer of the feathers-the bird. According to

the principle oi pars pro toto, (the part stands for the whole), a magic form

of thinking, the feather signifies the bird, and birds in general represent psy-

chic entities of an intuitive and thinking character. For instance, the soul of

the dead leaves the dying body in the form of a bird. There are medieval

representations of this. In certain villages of Upper Wallis still today, in every

house, in the parents' bedroom, there is a little window called the soul-window

which is opened only when someone is dying, so that the soul can leave

through it. The idea is that the soul, a fluttering being, goes out like a bird

escaping from its cage. In The Odyssey Hermes gathers the souls of Ulysses'

enemies and they chatter like birds (the Greek word is thrizein) and follow

him with wings like bats. Also in the underworld, where Enkidu, the friend of

Gilgamesh, goes, the dead sit around in the feather-garments of birds. So

birds, you could say, stand for a nearly bodiless entity, an inhabitant of the

air, of the wind sphere, which has always been associated with breath and

therefore with the human psyche. Therefore, especially in the material of

North and South American Indians, where it is used very often, one meets

the idea that gluing feathers to an object means that it is psychically real.

There is even a South American tribe which uses the word *feather' as a suffix

to describe something which only exists psychologically and not in outer

reality. You can speak of a fox-feather, an arrow-feather, or a tree-feather,

the word *feather' indicating that the fox or the arrow or the tree is not con-

tained in physical reality but has to do with psychic reality. When North

American Indians and certain Eskimoan tribes send messages inviting others
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to a religious festival, the messengers carry sticks with feathers on them, the

feathers making the bearer sacrosanct. Because they carry a spiritual message,

such messengers may not be killed. By attaching feathers to himself, the prim-

itive marks himself as a psychic and spiritual being.

Since the feather is very light, every breath of wind carries it. It is that

which is very sensitive to what one could call invisible and imperceptible

psychological spiritual currents. Wind, in most reUgious and mythological con-

nections, represents spiritual power, which is why we use the word 'inspira-

tion.' In the Whitsun miracle the Holy Ghost filled the house like a wind;

spirits make a kind of cold wind when they come, and the appearance of

ghosts is generally accompanied by breathings or currents of wind. The word

spiritus is connected with spirare (to breathe). In Genesis the Ruach Jahweh

(the spirit of God) broods over the waters. Therefore you can say that an

imperceptible wind whose direction you can only discover by blowing a

feather would be a slight, barely noticeable, almost inconceivable psychic

tendency—a final tendency in the current psychological flow of life.

That is what happens when someone comes into analysis and tells you all

his troubles and you say: *Well, I am not more intelligent than you. I do not

see through this, but let us look at what the dreams say.' And then we look

at them from a final angle; we look to see where the current in the dreams

seems to point. According to our Jungian point of view, they are not only

causal but have also a final aspect and we therefore look to see where the

libido tends to go. We 'throw a feather in the air' and look to see the direction

it takes, and then say: 'Let's go that way because there is a slight tendency in

that direction.'

That is what the king does; he makes himself completely flexible and con-

sults the supernatural powers. One feather goes to the east, the other to the

west, and Dummling's feather settles on the ground right away. According

to some more witty variations, it settles on a brown stone just in front of him

and then Dummling says: 'Well, that means I can go nowhere'—and then finds

his way, which is in beautiful accord with his character. Very often we look

God-knows-where for the solution of our problem and do not see that it is

right before our noses. We are not humble enough to look downwards but

stick our noses up in the air. That is why Jung often told the beautiful story

of a Jewish Rabbi who, when asked by his pupils why in the Old Testament

there were so many instances of the apparition of God whereas nowadays

such things did not happen, repUed: 'Because nowadays nobody is humble

enough to bend down low enough.' But Dummling, because he is naive and
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unsophisticated has a naive and unsophisticated attitude towards life. He is

naturally led to what is right on the ground and right before his nose-and

there it is. We know from the first sentence of the story that it is the feminine

which is lacking, so naturally it is found in the earth and nowhere else. That

belongs to the inner logic of the whole story.



CHAPTER V

THE THREE FEATHERS' CONTINUED

A Ithough we have amplified the three feathers motif, we have not

yet taken the second step of expressing its psychological meaning in a nut-

shell. Feathers represent thoughts or fantasies; they replace, pars pro toto,

birds, and the wind is a well known symbol for the inspiring spiritual quality

of the unconscious. So this motif would mean that one lets one's imagination

or thoughts wander, following the inspirations which well up from the uncon-

scious. You might perform this ritual if you were at a crossroads and did not

know what direction to take. Instead of deciding out of ego considerations,

you wait for a hunch from the unconscious and let it have a say in the matter.

We could understand that as a compensation for the dominant collective sit-

uation which seems to have lost contact with the irrational, feminine element.

If a single man or if a whole civilization loses contact with the feminine ele-

ment, that usually implies a too rational, too ordered, too organized attitude.

Along with the feminine go the feeling, the irrational, and fantasy, and here,

instead of telling the sons where to go, this old king makes a gesture towards

possible renewal by allowing the wind to tell them. Dummling's feather falls

straight ahead of him onto the ground, where he discovers a trapdoor with

steps beneath it leading into the depths of Mother Earth. In the Hessian par-

allel, the frog-princess teUs him that he should 'sich versenken' - he should

go into the depths. Always the downward movement is emphasized.

If there is a trapdoor and then steps leading into the earth, it is not the

same as if there were just a natural cavity. Here, human beings have left their

traces; perhaps there has been a building, or perhaps this is the cellar of a

castle of which the upper part has long ago disappeared, or it was once a hid-

ing place in a former civilization. Often when figures go down into the earth

or into the water in a dream, people superficially interpret that as a descensus

ad inferos, as a descent into the underworld, into the depths of the uncon-

scious. But one should see whether it is a descent into unconscious virginal

nature or whether there are layers and traces of former civilizations. The

latter would indicate that there were elements which had once been conscious,

but which had sunk back into the unconscious, just as a castle may fall into

ruins but its cellars remain, leaving traces of a former way of Ufe.



Interpreted psychologically, this would mean that the unconscious not

only contains our instinctive animal nature but also contains the traditions

of the past and is partially formed by them. This is why in analysis elements

of an earlier civilized past frequently reappear. A Jew may not care in the

least about his cultural past, but kabbalistic motifs appear in his dreams. We

once saw the dreams of a Hindu who had been educated in America and who

consciously had not the slightest interest in his cultural past, but his dreams

were full of Hindu godheads still aUve in his unconscious. It has often been

erroneously beUeved that Jung had a tendency to force people back into

their cultural background; for instance, that he insisted that Jews should

again dig up orthodox symbolism or that Hindus should again pray to Shiva.

This is not at all the case. There is absolutely no 'should' or 'ought' about

it; it is simply a question whether such elements come up and want to be

recognised in this person's unconscious or not.

How can it be that in our story the feminine element was at one time

more conscious and has now sunk back into the unconscious? The original

pagan Germanic and Celtic religions had many cults of Mother Earth and

other nature goddesses, but the one-sided patriarchal super-structure of the

Christian civilization slowly repressed this element. Naturally, therefore, if

there is a question of bringing up the feminine element and integrating it

again, we shall (at least in Europe) find traces of a past civilization in which

it was much more conscious. In the Middle Ages with the cult of the Virgin

Mary and the Troubadours, the recognition of the anima was much more

alive than it was from the 16th century onwards, a time which is characterized

by an increasing repression of the feminine element and of Eros-culture in

our part of the world. We do not know the date of this fairy tale, but the

opening situation shows a condition where the feminine element is not rec-

ognized, though obviously it had been at one time, which is why there is an

easy possibility of getting back to it. Dummling can go down into the earth

step by step and does not fall headlong or get lost in the dark. (In the Hessian

parallel the steps have a round cover with a ring in it, like the rings on the

covers of the manholes in the street, so there is an allusion not only to the

symbol of the anima but to the Self.)

When Dummling goes down, he finds a door and knocks at it and he hears

that strange Uttle poem.

Virgin, green and small.

Shrivel leg.

Shrivel leg's dog.



I

Shrivel back and forth.

Let's see who is outside.

It is a kind of childish rhyme with only a partly understandable, dreamlike

combination of words. When the door opens Dummling sees an enormous

toad sunounded by a circle of little toads, and when he says he wants a beau-

tiful carpet, they produce it out of the box.

We have first to amplify the poem and mainly the symbol of the toad. In

many other variations of this fairy tale the toad is replaced by a frog, so we

have to look at the frog as well. In general, the frog in mythology is often a

masculine element, whereas the toad is feminine. There is the frog-prince in

Europe and in African and Malayan stories the frog is also a male being, while

in practically all civilizations the toad is feminine. In China a three-legged

toad lives in the moon and together with a hare produces the elixir of Ufe.

According to a Taoistic tradition she has been fished up from the 'weU of

truth' and as a kind of protecting spirit works with the hare to make the

elixir-pills which heal and prolong Hfe. In our civilization, the toad has always

been associated with the earth-mother, especially in her function of helping at

child-birth. She was looked on, and is even yet so regarded, as being a repre-

sentation of the uterus. In Catholic countries, after a leg or a hand, or some

other part, has been cured by a saint, a wax image is made of the injured part

and suspended as an ex voto (a token of the fulfillment of one's vow) at the

church where healing was requested. Now if a woman has a disease of the

uterus or some trouble connected with childbirth, she will not make a wax

image of her uterus but will suspend a wax toad in the church, for the toad

represents the uterus. In many churches and chapels in Bavaria, the statue of

the Virgin is surrounded by such toads made out of wax. There the Virgin

Mary has taken over the function of the Greek goddess, Artemis Eileithyia,

the helper in birth, the positive mother who helps the woman to carry the

child and give birth to it without harm. This analogy of toad and uterus shows

how much the toad in this connection actually represents the maternal womb,

the mother-just that which is lacking in the royal family.

The big toad in the middle could be looked upon as the mother of all the

little toads sitting around her. Our Dummling does not marry the big toad;

he takes one of the little ones out of the ring and she turns into the beautiful

princess, which shows even more clearly that the big toad is the mother-figure

from whose circle he gets his anima. For, as we know, the anima is a derivative

of the mother-image in a man's psychology. Here the Mother-Earth goddess is

really in the centre.



The word 'shrivel' is rather more difficult to understand. Certainly, in the

German language hutzei, the original word, is always associated with old age,

ancientness, something which has lasted for a long time. It could allude to the

fact that the mother-goddess has been excluded from the realm of conscious-

ness and neglected and has thus shriveled up in the cellar like an old apple.

Now we come to the leg {Bein) which I am inclined to interpret rather as

a bone than as a leg because of a widespread ritual for a love-charm in German,

Swiss, and Austrian countries, according to which you must take a toad or a

frog and throw it alive into an ant heap. Then you must run away and not

listen because the toad or frog might cry and that would mean that you were

cursed by it. The ants will then eat the toad or frog until only the bones are

left; then you must take one of the leg bones and keep it, and if with it you

secretly touch a woman's back without her noticing it, she will fall hopelessly

in love with you. Thus toads and frogs are very much used in witchcraft and

magic for love charms and aphrodisiac potions. Also in folklore the poisonous

nature of the toad is very much emphasized. Actually a toad, if touched,

exudes a liquid which though not dangerous to humans can cause an eczema,

a slight inflammation of the skin. Smaller animals can be killed by this exuda-

tion. Since in folklore this fact is much exaggerated, the toad is looked upon

as a witch animal and its pulverized skin and legs are used as one of the basic

ingredients of practically all witch potions.

If we sum up, we see that the toad is an earth-goddess which has power

over life and death: it can poison or it can bring life, and it has to do with

the love principle. Thus the toad really contains all the elements lacking in

the conscious set-up of our story. It is green, the colour of vegetation and

nature, and a third line in the verse speaks ofHutzelbein*s Hiindchen—a Uttle

dog. So there is a strange kind of association with a little dog, which is not

quite clear but becomes clearer if you look up Bolte-Polivka's collection of

parallels, where you will find that in many other versions, particularly in

many French parallels, the redeemed princess is not a toad but a little dog.

Obviously there is a shifting or intermingling of motifs, for sometimes it is

a little white dog and sometimes either a cat, a mouse, or a toad. Should the

bewitched or unredeemed princess be a little dog, she would naturally be

much closer to the human realm than a frog; she wouldhave been neglected

and have regressed to an unconscious level, but she would be less low and

less far away than if she had regressed to the level of a toad or a frog. So we

could say that Dummling finds the lacking feminine element in a non-human

form; as a cold-blooded animal or, if a dog, in the form of a warm-blooded



animal.

The formation of this big toad with a ring of little toads at the entrance,

in that other parallel, also shows that together with the feminine the symbol

of totality is constellated.

We now have to go into the symbolism of the carpet. In European civiliza-

tion the carpet was not known until we came into contact with the Orient.

The nomadic Arab tribes, who are still famous for their carpet weaving, say

that the carpets they use in their tents represent that continuity of earth

which they need to prevent them from feeling that they have no soil under

their feet. Wherever they go they first spread one of those beautiful carpets

with its usually sacred pattern, and over that they put the tent. It is the basis

on which they stand, as we do on our earth. It also protects them from the

evil influences of a foreign soil.

All the higher warm-blooded animals, including ourselves, have a strong

attachment to their own territories. Most animals have an instinct to have

and to defend a territory. We know that animals return to their territories.

Efforts have been made to exile mice miles from their homes, but they walk

back through all the dangers and difficulties and only when the chance of

survival is nil, does the mouse not return but tries to get a new territory by

fighting and driving out another mouse. In its own territory an animal has a

kind of quick intimate knowledge of the whole situation, so that when an

enemy comes it can hide at once, whereas in a strange territory if it sees the

shadow of a hawk it has to look round to find a place to hide and may lose

just that second required for its escape. Heinrich Hediger, Professor of Zool-

ogy at Zurich University, has gone further into these problems and has tried

to establish the fact that the territory instinct in animals is derived from the

mother attachment. He claims that the original territory of every young

animal is its mother's body; the young animal grows in and lives on the

mother's body, the clearest example being the kangaroo. This instinct is

later transferred from the mother's body to the territory. We know that when

animals are caught and transported they make a home territory of their trans-

port- cage and if that is destroyed and they are put into a new home right

away they may die. The transport-box, with the animal in it, must always

be put into the new place so that the animal can slowly acclimatise itself to

its new home, after which the transport-cage can be removed. It is again the

mother's womb, a habitat with a maternal quality, the feeling of which is

slowly transferred onto the new territory.

We are just the same. If you cut off elderly people from their roots or



make them move their homes they often die. Many cling in an absolutely

amazing way to their territory and if you have ever watched your own dreams

during a move you will know that psychological upsets happen in your own

psyche. Women, especially, suffer tremendously when they lose their territory,

which is why Jung once said that he felt sorry for American women because

of the moving from one place to anotlier which is usual for them. Men can

stand that much better because they have a more roaming tendency, but for

a woman it is really difficult. To us too the territory means the mother, and

for some of those North African nomadic tribes the carpet is that same thing,

for they need the continuity of the maternal soil; and not having it outwardly,

living practically every night on a different bit of sand, they carry their sym-

bolic territory with them.

Now Islamic people, like the Jews, may not make an image of their God-

head, so the elements in carpets are mostly abstract designs which have a sym-

bolic meaning. Most of them are geometrized motifs of the gazelle, of the

camel, of the life tree of Paradise, of a lamp, etc., which have been trans-

formed into purely geometrical designs. Carpet specialists are still able to say

this is a lamp and that is really a gazelle, transformed into a pattern. Most of

the elements in Oriental carpets refer to religious ideas: the lamp refers to

illumination through Allah's wisdom and the gazelle represents the human

soul seeking for the Godhead. So the carpet represents not only Mother Earth

for those people but also the inner basis of their whole life. Carpets very

often appear in this way in the dreams of modern people. There is also the

quotation from Faust:

So schaffich am sausenden Webstuhl der Zeit

Und wirke der Gottheit lebendiges Kleid.

('Thus at Time's whirling loom I ply/ And weave the vesture of God': spoken

by the spirit who visits Faust at the beginning of Part I.) I think Goethe got

this motif from Pherekydes' creation myth, which speaks of the earth as an

enormous sort of linen, with woven patterns in it, spread over a world oak.

From these amplifications, you see that the woven linen or carpet, with

its designs, is often used as a symbol for the complex symboHc patterns of

life and the secret designs of fate. It represents the greater pattern of our

hfe, which we do not know as long as we live it. We constantly build our

hves by our ego-decisions and it is only in old age when one looks back that

one sees that the whole thing had a pattern. Some people who are more

introspective know it a bit before the end of their lives and are secretly con-

vinced that things have a pattern, that they are led, and that there is a kind



of secret design behind the ephemeral actions and decisions of a human being.

Actually, we turn towards dreams and the unconscious because we want to

find out more about our life pattern in order to make fewer mistakes and

not to cut with our knives into our own inner carpet, fulfilling our destiny

instead of resisting it. This purposiveness of an individual life-pattern, which

gives one a feeling of meaningfulness, is very often symbolised in the carpet.

Generally carpets, especially oriental ones, have those complicated meandering

patterns such as you follow up when in a dreamy mood, when you feel that

life goes up and down and along and changes around. Only if you look from

afar, from a certain objective distance, do you realise that there is a pattern

of wholeness in it.

Therefore it is not off the point if, along with the forgotten feminine

principles, there are no longer good carpets at the king's court and they need

one, for they have again to find the pattern of life.

In this way the story tells us that the subtlety of the inventions of the

unconscious and the secret design woven into a human life are infinitely more

intelligent than human consciousness—and more subtle and superior than

man could invent. One is again and again overwhelmed by the genius of that

unknown mysterious something in our psyche which is the inventor of our

dreams. It picks elements from day impressions, from something the dreamer

has read the evening before in the paper, or from a childhood memory, and

makes a nice kind of pot pourri out of it, and only when you have interpreted

its meaning do you see the subtlety and the genius of each dream composition.

Every night we have that carpet weaver at work within us; who makes those

fantastically subtle patterns, so subtle that, unfortunately, often after an

hour's attempt to interpret them we are unable to find out the meaning. We

are just too clumsy and stupid to follow up the genius of that unknown spirit

of the unconscious which invents dreams. But we can understand that this

carpet is more subtly woven than any human could ever achieve.

Naturally this first test is not accepted by the king and the two elder

brothers and so the second time they have to find the most beautiful ring.

There again the ritual of the three feathers follows and the elder brothers

bring an ordinary iron cartwheel with its nails pulled out, being too lazy to

look for anything better, while Dummling goes down to the toad and gets a

beautiful gold ring shining with diamonds and precious stones.

The ring, as a circular object, is obviously one of the many symbols of the

Self. But in the fairy tale there are so many symbols of the Self that we have

to find out what specific function of the Self is stressed in this particular
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symbol. Now we know that the Self, being the central regulating factor of the

unconscious psyche, has an enormous number of different functional aspects.

It preserves the balance or, as we saw before with the hero symbol, it builds

up an ego-attitude in the right balance with the Self. The symbol of a ball

would represent more the capacity of the Self to effect movement out of

itself. For the primitive mind the ball was obviously that object with an amaz-

ing propensity for moving along on its own voHtion. So the primitive might

suppress that little factor that an initial push is needed, since for him the ball

becomes that thing which can move without outside impetus, of its own

accord; by its own inner life-impulse it moves and keeps moving through all

the vicissitudes and frictions and difficulties of the material v/orld. Therefore,

it stands for this very factor in the unconscious psyche, which Jung has dis-

covered; namely, that the unconscious psyche has a capacity for creating

movement bom out of itself. It is not a system which reacts only to already

existing outer factors but can out of itself, without traceable causal impulse,

produce something new. It has a capacity for spontaneous movement, which

in many philosophies and religious systems is otherwise only attributed to the

Divinity, the first mover.

The psyche has something of this in itself as well; thus, for instance, we

can analyse someone for a long time and the dreams seem to discuss certain

obvious life problems and the person feels all right but suddenly he will have a

dream out of the blue which starts something completely new. A new creative

idea which one could not expect or explain causally has arisen as if the psyche

had decided to bring up something new, and these are the great and meaning-

ful healing psychological events. The symbol of the sphere or the ball (remem-

ber that spheres or balls or rolling apples very often replace feathers in our

tale) primarily means this. That is why so often in fairy tales the hero follows

a rolling apple or a rolling sphere to some mysterious goal. He just follows this

spontaneous self-impulsiveness of his own psyche to the secret goal. (I have

amplified the symbol of the ball in order to show its difference from the ring

and to show that to say *a symbol of the Self is not specific enough, but

that you have always to go into the particular function of each Self symbol.)

1

1

The ring has in general two functions besides its quality of roundness

which makes it an image of the Self. It symboUses either a connection or a

fetter. The marriage ring, for instance, can mean connectedness with the part-

ner, but it can also be a fetter — which is why some people take it off and put

it in their pocket when they go travelling! So it depends on your own feeling

towards it whether it is a fetter or a meaningful connection. If a man gives a



ring to a woman he expresses, whether he knows it or not, the wish to be con-

nected with her in a super-personal way, to be connected with her not just in

an ephemeral love affair. He wants to say: This is forever. It is eternal.' And
that means a connection via the Self, not only via ego-moods. Thus in the

Catholic world marriage is a sacrament and the connection is not only that of

two egos making up their minds to have, as Jung expressed it, *a little financial

society for the bringing up of children'. If a marriage is more than that, it

means the recognition that something super-personal or, in religious language,

divine enters into it and that it is meant forever in a much deeper sense than

just the love mood or some calculation which brings people first together.

The ring expresses an eternal connection through the Self, and whenever an

analyst has to cope with marriage troubles or to accompany a human being on

the last terrifying steps to the guillotine of his wedding day, very interesting

dreams often point in this direction — that the marriage has to be made for

the sake of individuation. That gives you a profoundly different basic attitude

towards the everyday troubles which may arise. One knows that for better or

worse, it is the fate by which one has to work through to higher conscious-

ness and that one cannot just throw one's marriage over the first time some-

thing upsets one. That is secretly expressed by the wedding ring which symbol-

ises a connection through the Self.

In general the ring means any kind of connectedness and therefore it some-

times has quite a different aspect. Before performing many religious rituals

people must take off their rings. No Roman or Greek priest was allowed to

perform any sacramental act without first removing all his rings. There it

meant that he had to connect with the Godhead and therefore must put aside

all other connections; he must strip himself of all other obligations so that he

may be open only to the divine influence. In this sense the image of the ring

stands — very often negatively in mythology — for being tied to something to

which one should not be tied, being enslaved by some negative factor such as,

for instance, a demon. In psychological language that would symbolise a state

of being fascinated and being the slave of some emotional unconscious com-

plex.

In amplifying the ring symbolism we could pull in not only the ring for the

finger but all other rings, such as a witch's ring or marching in a ring or carry-

ing a hoop. In general the ring in this wider sense has the meaning of what

Jung describes as a temenos, the sacred space set apart either by circumambu-

lation or by drawing a circle. In Greece, a temenos was simply a small sacred

place in a wood or on a hill, into which one might not enter without certain
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precautions, a place where people could not be killed. If one who was perse-

cuted took refuge in a temenos, he could neither be captured nor killed while

there. A temenos is an asylum, and within it one is asulos (inviolable). As a

place of the cult of the god, it signifies the territory that belongs to the God-

head. Witches' rings have a similar meaning; they are a piece of earth marked

off, a round place reserved for a numinous, archetypal purpose. Such a place

has the double function of protection for what is within and exclusion of

what is without, and of concentration on what is within. That is the general

meaning which is to be found in so many forms. The word temenos comes

from temno, to cut. It indicates being cut out from the meaningless, profane

layer of life — a part cut out and isolated for a special purpose. But I do not

think this particularly relevant to our story, in which we have a finger-ring.

The ring in our story is golden. Gold, as a most precious metal, has always

in the planetary system been ascribed to the sun and is generally associated

with incorruptibility and immortality. It is everlasting and in former times

was the only known metal which did not decay or become black or green

and resisted all corrosive elements. Gold treasures can be buried in the earth

and dug up unharmed after a thousand years, as is not the case with copper or

silver or iron, so it is the immortal, the transcendental element, that which

outlasts ephemeral existence; it is the eternal, the divine and the most prec-

ious, and whenever something is made of gold it is said to have that eternal

quality. That is why a wedding ring is made of gold, for it is meant to last for-

ever; it should not be corrupted by any negative earthly influences, and the

precious stones emphasize this even more. Precious stones generally symbolize

psychological values.

The old king and the two elder brothers at the king's court will not accept

the fact that the youngest son has won this test again, so a third test is set.

Now the kingdom will belong to the one who brings home the most beautiful

wife. Dummling goes down to his toad, and this time the toad is not quite so

ready to help. She says: 'Well, well, the most beautiful wife! That is not some-

thing handy, but still you shall have her!' So it seems to be a little bit more

difficult this time and she gives him a yellow carrot shaped in the form of a

carriage and drawn by six mice. He takes one of the toads and puts it into

this coach, and as soon as she sits in it and they move along she turns into a

beautiful princess. Thus in order to get this most beautiful woman he cannot

just seize her, as he does the carpet and the ring, but a special vehicle is need-

ed. The lady-toad is transformed when she sits in that carrot vehicle; as it starts

to carry her towards the king's palace, only then is she transformed.
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In other versions, the beautiful girl exists from the very beginning. If you

remember, in the Hessian version Dummling finds a beautiful girl spinning

down in the earth, and it is only when she comes up that she appears as a frog.

That is a very strange thing, for sometimes she is a toad or a frog in the earth

and changes when she moves upward towards the human world, whereas in

our story she becomes a human being when above the ground. In other ver-

sions, while down in the earth she is a beautiful human being and above, in

the ordinary world, she is a frog, and only when Dummling jumps with her

into a pond does she turn again into a human being. This is a relatively fre-

quent variation: that under the earth she is already a human being but in the

upper sphere appears as a frog or a toad or a dog. We have therefore to go

into this symbolism more closely. We have already concluded from the steps

and human construction in the earth that formerly the cult of the mother, or

the relationship to the mother principle, must have been integrated into the

realm of human awareness and later have regressed into the earth. Our story is

concerned with bringing up something which was once realised in the human

realm. The many parallels which teU us that a beautiful woman is sitting down

in the earth waiting for her redemption confirms this hypothesis.

Tlie anima - which means for a man the realm of fantasy and the way he

relates to the unconscious — was once integrated in the field of consciousness

and had reached a human level, but now, under unfavourable cultural circum-

stances, has been shut off and repressed into the unconscious. That explains

why this beautiful princess is down in the cellar waiting for somebody to

bring her up. It also explains why she is looked upon, and appears, as a frog.

On the earth, at the king's court, a conscious attitude rules which sees the

anima only as a frog. This means that in the conscious realm an attitude pre-

vails which has a 'nothing but' contemptuous outlook on the phenomenon of

Eros, and in those circumstances the anima appears, in the eyes of these men
at the king's court, to be a frog. We have a modern example of this in the

Freudian theory in which the whole phenomenon of Eros is reduced to the

biological sex functions. Whatever comes up is explained in the 'nothing but'

terms of rational theory. Freud had very little recognition of the feminine

element and therefore always explained it as sex. From the Freudian stand-

point, even a Gothic cathedral is only a morbid surrogate for unlived sex, as

is proven by the phallic towers! Viewed from such a standpoint the sphere of

the anima cannot exist. However, it is not only the Freudian attitude that

does this to the anima; a moral prejudice against Eros or a repression of the

Eros-principle for poHtical or other reasons. Such attitudes all reduce the
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anima to a frog or a louse or whatever other form and level she may be re-

pressed into. Then a man's anima becomes as undeveloped as the Eros func-

tion of a frog.

A frog, however, is not completely unrelated. It is possible to tame frogs,

and you can make them take their food from you; they have a certain capa-

city for relatedness. Men who have a frog-anima would behave in much the

same way. So we understand why in the Hessian version an operation is

needed to restore the human nature of the anima. In our main story it is the

other way around. The anima appears below the earth as a toad, needing a

carrot-vehicle to bring her up and turn her into a human being.

In the Russian version of the princess-frog Dummling has to introduce his

frog-bride to the Czar's court. He thinks that it will not be very agreeable

when she turns up hopping along in tlie form of a frog, but she asks him to

trust her and says that when he hears thunder he will know that she is put-

ting on her wedding dress, and when he sees lightning he will know that she

has finished dressing. Shivering with horror, he waits in the thunderstorm for

his frog-bride to appear. Then she arrives as a most beautiful woman in a

coach drawn by six dark horses, having transformed herself during this thun-

derstorm.

So this Russian Dummling has only to trust her and to be ready to stand

by her even if she appears in a ridiculous and inhuman shape. In other ver-

sions there are mixtures of the frog-prince motif — namely, that she, like the

famous frog-prince, asks to be accepted and to eat from his plate and be taken

into his bed and be fully accepted in private Hfe as a human being, with all the

awkwardness that this puts onto the hero. Then she transforms herself into a

human being. So we can say that she is generally redeemed by trust, accept-

ance and love in different variations. But in our story she is not accepted by

trust but is carried by the carrot-vehicle. We have to go into the symbolism of

the carrot. In the Handworterbuch des Deutschen Aberglaubens you will find

that the carrot has a phallic meaning. It is said in Baden that when you sow

carrot-seed you say: *I sow carrots, boys and girls, but if somebody steals

some of them, may God grant that we have so many that we do not notice it.'

There it is quite clear that sowing carrot-seed is like sowing girls and boys. In

other countries they say: 'Now I sow carrot-seed /or the boys and girls...';

then it continues in the same way. In the sowing of carrots there are a lot of

otlier amusing allusions which all run on the fact that carrots seem to be food

for very poor people, so when they are sown one must always be very gener-

ous and must say: T sow these carrots, not only for myself but for my neigh-
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hours as well'; then one harvests a lot. Once, however, a man felt stingy and

he said: 'I sow carrots for myself and my wife.' He got only two when he dug

them up! Canots contain a lot of water, probably the reason they are called

pissenlit (piss-in-the-bed) in dialect.

From all this you see that the carrot, like most vegetables, has an erotic

and especially a sexual meaning. You can say that the vehicle bringing up the

anima is sex and sexual fantasy, which in a man's make-up is very often the

way in which the world of Eros first wells up into his consciousness. It first is

carried, as it were, by sex fantasies.

Mice have in some ways also a similar meaning. In Greece they belong to

the sun-god Apollo, together with the rat, but they belong to the boreal or

winter phase of Apollo, to the dark side of the sun principle. In our country,

mice belong to the devH who is the ruler of mice and rats. He is mentioned in

that way, for instance, in Goethe's Faust : 'derHerr der Ratten und der

Mduse. ' In the Handworterbuch des Deutschen Aberglaubens you will find

that mice are looked on as being soul-animals. In our language it would mean

tliat they very often represent the unconscious personaHty of a human being.

For example, as I mentioned above, a bird leaving a body means that the soul

is leaving the body. It can also happen that the soul leaves in the form of a

mouse. In certain verses or rituals it is said that you should not hurt or insult

mice because poor souls might dwell in them. In Chinese poetry there is a

poem by one of the most famous Chinese poets, which to my mind beauti-

fully describes what a rat means; mice have similar meanings.

Rat in my brain,

I cannot sleep; day and night

You gnaw out ofme my life.

I am slowly fading away.

Oh, rat in my brain.

Oh, my bad conscience.

Will you never give me peace again?

While the rat and the mouse do not necessarily stand for a bad conscience, the

poet means any worrying thought that constantly and autonomously gnaws

and undermines one's attitude. You probably know those sleepless nights

when you worry and every Uttle thing becomes a mountain of difficulty; you

cannot sleep and things go round in your head like a mill. It is really very sim-

ilar to being disturbed by mice. Those damned creatures gnaw and nibble all

night, and you bang on the wall, and for a time there is peace, and then they

start again. If you have ever gone through that you will recognize the analogy
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of the mouse and the worrying thought - a complex that gives you no peace.

The mouse therefore represents an obsessive nocturnal thought or fantasy

which bites you whenever you want to sleep. It has very often also an erotic

quality which you see in those cartoons in which women stand on tables with

their skirts pulled up when a mouse runs about. Therefore, the Freudians gen-

erally interpret mice as sexual fantasies. This can be true when the obsessive

gnawing thought is a sexual fantasy, but actually it can mean any kind of

obsession which constantly gnaws at one's conscious mind. The carrot, mean-

ing sex, and the mice, meaning nocturnal worries and autonomous fantasies,

carry the anima figure up into the light. They appear to be the substructure

of the anima.

When Dummling brings together the young toad and the vehicle, then the

toad turns into a beautiful woman. This would mean, practically, that if a man

has the patience and the courage to accept and bring to light his nocturnal sex

fantasies, to look at what they carry and to let them continue, developing

them and writing them down (which allows for further amplification), then

his whole anima will come up into the light. If, when doodling, he says: 'Now

what am I doing here? ' and develops the sex fantasy he has expressed in his

drawing, then often the whole anima problem comes up and the anima is

then much less inhuman and cold-blooded. The repressed feminine world

comes with it, but the first trigge ring-off is very often a sexual fantasy or an

obsession of some kind: the necessity to look at women's curves in the tram

or looking at strip-tease shows. If he lets such thoughts come up with what-

ever they bring with them, a man can in this way discover his anima, or re-

discover her if he has repressed her for a while. If a man neglects relatedness,

she at once regresses. And as soon as the anima becomes unconscious, then

she also often becomes obsessional; she becomes a mouse, so to speak, an

intruding fantasy.

Even the third test does not convince the king and the two elder brothers,

and here we come to a classic motif — that in fairy tales there are often three

steps and then a finale. You will always read that the number three plays a

big role in fairy tales, but when / count it is generally four: Here, for instance,

there are three tests, it is true: the carpet, the ring and the lady. But then

there is the finale of jumping through the ring. Wherever you look you will

see that this is a typical rhythm in fairy tales. There are three similar rhythms

and then a final action. For instance, a girl loses her lover and has to find him

again at the end of the world. She goes first to the sun, which shows her the

way to the moon, which shows her the way to the niglit wind, and then she
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finds, as a fourth stage, her lover. Or the hero comes to three hermits or three

giants, or he has to overcome three obstacles. The three are always clear units:

1, 2, 3, with a certain similar repetition, which is why the fourth is so often

ignored, for the fourth is not just another additional number unit; it is not

another thing of the same kind, but something completely different. It is as if

one counted, one, two, three - bang! The one, two and three lead up to the

real denouement, which is represented in the fourth and which is generally

something static; there is no longer a leading-up, dynamic movement in it, but

something comes to rest.

In number symbolism the number three is considered a masculine number

(as all odd numbers are). It is the first really, since the number one does not

count as a number; it is the unique thing and therefore not yet a counting

unit. So three is the first masculine odd number and represents the dynamism

of the one. I can refer you to the number symboHsm in Jung's paper *A Psy-

chological Approach to the Dogma of the Trinity.' (Psychology and Religion:

West and East, C. W. 1 1) To put it very briefly - the three is generally con-

nected with the flow of movement and thus with time, because there is no

time without movement. There are the three Norns, which represent past,

present and future. Most of the demons of time are triadic. The three has

always the symbolism of movement in it because for movement you need two

poles and the exchange of energy between; for instance, the positive and nega-

tive electric pole and the current which equalizes the tension.

Often in mythology there is one figure accompanied by two acolytes

(followers): Mithras and the Dadophores, Oirist between the two thieves, and

so on. Such triadic mythological formations stand for the oneness and its

polarity, the one thing which unites, and the opposites as the two poles be-

tween which the uniting centre appears. A certain difference has to be made

between three things of the same kind, or a group of three where the one in

the middle is really the whole thing and the two opposites are represented as

a kind of illustration of what is within, of that wholeness. Or there is a dual-

ism and a connecting third thing, but basically you never run off the main

line if you keep in mind that the three has to do with movement and time,

mostly an inexorable unilateral movement of hfe. That is why in fairy tales

the story, the peripetia, is often divided into three phases, and then comes the

fourth as a lysis or catastrophe. The fourth leads into a new dimension, which

is not comparable to the three previous steps.



CHAPTER VI

THE THREE FEATHERS' COMPLETED

D u m m 1 i n g now brings home his bride who, sitting in her carrot-car-

riage, has turned into a beautiful princess. But again when they arrive at the

king's court the two elder brothers will not accept the solution and ask for

a fourth and last test. A ring is suspended from the ceiling in the hall and all

three brides have to jump through that. The peasant women whom the two

other brothers have brought jump but fall, breaking their arms and legs. But

the youngest son's bride, probably on account of her past life as a frog or a

toad, jumps through the ring with great elegance, so that now all protest is

abandoned and the youngest son gets the crown and reigns for a long time in

wisdom.

Earlier in the story we had the ring as a symbol of union. In its positive

meaning, it stands for a consciously chosen obligation towards some divine

power, i.e., towards the Self; in its negative aspect it means fascination, being

cauglit, being bound, with a negative connotation: for instance, being caught

in one's complex or in one's emotions, being caught in a Vicious circle.'

Here we have yet another motif — jumping through a ring. This comprises

a double action since it means jumping high and at the same time being able

to aim accurately at the centre of the ring to get through it. In folklore there

is mention of the old spring festivals in German countries, when, riding on

horseback, the young men had to hit through the centre of a ring with a spear.

It was a spring fertility rite and at the same time an acrobatic test for the

young men on their horses. There again is the motif of aiming at the centre of

the ring in a contest. This brings us closer to the meaning of aiming at, or

through, the centre of the ring. Though it seems rather remote, a connection

can also be made with the Zen Buddhist art of archery, where the idea is to

aim at the centre, not in the extraverted way Westerners would do it, by

physical skill and conscious concentration, but by a form of deep meditation

by which the archer puts himself inwardly into his own centre (what we

would call the Self), from whence, naturally, he can hit the outer target. Thus,

in their highest performances, with their eyes shut and without aiming, Zen

Buddhist archers can effortlessly hit the target. The whole practice is meant as

a technical help to find the way to dwell in one's own inner centre without

being diverted by thoughts and ambitions and ego-impulses.
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Now jumping through a burning ring is not practised, as far as I can dis-

cover, except in the circus, where it is one of the most popular tricks. Tigers,

and other wild animals have to jump through burning rings. The more un-

domesticated the animal, the more exciting it is to see it jump through a ring,

a motif to which I will return later.

Aiming accurately through the centre of the ring is not so difficult to inter-

pret. We could say that, although exteriorised in an outer symboUc action, it

is the secret of finding the inner centre of the personality and is absolutely

parallel to what is attempted in Zen Buddhist archery. But there is a second

difficulty. The person who jumps has to leave the earth — reality — and get at

the centre in a movement through mid-air. So the anima, the princess-figure,

when she goes through the centre of the ring, is hovering in mid-air; it is

specially emphasized that she could do this well. The peasant girls, however,

were so heavy and awkward, the test says, that they could not do it without

falling and breaking their legs, the gravitation of the earth being too strong

for them.

This points to a very subtle problem in connection with the realisation of

the anima. People who know nothing about psychology tend simply to pro-

ject the anima onto a real woman, experiencing her entirely outside. But if

through psychological introspection they realise that the attraction exerted

upon them by the anima is not only an outer factor but is something they

carry within themselves - an inner image of a feminine being which is the

true ideal and the soul-guide — then often as a next problem, the ego raises

a pseudo-conflict between the inner and the outer realms by saying: *I don't

know if this is my anima inside or if it concerns the real woman outside. Shall

I follow up an anima fascination in the external world, or shall I introject it

and take it as purely symbolic? ' When people use that phrase, there is a sUght

*nothing-but-purely-symboHc' undercurrent. With our strong disbelief in the

reality of the psyche, people usually add something like: *Must I only realise

it within? May I not have something outside and concrete as well? There you

see that consciousness, with its extraverted bias, gets caught in a false conflict

between concrete-outer and symboHc inner realisation and in this way cuts

the phenomenon of the anima artificially in two.

This only occurs if a man cannot lift his anima away from the earth, if she

is not capable ofjumping as the frog-lady can, if she is like a peasant idiot. To

get into this conflict indicates a lack of feeling-realisation; it is a typical con-

flict, raised not by the feeling function but by thinking, which makes an arti-

ficial contrast between inside and outside, between ego and object. Actually
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the answer is that it is neither the outside nor the inside because it has to do

with the reality of the psyche per se, and that is neither outside nor inside. It

is both and neither. It is precisely the anima which has to be realised as a real-

ity per se. If she, the anima, likes to come from outside, she has to be accepted

there. If she likes to come from within, she has to be accepted there. The task

is not to make any artificial and clumsy difference between the two realms.

The anima is one phenomenon, the phenomenon of Hfe. She represents the

flow of life in a man's psyche. He has to follow up its tortuous ways, which

move very specifically just between the two borders of inside and outside.

Another aspect of this pseudo-conflict is: *Must I think of my anima with

spiritual devotion? For instance, pray to the Virgin instead of looking at a

beautiful woman's legs and loving her sexually? ' There is no such difference!

The upper and lower are one and like all contents of the unconscious have a

whole range of what we would call spiritual and instinctual manifestations.

Basically in their archetypal appearance there is a oneness of those two fac-

tors, and only consciousness cuts these aspects apart. If a man has really

learned to contact his anima, then this whole problem collapses, for then the

anima will manifest immediately, and he will always remain concentrated on

her reality and look away from such a pseudo-conflict which arises around

her. To put it in very plain and sunple words, he will try constantly to follow

his feeling, his Eros-side, without considering any other elements, and in that

way walk through seemingly incompatible worlds on the razor's edge. Keep-

ing to what Dr. Jung calls the reality of the psyche is an achievement like

that of an acrobatic test, because our consciousness has the natural tendency

always to be pulled into unilateral interpretations, always formulating a pro-

gram or a recipe instead of simply keeping between the opposites with the

flow of Hfe. There is only one loyalty or constancy within all that: a loyalty

to the inner reaHty of the anima, and this is beautifully expressed in the jump-

ing through the ring, the anima in a mid-air position, accurately in the centre

and moving through it.

Anotlier typical anima conflict raised by the unconscious to force a man to

differentiate his Eros is the marital triangle. When he gets into this conflict,

he is liable to say: Tf I cut off the other woman, I am betraying my own feel-

ing for the sake of conventionality. If I run away from my wife and children

with the v/oman on whom my anima projection has fallen, then I am behav-

ing irresponsibly and following a mood that will collapse fairly soon, as one

always knows. I cannot do both, and also I cannot prolong an impossible sit-

uation forever.' (If the anima wants to impose herself upon a man's conscious-
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ness, she often brings about such a conflict.) His wife's animus will say: *You

must make a decision!' And the girl friend's animus goes up in the air and

says: 'I cannot just hang on like this!' Everyone and everything push him

toward wrong decisions.

There again loyalty to the reality of the psyche gives the only possible

solution, and generally the anima tends to manoeuvre a man into a situation

which is meant to be without issue. Jung said that to be in a situation where

there is no way out or to be in a conflict where there is no solution is the

classical beginning of the process of individuation. It is meant to be a situa-

tion without solution: the unconscious wants the hopeless conflict in order

to put ego-consciousness up against the wall, so that the man has to realise

that whatever he does is wrong, whichever way he decides will be wrong.

This is meant to knock out the superiority of the ego, which always acts

from the illusion that it has the responsibility of decision. Naturally, if a man
says: *0h well, then I shall just let everything go and make no decision, but

just protract and wriggle out everywhere,' the whole thing is equally wrong,

for then naturally nothing happens. But if he is ethical enough to suffer to

the core of his personality, then generally, because of the insolubility of the

conscious situation, the Self manifests. In religious language you could say

that the situation without issue is meant to force the man to rely on an act

of God. In psychological language the situation without issue, which the

anima arranges with great skill in a man's life, is meant to drive him into a

condition in which he is capable of experiencing the Self, in which he will be

inwardly open to an interference by the tertium quod non datur (the third,

which is not given, i.e., the unknown thing). In this way, as Jung said, the

anima is the guide toward the realisation of the Self, but sometimes in a very

painful manner. When thinking of the anima as the soul guide, we are apt to

think of Beatrice leading Dante up to Paradise, but we should not forget that

he experienced that only after he had gone through Hell. Normally, the anima

does not take a man by the hand and lead him right up to Paradise; she puts

him first into a hot cauldron where he is nicely roasted for a while.

The anima in our story aims at the centre, while the peasant women repre-

sent an undifferentiated clumsy attitude which is glued too much to the idea

of concrete reality and therefore they fall short; they cannot stand the test,

for they represent a too primitive and undifferentiated feeling attitude.

I would recommend in this connection Jung's talk given in 1939, The

Symbolic Life.' (Guild of Pastoral Psychology pamphlets. No. 80.) Jung

there tries to explain what he means by the symbolic life. He says that we are
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now all caught in rationalism and that our rational outlook on life includes

being reasonable and that this reasonableness excludes all symbolism. He goes

on to show how much richer life is for people still embedded in the living sym-

bolism of their religious forms. As Jung himself discovered, one can find the

way back to some living symbolism - not to the lost symbolism, however,

but to the still living function that produces it. We get to it by attending to

the unconscious and our dreams. By attending to one's dreams for a long time

and by really taking them into consideration, the unconscious of modern man

can rebuild a symbolic life. But that presupposes that you do not interpret

your dreams purely intellectually and that you really incorporate them into

your life. Then there will be a restoration of the symbolic life, no longer in

the framework of a collective ritualistic form but more individually coloured

and shaped. This means no longer living merely with the reasonableness of the

ego and its decisions but living with the ego embedded in a flow of psychic

life which expresses itself in symbolic form and requires symbolic action.

We have to see what our own living psyche proposes as a symbolic life-form

in which we can live. Hence, Jung often insists on something which he did in

his own life: when a dream symbol comes up in a dominating form, one

should take the trouble to reproduce it in a picture, even if one does not know

how to draw, or to cut it in stone, even if one is not a sculptor, and relate to

it in some real manner. One should not go off from the analytical hour for-

getting all about it, letting the ego organise the rest of the day; rather one

should stay with the symbols of one's dreams the Whole day and try to see

where they want to enter the reality of one's life. This is what Jung means

when he speaks of living the symbolic life.

The anima is the guide, or is even the essence of this realisation of the sym-

bolic life. A man who has not understood and assimilated his anima problem

is not capable of living this inner rhythm; his conscious ego and his mind are

not capable of telling him about it.

In the variation from anotlier part of Germany that I mentioned last time,

the frog is not transformed into the beautiful woman who appears at court;

on the contrary, she appears in a frog-shape in the upper world, whereas in

the lov/er world she is a beautiful girl. There is also a final test; namely, the

frog calls out: *Umschling w/c/z
'
(embrace me) and Wrsenk dich*^ink down).

Versenken implies the action of lowering something into the water or into the

earth. But it also means — especially when it is sich versenken — to go into

deep meditation. It is an expression used in mystical language. Naturally it

depicts going down into your inner water or earth — or abyss - going down
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into your inner depths.

The frog anima makes this mysterious call, and Dummling understands it.

He embraces the frog and jumps with her into the pool and in that moment

she transforms herself into a beautiful woman and they come out together

as a human couple. If we take that quite naively, we can say that Dummling

has to follow her into her kingdom, accepting her way of life. She is a frog

and jumps constantly into the water, swimming in it and enjoying it. If he

embraces her and jumps with her into the water, then he accepts her frog-

life. So it can be said that the bridegroom follows the bride into her home

instead of the other way around. By accepting her as a frog, she is transformed

into a human being. Acceptance of the frog and the frog's life implies a jump

into the inner world, sinking down into inner reality and there we come again

to the same thing - that the anima's intention is to convert rational conscious-

ness to acceptance of the symbolic life, sinking into it without any buts,

criticisms, or rational objections but with a gesture of generous acceptance,

saying, 'In the name of God, whatever happens, I will jump into it and real-

ise it.' And that needs courage and naivete. It means the sacrifice of the intel-

lectual and rational attitude, which is difficult for women, but much more

difficult for a man because it goes against his conscious tendencies, especially

those ofmodem Western man.

When the anima becomes human, it is a meeting of the opposites: he goes

towards her and so she comes up towards him. We always see that if the ten-

sion between the conscious situation and the too low level of unconscious

contents is too great, any gesture toward one side generally improves the

other as well. Very often a man will dream, for instance, that his anima

appears as a prostitute, or something like that, and he will say that she is too

low down, that he cannot go as far as that; it is against his ethical principles.

Generally, if someone overcomes such stiffened prejudices and makes a gen-

erous gesture towards the lower part of his personality and impulses, suddenly

there is a change and the anima comes up onto a higher level. One should not,

however, tell people that for it would lessen the merit of the sacrifice which

has to be made, courageously and absolutely without calculation. If one has

such courage and truthfuhiess, then generally the miracle happens that this

so-called low part of the personality, which has only been banished to that state

by the haughtiness of the conscious attitude, comes up onto a human level.

There is a third version of our story which has a short continuation and a

different form of the redemption of the frog-lady, which also throws a new

light on what I mean by the symbolic Hfe. This is the Russian version of our
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same story and is called *The Frog Daughter of the Czar.' (Die Mdrchen der

Welt Literatur, vol. V Russian Fairy Tales).

There was a czar and his wife. There were three sons and they were like

falcons, beautiful young men. One day the czar called them together and said:

*My sons, my falcons, the time has come for you to find wives.* He told them

to take their silver bows and copper arrows and shoot them into foreign lands

and at whatever door the arrow fell, there each should find his bride. Two

arrows fell into other czars' courts, and those men found relatively nice

women. But Ivan Czarevitsch's arrow fell into a nearby swamp and there he

found a frog with the arrow. He said: 'Give me back my arrow.' The frog

replied: *I will return the arrow, but only on condition that you marry me.'

So Ivan Czarevitsch returned to the court and cried and related what had

happened. The czar said: *Well, that's your bad luck, but you cannot get

out of that; you must marry the frog.' So the eldest son married a czar's

daughter, the second son a prince's daughter and the third son the green

frog from the swamp.

In this story many things are different because there is a feminine influ-

ence at the court, so the king is not at all hostile to marriage with a frog;

there is not such tension between male and female, or between acceptance

and non-acceptance of frog-Hfe. But naturally Ivan is very unhappy. Then

one day the czar wants to see which of his daughters-in-law can weave the

most beautiful towel. Ivan goes home and cries, but the frog hops after him

and tells him not to cry but to He down and go to sleep and it will be all

right. As soon as he is asleep she throws off her frog-skin and goes out into

the yard and calls and whistles. Her three maids and servants appear and

weave the towels. When Ivan wakes up they are given to him by his frog-

wife, who has again assumed her frog-skin. Ivan has never seen such towels

in his life and he takes them to the court and everybody is deeply impressed.

Then there is another test as to who makes the best cake, and this is again

made in the night while Ivan is asleep. The czar then tells his sons to come

on a certain day with their wives to a dinner party. Ivan again goes home

crying, but the frog-bride says he should not worry but should go on ahead.

When he sees rain beginning to fall he will know that his wife is washing.

\Mien the lightning comes he will know that she is putting on her dress for

the court. When he hears thunder he will know that she is on the way. The

dinner party begins and the two other wives are there beautifully dressed.

Ivan is very nervous. A terrific thunderstorm begins. They all mock him and

ask where his bride is. When the rain starts he says, *Now she is washing,'
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and when there is lightning he says, *Now she is putting on her court dress'.

He does not believe it and is in despair, but when it thunders he says, *Now

she is coming.' And at that moment a beautiful coach with six horses arrives,

and out of it steps a most beautiful girl — so beautiful that everyone becomes

quite silent and shy.

At the dinner table the other two daughters-in-law notice something very

strange, for the beautiful girl puts a part of her food into her sleeves. The

other two brides think it very odd but that it may be good manners, and they

do the same thing. When the dinner is over there is music and dancing. The

former frog-girl dances with Ivan Czarevitsch and is so light and dances so

beautifully that she hardly seems to touch the floor. As she dances she waves

her right arm and out of it falls a bit of the food which is transformed into a

garden with a pillar in it. Around this a tom-cat circles, then climbs up it and

sings folk-songs. When it comes down it tells fairy tales. The girl goes on danc-

ing and makes a gesture with her left hand, and there appears a beautiful park

with a little river in it and on the river swans. Everybody is as astonished at

the miracle as if they were little children. The other sisters begin to dance but

when they throw out their right arms a bone comes out and hits the czar on the

forehead and when they fling out the left arm water shoots into his eyes.

Ivan looks in amazement at his wife and wonders how out of a green frog

there could emerge such a beautiful girl. He goes into the room where she

slept and sees the frog-skin lying there. He picks it up and throws it into the

fire. Then he goes back to the court and they go on amusing themselves till

morning when Ivan goes home with his wife.

When they get home his wife goes to her room and cannot find her frog-

skin. At last she calls out and asks Ivan if he has seen her dress. 'I burnt it,'

says Ivan. *0h, Ivan,' she says, *what have you done? If you had not touched

it, I would have been yours forever. But now we must separate - perhaps for-

ever!' She cries and cries, and then says, 'Good-bye! Seek me in the Thirtieth

Czar's Kingdom, in the Thirtieth Strange Kingdom, where there is the Baba-

Yaga, the great witch, and her bones.' And she claps her hands and changes

into a cuckoo and flies out of the window.

Ivan grieves bitterly. Then he takes his silver bow and fills a sack with

bread, hangs bottles over his shoulder and goes on his long quest. He walks

for many years.

He meets an old man who gives him a ball of thread and tells him he should

follow it to the Baba-Yaga. Then he spares the life of a bear, a fish and a bird.

He gets into all sorts of difficulties, but the fish and falcon and bear help him
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and finally, at the end of the world in the Thirtieth Kingdom, he comes to an

island on which there is a wood and in it a glass palace. He goes into the palace

and opens an iron door, but nobody is inside; then he opens a silver door but

there is nobody in tlie room, so he opens a third door made of gold and be-

hind this door sits his wife counting flax. She looks so woebegone and care-

worn that she is dreadful to look at. But when she sees Ivan she falls on his

neck and says: *0h my beloved, how I have longed for you. You have arrived

just in time. Had you come just a little later you might perhaps never have

seen me again.' And she cries for joy. Although Ivan does not know whether

he is in this world or the next, they embrace and kiss. Then she changes her-

self into a cuckoo, takes Ivan under her wing and flies back. When they arrive

home she changes again into human form and says: 'It was my father who had

cursed me and had given me to a dragon to serve for three years, but now I

have paid the penalty.' So they came home and lived happily together and

praised God who had helped them.

In our Russian version, instead ofjumping through the ring the anima-

figure performs this fantastic magic with the food which she puts into her

sleeve and transforms into the garden with the tom-cat who sings songs and

tells fairy tales and the paradise which she creates with her left hand. In this

way you see even more clearly that the anima creates the symbolic life, for

she transforms ordinary food for the body into spiritual food through creating

art and mythological tales; she restores paradise, a kind of archetypal world of

fantasy. The tom-cat represents a nature spirit which is the creator of folk

songs and fairy tales. It also shows the close connection of the anima with

man's capacity for artistic work and with the fantasy world. A man who re-

presses his anima generally represses his creative imagination.

Dancing and creating a kind offata morgana, a fantasy world, is a similar

motif to jumping through the ring. It is still another aspect of creating the

symbolic life, which one lives by following up one's dreams and day fantasies

and the impulses which come up from the unconscious, for fantasy gives life

a glow and a colour which the too rational outlook destroys. Fantasy is not

just whimsical ego-nonsense but comes really from the depths; it constellates

symbohc situations which give life a deeper meaning and a deeper realisation.

Here again, the two other figures take this too concretely. Just as the peasant

women could not jump through the ring but broke their legs, here they put

food in their sleeves for wrong motives, for ambition, and accordingly fall

short.

But then there is something else: Ivan makes a mistake by burning his
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wife's frog-skin. This is a most widespread motif to be found in completely

different connections in many other fairy tales. The anima first appears in an

animal skin, either as a fish or a mermaid, or, most frequently, as a bird, and

then she turns into a human being. Generally her lover keeps her former ani-

mal-skin or bird-garment in a drawer. The woman has children and everything

seems to be all right, but unfortunately either the husband insults his wife

one day, calling her a mermaid or a goose or whatever she was before and she

rushes to her old garment, puts it on again and disappears, and he has either

to go on a long quest to find her again, or she disappears forever and he dies.

In such stories one feels that it would have been better if the man burnt the

skin because if she finds it she disappears in it. But here it is just the opposite.

He burns the skin, which would seem to be all right, and it is wrong again! In

other fairy tales — for instance, the Grimms' tale called 'Hans, the Hedgehog,'

the animal skin is also burnt. A prince has been cursed and turned into a

hedgehog and the bride's servants bum the hedgehog skin and that frees him

and he gives thanks for being redeemed. So the burning of the animal skin is

not in itself necessarily destructive; it depends on the context.

We never learn in our story why the burning of the skin causes the wife to

fly away. We can imagine that because of her father's curse she must still go

into the night and atone for her sins and since that is interrupted, the punish-

ment becomes more definite. But this is speculation; the story gives no ex-

planation. The fairy tales in which the animal skin is successfully burned be-

long to the many rituals of transformation by fire. In most mythological

accounts, fire has a purifying and transforming quality and is therefore used

in many religious rituals. In alchemy fire is used — as some texts say literally —

to *burn away all superfluities,' so that only the indestructible nucleus re-

mains. Consequently, the alchemists burn most of their substances first, de-

stroying what can be destroyed. That wliich resisted the fire was looked on as

a symbol of immortality — the solid kernel which survives destruction. Fire is

therefore the great transformer. In certain Gnostic texts fire is also called the

great judge because it judges, so to speak, what is worthy of survival and what

should be destroyed. In its psychological meaning, where it generally stands

for the heat of emotional reactions and affects, all that applies too. Without

the fire of emotion no development takes place and no higher consciousness

can be reached, which is why God says: 'Because thou art lukewarm, and

neither cold nor hot, I will spew thee out ofmy mouth' (Rev. Ill: 16). If some-

one in analysis is dispassionate about it and does not suffer — if there is nei-

ther the fire of despair nor hatred nor conflict nor fury nor annoyance nor
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anything of that kind - one can be pretty sure that not much will be constel-

lated and it will be a *blah-blah' analysis forever. So the fire, even if it is a de-

structive sort of fire — conflicts, hatred, jealousy, or any other affect — speeds

up the maturing process and really is a 'judge' and clarifies things. People who

have fire run into trouble, but at least they try something, they fall into des-

pair. The more fire there is, the more there is danger of the destructive effects

of emotional outbursts, of all sorts of mischief and deviltry, but at the same

time tliis is what keeps the process going. If the fire is extinct, everything is

lost. That is why the alchemists always said one must never let one's fire go

out. The lazy worker who lets his fire go out is just lost. He is the person who

only nibbles at analytical treatment but never goes into it wholeheartedly. He

has no fire, and therefore nothing happens. So the fire is really the great judge

and determines the difference between the corruptible and the incorruptible,

between what is relevant and what is irrelevant, and therefore in all magical

and religious rituals fire has a sacred and transforming quality. In many myths,

however, fire is the great destroyer; sometimes a myth depicts the destruction

of the world by fire. Those dreams in which whole towns are burned down or

your own house is burned down as a rule indicate an already existing affect

that has become completely out of control. Whenever an emotion overruns

one's self-control, then comes the motif of the destructive fire. Have you ever,

in a state of affect, done horrible, irremediable things? Haven't you ever writ-

ten a letter that you would give anything not to have written? Or said some-

thing because of wliich you could bite out your tongue? Perhaps you have

done destructive things through emotion — something you cannot mend,

something ruined forever, a relationship with another human being destroyed.

Last but not least are the declarations of war — often made in a state of affect

— and then the destruction does lead to a world conflagration. Destructive

affect, as one knows from mass phenomena, is exceedingly infectious. Some-

one who drops the reins and gives way to destructive emotion can generally

pull in many other people and then there occur those terrific mass-outbursts

in which people are lynched or shot — all due to a sudden fire of affect get-

ting loose. There you see, literally, the fearful destructiveness of the fiery

emotion; you find it also in psychotic constellations, where underneath a

rigid surface terrific emotions are piled up. An outburst is often represented

as a huge conflagration in which everything is destroyed; then the individual

gets into a state of excitement, becoming so dangerous to himself or others

that he has to be interned.

The burning of the frog-skin indicates the destructive effect of fire, but we
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must also take into consideration the fact that the frog is a cold-blooded ani-

mal and a water creature - water being the opposite of fire — and therefore

she is a creature that dwells in moisture. That probably is another reason why

application of fire to her skin is specifically destructive here. It takes away

the princess's water quality. What does it mean psychologically if a man

applies destructive fire to his *moist,' creative anima? We have seen that the

anima in this context — and also in practical life — represents the gift of

poetic fantasy, the ability to create the symbolic forms of life. If, therefore,

the hero applies fire to her skin, that would mean a too analytical, too im-

pulsive, too passionate concern with the creative fantasy. By grabbing their

own fantasies and pulling them too eagerly into the light of consciousness

and by interpreting them at once with too much intensity, many people

destroy their secret iimer life.

Creativeness sometimes needs the protection of darkness, of being ignored.

That is very obvious in the natural tendency many artists and writers have

not to show their paintings or writings before they are finished. Until then

they cannot stand even positive reactions. The passionate reactions of people

to a painting, the exclamation, *0h, this is wonderful!', may, even if meant in

a positive way, entirely destroy the chiaroscuro, the mystical hidden weaving

of fantasy which the artist needs. Only when he has finished his product can

he expose it to the light of consciousness, and to the emotional reactions of

others. Thus if you notice an unconscious fantasy coming up within you, you

would be wise not to interpret it at once. Do not say that you know what it is

and force it into consciousness. Just let it live with you, leaving it in the half-

dark, carry it with you and watch where it is going or what it is driving at.

Much later you will look back and wonder what you were doing all that time,

that you were nursing a strange fantasy which then led to some unexpected

goal. For instance, if you do some painting and have the idea that you could

add this and that, then don't think, 'I know what that means!' If you do,

then push the thought away and just give yourself to it more and more so

that the whole web of symbols expands in all its ramifications before you

jump at its essential meaning.

Hence, if people do active imagination in analysis, I generally only Usten to

it and only at the special request of the analysand, or if the fantasies are too

overflowing and therefore need cutting down, or if they have already found

a certain end, can one analyse them like a dream. It is much better not to

analyse them while they are going on, for then the author of the fantasy be-

comes self-conscious and knows what it could be about, which inhibits further
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working of the fantasy.

If an unconscious fantasy or another content is especially fiery, heavily

laden with affect, it will push through to consciousness, no matter what.

But there are certain fantasies that are more froglike; that is, they come up in

the daytime as a kind of playful thought; in an idle moment you light a cigar-

ette, and a strange fantasy comes, but without much energetic load. If you

jump in a fiery way onto such thoughts, you destroy them. These, like the

little creatures - the dwarfs, and such creatures - you must not look at; just

let them be around you and do not disturb their secret work. Our frog-woman

belongs more to this latter category of creatures because we see from her tom-

cat that her spirit sings folk songs and tells fairy tales and that is an artistic,

playful spirit which could be destroyed by being taken too seriously, with too

much affect. That is probably why Ivan made such a big mistake in burning

the frog-skin. By that he delayed the definite redemption of his anima.

That he can find her again at the end of the world is something which

occurs in many fairy tales. A man meets his destined bride and by some mis-

take loses her again and has then to go an endless journey into the under-

world and through seven heavens to find her again. This double rhythm cor-

responds to what one could technically call the first apparent blossoming at

the beginning of an analysis. It happens often to people who have for a long

while stiffened in a neurotic conscious attitude and have therefore lost con-

tact with the flow of Hfe and have lost hope of getting out of their neurotic

rut. When they come into analysis and receive the warm concern of another

liuman being and through dreams a sudden contact with irrational possibili-

ties, or if a prospective dream shows that in spite of the apparently hopeless

aspect of life in consciousness there is an irrational positive possibility in the

unconscious, then often, after the first hours of analysis, there comes a re-

markable blossoming; the symptoms disappear and the individual experiences

a miraculous healing. Never fall for that! In only ri\e per cent of the cases

does it last. In all other cases, after a while the whole misery flows in again and

the symptoms return. Such an initial blossoming usually occurs when the

faulty conscious neurotic attitude is far away from the unconscious life ten-

dencies, so that it is impossible to link the two sides. You first link them and

things seem all right, but then both opposites stiffen again and everything

falls back. Healing has really taken place only when there is a constant state

of relationship between consciousness and the unconscious, not when through

a relationship a spark flies over but only when a condition of continual re-

lationship with the other side has been established. To build that up generally

ILi I
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takes a long time, and only then can you say that a healing cure is really solid-

ified and safe from relapses. This first blossoming, however, is an archetypal

event.

I have often asked myself why the unconscious or nature — or whatever

we want to call it — plays such a cruel trick on people by first curing them

and then dropping them again. Why should one hang a good sausage under a

dog's nose and then take it away? That's not nice. But I have seen that there

is a deep meaning and probably a final intention in this. If some people had

not had a brief experience and glimpse of how it could be when things are

right, they would never hold on through the miseries of the analytical process.

It is only the remembrance of that glimpse of paradise that makes them con-

tinue on the dark journey. This is probably one reason why sometimes, at the

beginning of analysis, the unconscious offers the marvellous possibility of cure

and of the right kind of life and of happiness, and then takes it away; it is as

if it were to say: 'That is what you will get later, but you have first to realise

this and this and this, and much more, before you can get there.' I found that

out practically when people who had experienced an early blossoming said:

'Well, after all, I was without symptoms at such and such a time, so it should

be possible, shouldn't it? ' Yes, it should be possible. And that gives them the

courage to hold on in a desperate situation. In our fairy tale, if Ivan had not

seen his bride in her beautiful state and had not had that relationship with her,

he would certainly not have walked to the Thirtieth Czar's Kingdom at the

end of the world.

In this story there is another interesting motif. The frog-lady has been cur-

sed by her father for some sin she has committed. We are not even sure that it

was a sin, it was probably only a sin in the eyes of her father, but she has done

something which aimoyed him and has been cursed and has to live in the form

of a frog and be in the hands of a dragon and Ivan must rescue her from there.

That is complicated, if we think about it psychologically, because in our

main story, 'The Three Feathers,' we had assumed that the anima was in the

low form of a toad because consciousness had no relationship to the feminine

side. In the conscious situation there was only a king and his three sons and

no feminine principle, so that the whole feminine world was repressed and

existed in a degenerate form. Now here the balance of the story is completely

different because at the beginning the czar has a wife; there is a mother prin-

ciple, the feminine principle is not lacking in the conscious set-up and accord-

ingly we cannot speak simply of the repression of the anima. There is another

difficulty: the frog-lady has annoyed her father, about whom we do not know
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much, and he has cursed her and brought her into this low condition. The fol-

lowing sketch makes it clearer:

Czar o o Czarina

3 sons

Threshold of consciousness

Normal process of integration

Frog princess Descent into the

^ ,
unconscious due

Her father . ^„^^^
to curse

At the top there are five people instead of four, so it is a completely different

set-up. You could say that that is a naturally balanced family; there is a little

bit more of the male than of the female, but nothing vital is lacking. Below

the threshold of consciousness are the frog-lady and her father.

Now the father below, who is only mentioned at the end of our story, puts

a negative curse on his daughter which takes her away from consciousness into

the depths of the unconscious. So really her father deflects her path and pre-

vents her coming up and being integrated, which would be the normal process

in life. Why the father of the frog-lady is so bad tempered we do not know,

but he certainly seems not to want his daughter to marry on the conscious

level. The only thing we can assume is that he has some reason against her be-

coming conscious. He wants to keep her to himself perhaps, as fathers often do,

but we do not know, and it is no good speculating about such family troubles

in the unconscious. (Family troubles in the unconscious are something ter-

rific if you reflect.) Translated into psychological language, it means that one

unconscious archetypal complex fights another archetypal complex within

the unconscious. In my experience, such a conflict is generally a ricochet

effect of some disturbance between the two worlds of the conscious and un-

conscious sphere. I assume, but I could give you other examples where it be-

comes clear, that the father (below) has a conflict-tension with the upper czar.

Those two fathers fight, and instead of attacking the czar, the lower father

takes his daughter away.

Who is this father of the frog-princess? Who is the anima's father? In

many European stories in which there is a Christian influence, the father of

the anima is called the devil. In European countries with less Christian influ-

ence, the father of the anima is characterised as the older image of God. For

instance, in Germanic countries the anima's father appears as an old man with
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a Wotanic character; in Jewish legends he is an old desert god or a demon; in

Islamic fairy tales the fathers of the anima are great djinns, which means

pagan demons of the pre-Islamic time. In general, therefore, the frog-prin-

cess's father would represent an older image of God which is in contrast to,

and repressed by, the new dominant God-image. The new ruling dominant of

consciousness usually superimposes itself on an older image of the same kind,

and often there is still a secret tension between these two factors. That is

what makes the anima diverge in this way.

This is important in practical life also; for example, we often see that a

man's anima is an old-fashioned being. She is frequently bound to the histor-

ical past, and this explains why men who in conscious life are courageous

innovators, inclined toward change and reform, become sentimentally con-

servative as soon as they fall into an anima mood. They can be amazingly

sentimental; for example, a thoroughly ruthless business man who thinks

nothing of ruining people will sing childhood songs under the Christmas tree,

as if he couldn't hurt a fly. His anima has remained in the traditional world of

childhood. You can see the same thing in the area of Eros; for instance, the

belief in institutions held by some men. This too is an anima effect. With such

beliefs men are strongly bound to the past. Women, who are known to be

more conservative in their conscious lives (which accounts for the statement

that they would still stir the soup with a stick if men had not invented a

spoon) often have an animus with an eye to the future and a talent for effect-

ing changes. This is often seen in women's interest in new movements. In

ancient Greece, the Dionysian cult was for the most part picked up first by

women and carried out by them. Then again, the early Christian communities

were mainly carried by the enthusiasm of women, not men.

When the old God-image binds the anima to the past, then naturally a rift

opens up between the new conscious attitude and the older layer, where the

anima comes from. So there is a germ of truth in the contention that the tel-

ling of fairy tales belongs to the paganism of the past, as the Grimm Brothers

said. According to the Russian story, the frog-princess is the fairy-tale teller,

and she cannot quite come up to the realm of the ruling czar. The real con-

flict is between the two father-figures. This is something one often meets with

if there is a conflict in the unconscious; that is, one unconscious content hits

some other content in the unconscious, and instead of hitting back, the other

content hits still another one, and so there is an indirect effect. This is illus-

trated by the famous story of the lady who scolds the cook, who shouts at the

kitchen maid, who kicks the dog, who bites the cat - and so on. The conflict
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is passed on and then comes up in a completely different realm, and you do

not know where the real conflict lies. This is why one must always look at the

parallels and at the whole context to find out the deeper connections. They

sometimes lead into unfathomable depths, such as here, where it is a question

of the image of God.



CHAPTER VII

SHADOW, ANIMA AND ANIMUS IN FAIRY TALES

Though nearly all fairy tales ultimately circle round the symbol of the

Self or are 'ordered' by it, we also find in many stories motifs which remind

us of Jung's concepts of the shadow, animus and anima. In the following part

I will give the interpretation of an example of each of these motifs. But we

must again realize that we are dealing with the objective, impersonal substruc-

ture of the human psyche and not with its personal individual aspects.

THE EMERGENCE OF THE SHADOW

The figure of the shadow in itself belongs partly to the personal unconsc-

ious and partly to the collective unconscious. In fairy tales only the collective

aspect can occur — the shadow of the hero, for instance. This figure appears

as a shadow-hero, more primitive and more instinctive than the hero but not

necessarily morally inferior. In some fairy tales, the hero (or heroine) has no

shadow companion but displays in himself both positive and negative traits,

sometimes demonic traits. We must ask, therefore, in what psychological cir-

cumstances does the hero-image split into a Ught figure and a shadow-com-

panion. A division of this sort often occurs in dreams in which an unknown

figure appears for the first time and the split indicates that the approaching

content is only partially acceptable to consciousness. Becoming conscious of

something presupposes a choice on the part of the ego. Generally only one

aspect of the unconscious content can be realised at one time, the other as-

pects being rejected. The shadow of the hero is therefore that aspect of the

archetype which has been rejected by collective consciousness.

Even though the shadow figure in fairy tales is archetypal, from its charac-

teristic behaviour we can learn a great deal about the assimilation of the shad-

ow in the personal realm. In order to illustrate this I shall take the Norwegian

story 'Prince Ring.' (This version is taken from Adehne Ritterhaus, Die Neuis-

Idndischen Volksmdrchen (Halle, A.S., 1902), in which it appears under the

title of 'Snati-Snati,' pp. 3 Iff.) Although collective, this tale provides anal-
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ogies to the individual problem of the integration of the shadow and shows

what features of this process are typical and general.

Prince Ring

Ring, the son ofa king, out hunting one day was captivated by the sight

ofa fleet hind with a golden ring around her horns. Wildly pursuing her, he

became separatedfrom his companions and rode into a thick fog in which

he lost sight of the hind. Slowly he made his way out of the wood and came

to a beach where he found a woman hunched over a barrel Approaching, he

saw the golden ring lying in the barrel, and the woman, guessing his desire,

suggested that he take the ring. As he reached into the barrel, he found that

it had a deceptive bottom, so that the deeper he reached, the farther away

the ring appeared to be. When he himself was halfway down, the woman

flipped him in, made the cover secure, and rolled the barrel into the surf

The outgoing tide bore him away.

After a very long time the barrel was washed ashore, and Ring climbed

out on a strange island. Before he had time to get his bearings, a huge giant

had picked him up out of curiosity and carefully carried him home as com-

pany for his giant wife. These old giants were very affable and deferred to

the king's son's every wish. The giant freely showed the youth his treasures,

only forbidding him to enter his kitchen. Prince Ring felt an immense curios-

ity to know what was in the kitchen and twice was on the verge ofentering

but stopped himself. The third time he had the courage to look, and a dog

called out several times, 'Choose me. Prince Ring! Choose me!*

After some time the giants, knowing that they would soon die, told Ring

that they were about to depart this life and offered to give him anything he

chose. Ring recalled the dog's urgent plea and asked for what was in the

kitchen. The giant was not well pleased but consented. The dog-called Snati-

Snati leaped up wildly in his joy at being with Ring, and the prince was a

little afraid.

Tliey journeyed to a kingdom on the mainland, and Snati-Snati told Ring

to ask the king for a small room where he might spend the winter as a guest

of the palace. The king welcomed him, but the brow ofRauder, his minister,

grew dark with jealousy. Rauder pressed the king to hold a contest wherein

he and the new guest would cut down trees to see who could make the biggest

clearing in the forest in a single day. Snati-Snati urged Ring to get two axes.
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and they both began the task. By evening Snati-Snati had felled halfagain as

many trees as the minister. Then, at Rauder*s urging, the king ordered Ring

to kill two wild bulls in the forest and return with their skins and horns. In

the encounter Snati-Snati came to the aid ofRing, who had been knocked

down, andferociously killed the bulls. He stripped them of their skins and

horns, which he brought to the castle, and Ring was greatly lauded for the

deed, jyext Ring had to recover the three most precious objects, objects now

in the possession ofa family ofgiants in a nearby mountain: a golden suit of

clothes, a golden chessboard and shining gold itself. Ifhe could retrieve these,

he might then marry the king*s daughter.

Carrying a big sack of salt, man and dog-Ring holding onto the tail of the

dog-laboriously climbed the steep mountain and with difficulty arrived at

the top. They found a cave, and looking through the opening, they discerned

four giants sleeping around a fire, over which boiled a pot ofgroats. Swiftly

they dumped the salt into the pot. When the giants awoke, they fell greedily

on their meal, but after afew mouthfuls the giant-mother, who was terrible

to look at, roared with thirst and begged her daughter to fetch water. The

daughter agreed only on condition that she should have the shining gold.

After a furious scene, the giant-mother relinquished it to her. When the daugh-

ter did not return, the old woman sent her son, who first wangledfrom her

the golden clothes and then was drowned in the same manner. The ruse also

worked with the husband, who took with him the golden chessboard, the

only difference being that the old man rose again as a ghost and had to be

finally beaten down. The prince and Snati-Snati then faced the terrible witch-

giantess and, as Snati-Snati pointed out, no weapon could penetrate her; she

could only be killed with the cooked groats and a red-hot iron. When the

witch saw the dog in the entrance to the cave, she croaked, 'Oh, it is you

and Prince Ring who have killed my family!* They joined in a desperate

struggle, and she was brought to her death. After burning the corpses Ring

and Snati-Snati returned with the treasures, and Prince Ring became engaged

to the king's daughter.

On the evening before the marriage the dog begged to exchange places

with Ring, with the result that he slept in Ring's bed and Ring slept on the

floor. During the night, Rauder, intent on murdering Ring, stealthily entered

the room with a drawn sword and approached the bed, but as he raised his

arm, Snati-Snati leaped up and bit off his right hand. In the morning, before

the king, Rauder accused Ring of having wantonly attacked him. Then Ring

produced the severed hand still gripping the sword, and the king thereupon
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had his minister hanged.

Ring married the princess, and on the wedding night Snati-Snati was

allowed to lie at the foot of the bed. In the night he regained his true form,

tliat ofa king's son also named Ring. His step-mother had changed him into

a dog, and he could only be redeemed by sleeping at the foot of the bed of

a king's son. The hind with the golden ring, the woman on the beach, and the

formidable witch-giantess were in reality different guises of his step-mother

who wished at any price to prevent his redemption.

This tale opens with the image of a prince hunting. Many fairy tales-

more than half, in fact-have to do with members of a royal family; in the

others, the heroes are ordinary people such as poor peasants, millers, deserters,

and so on. But in our story the main figure represents a future king; that is,

a still unconscious element which is capable of becoming a new collective

dominant and which should make possible a deeper understanding of the

Self.

The prince chases a deer that has a golden ring between its horns. The

Greek parallel to this is the Kerynitic hind with golden antlers, sacred to

Artemis, which Hercules pursued for a year but was not allowed to kill. (For

other parallels see Carl Pschmadt, Die Sage von der verfolgten Hinde, Diss.

Greifswald, 1911). In one version of the myth, he finally finds her in the

Hesperides under the apple trees which bestow eternal youth. Artemis, the

famous huntress, is often transformed into a deer; in other words, the hunter

and the hunted are secretly identical.

The hind frequently shows the way or finds the most advantageous point

for the crossing of a river. On the other hand, she sometimes lures the hero

to disaster or even to death by leading him over a precipice or into the sea

or a swamp. She can also nurture an orphan or an abandoned child. The stag

often carries a ring or a precious cross between his horns, or he may have

golden horns. (By depicting a hind with horns our fairy tale indicates that

the deer is feminine-an anima motif—and at the same time assigns horns to

her as a masculine trait, thereby implying that this is a hermaphroditic being

which unites the elements of the anima and the shadow.) A medieval text

explains that when the stag feels old, he first eats a snake and then swallows

enough water to drown it; at the same time, however, the snake poisons him,

and the stag must shed his antlers to rid himself of the poison. Once the poi-

son is gone he may grow new horns. Therefore,' a Father of the Church
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declares, *the stag knows the secret of self-renewal; he sheds his antlers, and

thus should we learn to shed our pride.' The shedding of the antlers is prob-

ably the natural basis of all of the mythological transformation attributes of

the deer. In medieval medicine, the bone in the heart of the deer was thought

to be beneficial for heart trouble.

To sum up, the deer symboUses an unconscious factor which shows the

way that leads to a crucial event, either toward rejuvenation (that is, a change

in the personality or to the beloved) or into the Beyond (i.e., the Hesperides)

-or even to death. Furthermore, the deer is a bearer of light and of mandala

symbols (the circle and the cross). Like Mercurius or Hermes, the deer seems

to be a typical psychopomp-a guide into the unconscious. Functioning as a

bridge to the deeper regions of the psyche, it is a content of the unconscious

which attracts consciousness and leads it to new knowledge and new discov-

eries. As the instinctive wisdom that resides in man's nature, the deer exerts

a strong fascination and represents that unknown psychic factor which

endows the dream with meaning. Its death aspect arises when consciousness

has a negative attitude toward it; such an attitude thrusts the unconscious

Into a destructive role.

In our tale the deer bears a ring on its horns and the king's son is called

Ring, thereby revealing that the deer carries an essential component of the

prince's own nature-namely, his undomesticated, instinctive side. Together

they are the complementary sides of that psychic entity of which the prince

is the anthropomorphic aspect. At first he is an aimless hunter, having not

yet discovered his individual forms of realisation. Incomplete, he represents

merely the possibility of becoming conscious, and therefore he has to find

his own opposite in the same way that the deer in the allegory swallows and

integrates its opposite in the form of the snake (in some versions, a toad). It

is therefore understandable that the deer possesses the secret of the prince's

renewal and completion, symbolised by the golden ring.

The prince goes hunting in the woods-that is, in the unconscious reahn-

and gets lost in a fog so that vision is dim and all boundaries are wrapped in

mist. Losing his comrades means isolation and the loneliness typical of the

journey into the unconscious. The centre of interest has shifted from the

outer world to the inner, but the inner world is still completely unintelligible.

At this stage, the unconscious seems senseless and bewildering.

The deer leads the prince to a beach where an evil woman sits hunched

over a barrel. The object of fascination, the ring, has apparently been cast

into the banel by the hind. The ring is a symbol of the Self, especially as a
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factor that creates relatedness; it means the completion of the inner essential

being, and this is what the prince is seeking. Pursuing the golden ring and

led by the attraction of the deer, the prince falls into the hands of a witch

who, as we learn later, is Snati-Snati's step-mother. In masculine psychology

the step-mother is a symbol of the unconscious in its destructive role—of its

disturbing and devouring character.

He plunges into the cask after the ring. The step-mother swiftly shuts the

cask and rolls it into the sea, a seeming misfortune which turns out to be

fortunate because he is thrown onto an island where he finds Snati-Snati, his

magic double and helpful companion. Thus the step-mother has an equivocal

character: with one hand she destroys and with the other she leads to fulfil-

ment. Being the frightful mother, she represents a natural resistance that

blocks the development of higher consciousness, a resistance that calls forth

the hero's best qualities. In other words, by persecuting him she helps him.

As the king's second wife, the step-mother is, in a way, a false wife, and since

she belongs to the old system that the king represents, she must stand for

the dull, leaden unconsciousness which accompanies ancestral social institu-

tions and which works against the tendency to develop a new state of con-

sciousness. This stubbornly negative unconsciousness has the shadow of the

prince in thrall.

When the hero is set adrift in the cask, the cask is the vessel that sustains

him upon the waters, and in this aspect it is motherly and protective; more-

over, it allows the water currents to bear him to the intended place. looked

at negatively, however, it denotes a regression into the womb and is a prison

that isolates him. In this image the confusion and feeling of being lost and

unable to find a way out suggested by the motif of the fog are intensified.

On the plane of psychological reality this can be interpreted as a state of

possession by an archetype-in this case, a state of possession by the mother.

One can say that Prince Ring is now under the spell of a negative mother-

image which seeks to cut him off from life and to swallow him.

The cask corresponds to the whale in the story of Jonah, and the prince's

traveUng in it is a typical night-sea journey; it is, in other words, a state of

transition in which the hero is enclosed in the mother-image as in a vessel.

But the cask not only imprisons the hero; it also prevents him from being

drowned. This can be compared to a neurosis, which tends to isolate the

individual and in that way to protect him. The condition of neurotic lone-

liness is positive when it protects the growth of a new possibility of life. It

can be a stage of incubation which aims at the inner completion of a more
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real and more definitely shaped conscious personality. This is the meaning of

the cask for Prince Ring.

Like the cask, the island is another symbol of isolation. It is generally a

magic realm inhabited by otherworldly figures, and on this island there are

giants. Islands often harbour projections of the unconscious psychic sphere;

for instance, there are islands of the dead, and in The Odyssey the imprison-

ing nymph Calypso, the Veiled one,' and the sorceress Circe both live on

islands, and in a way both are goddesses of death. In our story the island is

not the hero's goal but another stage in the transition. In the sea of the uncon-

scious the island represents a split-off portion of the conscious psyche (as we

know, beneath the sea, islands are usually connected with the mainland), and

here the island represents an autonomous complex, quite apart from the ego,

with a kind of intelligence of its own. Magnetic and evasive, it is a reef of

consciousness, and its effect can be subtle and insidious.

Undeveloped people frequently have incongruous and quite separate com-

plexes that almost jostle one another: for instance, incompatible Christian

and pagan concepts which are not recognized as being mutually contradictory.

The complex builds up its own field of 'consciousness' apart from the original

field, where the old viewpoint still prevails, and it is as if each is an independ-

ent island of consciousness with its own harbours and traffic.

On this island dwell giants. Giants are characterized only by their size and

have a close relation to natural phenomena; in folk beUef, for example, thun-

der is thought to be giants bowling or to be the resounding blows of storm-

giants hammering; erratic stone formations are composed of stones tossed by

giants in play, and fog appears when the giantesses hang up their washing.

There are different families of giants: storm-giants, earth-giants, and so on.

Mythologically, giants often appear as the 'older people' in creation, a race

that has died out: There were giants in the earth in those days' (Genesis 6:4).

In some cosmogonies they are featured as the forerunners of human beings

who did not make the grade; for instance, in The Edda, Sutr, the giant, is

portrayed with a sword which separates the opposite poles, fire and ice, and

The Edda goes on to tell of the creation of the giant Ymir from the mixture

of these opposites. (Then Ymir was butchered, and dwarfs emerged as worms

from his entrails.) The Greek giants are the Titans who rebelled against Zeus

and were slain by his lightning. In the Orphic tradition men issued from the

smoke of their burned flesh. Or the giants became drunk with hubris and

were therefore destroyed by the gods; and then men inherited their earth.

Giants, therefore, are a supernatural race, older and only half human. They
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represent emotional factors of crude force, factors which have not yet emerged

into the reakn of human consciousness. Giants possess enormous strength and

are renowned for their stupidity. They are easy to deceive and a prey to their

own affects, and therefore helpless for all their might. The powerful emotional

impulses they stand for are still rooted in archetypal sub-soil, and when one

falls victim to such boundless impulses, one is wild, overpowered, beside one-

self, beserk-and one is as stupid as a giant; one may display gigantic strength

and afterwards collapse. In happier circumstances, one may be inspired and

transported, as in the stories of saints who were helped by giants to build a

church in a single night. This would be the positive harnessing of such untamed,

half-conscious emotions; then, in a white heat, man can accomplish a great

task.

On the island lives a married giant couple. At the beginning of the tale, the

prince's parents were not mentioned; that is, the image of the parents was

missing — an unusual lacuna in a fairy tale — and therefore the giants are prob-

ably the energic equivalent, an archaic form of the parents. Since the king and

queen are not present and the giants take over their role, there is no longer a

ruling principle in consciousness and it has therefore regressed into its archaic

form. There is always a dominating force of some sort, and if the ruling and

guiding principle wavers, then there is a throwback to earHer ways. For in-

stance, in Switzerland the ideal of freedom was revered as a mystical bride —

the ideal of relatedness without constraint-and whenever there is a threat

from without, this ideal is quickened again. But in peaceful times it slips from

people's grasp and they revive the idea of guild associations. A similar state

of affairs prevails now in the world at large, where giants-uncontroUed collec-

tive, emotional forces-lord it over the earth. Society is unconsciously led by

a primitive and archaic principle.

In the kitchen of the giant couple. Ring finds the dog called Snati-Snati,

who is the complementary other-side of the hero. Historically, the kitchen is

the center of the house and is therefore the place of the house cults. The

house gods were placed on the kitchen stove and in prehistoric times the

dead were buried under the hearth. As the place where food is chemically

transformed, the kitchen is analogous to the stomach. It is the centre of

emotion in its searing and consuming aspect and in its illuminating and warm-

ing function, both of which show that the Hght of wisdom only comes out of

the fire of passion. When the dog is in the kitchen, this means that he rep-

resents a complex whose activity reveals itself especially in the emotional

sphere.
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Snati-Snati is guarded by the giants botli as a sort of secret and as a sort

of son. The forbidden room with its frightful secret is a wide-spread motif.

In such a room something uncanny and formidable is usually kept, and this

again represents a complex which is completely repressed and closed off-

something incompatible with the attitude of consciousness. Because of this

one is reluctant to approach the forbidden room, but at the same time one

is fascinated and wants to enter it.

Often the figure in the forbidden room gets into a rage when someone

enters; that is, the complex also opposes the opening of the door. The incom-

patibility sets up a resistance on both sides against being made conscious,

with the result that they repel each other like two particles of negative elec-

tricity. It can therefore be said that the repression is an energic process sup-

ported from both sides. (Many psychological phenomena are best explained

by assuming that psychical life has characteristics analogous to events in

physics. Jung examines this analogy in detail in his essays 'On the Nature of

Dreams' and 'On Psychic Energy,' both in The Structure and Dynamics of

the Psyche, Cy/.)

In our tale the dog responds at once to Ring's approach. He is neither a

monster nor a god but stands in a good relation to man except for the fact

that he is unnaturally far away from the hero. That the giants do not object

to Ring's taking away the dog—i.e., his easy assimilation of the contents

represented by the dog-shows that there is no resistance on the part of the

unconscious, and this—the fact that there is no great tension between human

consciousness and the world of the instincts-gives a rough idea of the date

of this tale; namely, soon after the conversion to Qiristianity, between the

11 th and 14th centuries.

The hero and the dog travel to the mainland to the palace of a king, and

Snati-Snati tells the prince to ask for a room in the palace for the winter.

Here the king, his daughter, and the perfidious Rauder (or Raut) dwell. It

should be noted that this king, not the real father of Ring, is the father of

the anima and that the mother is missing-a lack that connects with the fact

that both Ring and the dog are under the influence of a negative mother

image. Moreover, the precious treasures that belong to this king are no longer

with him but are hoarded by a baneful giant-mother who lives with her family

on a mountain.

The minister Rauder (often called Rot or Rothut—Red or Red-hat—names

that hint at the violence of his emotions) is a figure frequently found in

northern fairy tales. (Cf. Grimm's 'Ferdinand the Faithful and Ferdinand the
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Unfaithful/ wherein the shadow figure advises the king what the hero, his

double, should do). This slanderer at the king's court is a destructive aspect

of the hero's shadow—a disturbing function that sows enmity and discord.

Because Prince Ring is too passive and too good, Rauder represents his as

yet unassimilated dark emotions and impulses-jealousy, hatred, and mur-

derous passion. But this evil minister has an essential function, for he creates

the tasks whereby Ring is able to distinguish himself; he incites the prince to

heroic action, and in this way the evil shadow has a positive value and a lu-

ciferian light-bringing quaHty. He is a driving force in the unconscious, which

is evil only in as far as its function is not understood and which is effaced as

soon as the hero wins the daughter and the kingdom. For the dark shadow

to lose its power as soon as the hero triumphs is a typical denoument. He

would be superfluous if the hero were energetic and equal to performing his

tasks. Like Mephisto, Rauder is unwittingly an instrument of growth.

This touches upon the problem of evil as seen from the standpoint of

nature. As this fairy tale and others indicate, evil incitements provide us

with the opportunities to increase consciousness. It seems that nature takes this

view and represents it in this way. When we are able to see our own greed,

jealousy, spite, hatred, and so on, then these can be turned to positive account

because in such destructive emotions is stored much life, and when we have

this energy at our disposal, it can be turned to positive ends.

The dominant characteristic of this false and crafty steward is envy, and

envy is a misunderstood compulsion to achieve sometliing within oneself

that one has neglected. It springs from a vague awareness of a deficiency in

one's character, a deficiency that needs to be realized; it points to a lack

which can be filled. The object of envy embodies what one might oneself

have created or achieved and therefore it is a fault that can be remedied.

The figure of Rauder shows little that is animal-like or instinctive but

rather that which is sinister and shrewd-shadow qualities of which the hero

could and should be conscious, contents that should fuse with and be con-

tained in the archetype of the hero. This brings up the following question:

to what extent do such negative factors support the king's position? Some-

times they are embodied in the king, in which case he himself imposes the

impossible tasks on the hero because the new system (personified by the

hero) must demonstrate that it is stronger and better than the old one; in

other words, that it will create a better state of collective psychic health

and give a more abundant cultural life. This is the old king's secret justifica-

tion for imposing formidable tasks on the one who aspires to inherit the king-
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dom. One can see this in the struggle between early Christianity and the old

pagan gods. The early Christians felt more alive, they had greater vitality,

new enthusiasm and a hopeful attitude, and they were active socially, whereas

the heathen were disillusioned and their esprit was worn out. Because of these

tilings the issue was decided. People watch for signs of vitality and join the

movement that looks as if it will make them feel better and be better. That

is how a new system demonstrates its superiority and wins the anima (the

king's daughter)-in other words, the souls of men.

Service at the court of a foreign king is a recurring image, and the hero

who undertakes this is almost always the heir to the throne. This motif arises

when the ruling principle of collective consciousness becomes oppressive and

the time has come when it should abdicate.

Turning to the tasks of the hero, one finds that they are generally the

work of civilizing: the taming or slaying of wild animals, agricultural labour,

the building of a church in a single night, and so on. One of the tasks in the

present story is the felling of trees; that is, the clearing of a place where the

light of consciousness can fall into the collective unconscious and subdue a

part of it. A wood is a region where visibility is limited, where one loses one's

way, where wild animals and unexpected dangers may be present, and there-

fore, like the sea, it is a symbol of the unconscious. Early man lived in jungles

and forests, and the making of a clearing was a cultural step. The unconscious

is wild nature, which swallows up every human attempt, like the forest against

which primitive man must keep eternally vigilant.

Aside from tliis, wood is vegetable life, an organic form that draws life

directly from the earth and transforms the soil. Through plants, inorganic

matter becomes living. Since plants take their nourishment in part from the

mineral contents of the earth, they signify that form of life which is closely

connected with inorganic matter, and this can be said to parallel the Ufe of

tlie body in its intimate connection with the unconscious.

In order to accomplish the difficult tasks. Prince Ring has to have the

help of his other shadow-side, the dog, which increasingly takes the initiative.

The two become strongly allied and the hero acquires the help of the instincts

in the form of the positive shadow. On the other hand, the helpful instinct

provides the hero with the sense of reality that he needs and gives him roots

in this world.

Ring's second assignment is to vanquish the wild bulls. The slaying of the

bull was of primary importance in the Mithraic mystery rites, vestiges of

which still exist in Spain and Mexico. The killing of the bull is an assertion
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and demonstration of the ascendancy of human consciousness over the wild,

emotional animal forces. Nowadays the bull is not dominant in the uncon-

scious psyche; on the contrary, our difficulty is to find the way back to our

instinctive animal life and in this story the hero must assert his self-control

and his masculine qualities before the dog can be redeemed.

The next section of the tale has to do with the giants from whom the

hero must recover the stolen treasures, and it is important that the action

takes place on a mountain. In Indian reUgions the mountain is connected

with the mother-goddess. Being close to the heavens, it is often the place of

revelation, as in the transfiguration of Christ. In many creation myths it sig-

nifies a place of orientation, for example, the initial appearance of four moun-

tains at the cardinal points. The apostles and spiritual leaders of the church

were identified with mountains by certain Fathers of the Church. Richard

of St. Victor interprets the mountain on which Christ stands as a symbol of

self-knowledge that leads to the inspired wisdom of the prophets. Often the

mountain is the goal of a long quest or the site of the transition into eternity.

The mountain motif also denotes the Self.

Summing up the aspects of the mountain symboUsm that connect with

our tale, we note that the mountain in the story has to do with the moon-

goddess in the person of the giant-mother. The mountain also marks the

place-the point in life—where the hero, after arduous effort (climbing),

becomes oriented and gains steadfastness and self-knowledge, values that

develop through the effort to become conscious in the process of individuation.

Actually, the mother aspect is paramount, and in relation to the problem pre-

sented by the mother the hero must make a tremendous effort and must be

able to rely on his instinct. For this reason Ring lets his dog lead him.

Self knowledge is symbolized by the precious golden objects that the

prince finds on the mountain, and this knowledge is also symbolized by the

salt, which Ring tosses into the groats, inducing an agonizing thirst in the

giants so that they emerge from the cave one by one and are all drowned.

Salt is a part of the sea and has the inherent bitterness of the sea. The

idea of bitterness is also associated with tears and with sadness, disappoint-

ment and loss. In Latin, sal also means *wit' or *joke.' Salt in alchemy is called

*the salt of wisdom' because it endows one with a penetrating spiritual power

and is a mystical world principle like sulphur and quicksilver. Thus wisdom,

a sceptical turn of mind, pungent sorrow, and irony may all be symbolized

by salt. Some alchemists prescribe salt as being the only means of overcoming

the devil. On the other hand, in alchemy salt is praised as tlie Eros principle.
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and it is called *an opener and a uniter.' From this we may conclude that salt

symbolizes the wisdom of Eros, its bitterness together with its life-giving

power - the wisdom acquired by feeling-experiences.

In the present tale, the Eros principle leads the hero on his quest, and the

salt works to isolate the giants and make them beatable. The hero has a sort

of spiritual attitude which is more resourceful than the slow wits of the giants.

If we sum up the aspects of the shadow in this story, we see that there are

two shadow figures: the dog and Rauder — an animal double and a malicious

human double, two forms of the shadow, one positive and the other negative.

The dog is intimately bound up with the hero, whereas Rauder is separable

and transient. The two have played out their respective roles only when the

hero is joined with his anima.

Although we cannot get past the fact that the dog is an unknown part of

man's psyche, a part best expressed by the image of a dog (like all symbols it

is its own best expression), if we wish to circumscribe its meaning, we recall

that in antiquity the dog was regarded as a guarantor of eternal life. (For ex-

ample, Cerberus of Hades and the images of dogs on antique Roman graves).

In Egyptian mythology, the jackal-headed god Anubis is a guide into the

underworld and is said to have gathered together the dismembered body of

Osiris. The priest who performed the rites of mummification was costumed

as an Anubis-figure. In Greece, the dog belongs to the god of healing, Aescu-

lapius, because he knows how to cure himself by eating grass. The dog is us-

ually very positive in his relation to man; he is a friend, a guardian, and a

guide. But as the carrier of frenzy or madness (hydrophobia) he was also

much dreaded in earlier times and was thought to bring disease and pestilence.

Of all animals the dog is the most completely adapted to man, is most respon-

sive to his moods, copies him, and understands what is expected of him. He

is the essence of relationship.

Snati-Snati, however, is not really a dog, and in the end we learn that he is

a prince, also called Ring and also under the spell of the giant-woman whom
tliey finally overcame. He could not be released until he had slept at the foot

of the bed of a prince who bore his name, and so one can say that this dog

represents an instinctive urge which later turns into a human quality. One can

also say that this animal drive which needs and wants to be integrated contains

a hidden strain of the hero. The dog is the hero's complementary instinctive

side, whose assimilation brings the hero's realization of himself into three-

dimensional life.

The shadow depicted in Rauder is sometimes replaced in other tales by
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two backbiting brothers of the hero, and these brothers represent tendencies

toward a one-sided development which is either too 'spiritual' or too instinc-

tive. Rauder has a jealous nature, with the consequent dangerous tendency

to narrow one-sidedness. He symbolizes passionate possessiveness, but he per-

forms a positive function by imposing the impossible tasks on the hero. When

the anima comes, however, he must go.

Finally he attempts to murder the hero, and then he is attacked by the

dog - by an instinctive reaction that disarms him and defeats his purpose. In

his attempt to murder Ring, Rauder shows his hand - and the dog bites it off.

Endurance is of great importance when dealing with evil forces. The one who

can hold out without losing his temper is the one who wins. There are even

tales featuring a wager between the hero and the evil spirit, in which the one

who is the first to let loose his emotions forfeits his life. Losing one's temper

always means a lowering of consciousness, a lapse into primitive or even ani-

mal reactions.

Rauder was formidable while he pitted human shrewdness against Ring,

but then his animal passion for sheer destructiveness got the better of him,

and that is why he was overcome by the animal. He represents a bit of un-

assimilable evil in the psyche which resists sublimation and which must be

thrown out. One alchemist observed tht in the prima materia there is a cer-

tain intractable amount of terra damnata (accursed earth) that defies all efforts

at transformation and must be ejected. Not all dark impulses lend themselves

to redemption; certain ones, soaked in evil, cannot be allowed to break loose

and must be severely repressed. What is against nature, against the instincts,

has to be stopped by main force and eradicated. The expression 'assimilation

of the shadow' is meant to apply to childish, primitive, undeveloped sides of

one's nature, depicted in the image of the child or the dog or the stranger. But

there are deadly germs that can destroy the human being and must be resisted,

and their presence means that one must be hard from time to time and not

accept everything that comes up from the unconscious.

Snati-Snati turns out to be a prince, and one wonders why he had been

transformed into a dog. This has to do with the dual nature of the instinct,

which is an ambiguous phenomenon. Biologists regard it as the meaningful

but unreflective mode of behaviour of animals, as an inborn pattern of be-

haviour which only the higher animals are able to modify. This pattern con-

sists of two factors: a physical activity and a picture or image of the activity,

this being necessary to energize the activity. The image works as a catalyst

for the physical action and represents the meaning of the action. Normally

iL
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the two factors exist and work together, but they can be separated. If another

image is substituted for the original one, the instinctive behaviour can attach

to the new image. Woodcocks, for instance, which were hatched out in a stove

addressed their mating play to the wooden clogs of the human attendants, the

clogs for them being 'imprinted' with the mother-image. These images or pic-

tures are what we call archetypes.

Snati-Snati, therefore, is the psychic pattern or image in which the course

of self-realization appears first as an instinct, but within which lies a human

complementary side. The dog form of this drive derives from a false concept-

ion of individuation, a collective misconception entertained by consciousness;

hence the curse of the step-mother.

In every age there are widespread collective convictions about what con-

stitutes the path of individuation. For example, in the Middle Ages the idea

that people should model their entire lives and their inner conduct on the

life of Qirist is what we would call individuation. Today there is a current

notion that we are healed, fulfilled, and made complete when our physical

instincts are normal, especially the sexual instinct. According to the Freud-

ians, the root of all evil is sexual represssion; if the amatory functions take

their natural course, then everything is resolved and in order. Devotees of

this belief bend their energy to this purpose but often find that they cannot

get rid of their inhibitions in this way. Exactly because it is overvalued, the

spontaneous thing cannot happen naturally. People saddle the instinct with

psychological expectations and put a mystical idea of redemption into a bio-

logical fact. Thus something which does not belong to the animal sphere has

been projected into it. Other examples of this sort of mixing can be found in

the idea that the full meaning of life is celebrated when a communist or other

social order enters one's country and that one's highest ideals are then ful-

filled. Or the warrior ideal of some cultures, as revived by the Nazis. The

Nazis put the ideal of individuation into their program, but that ideal was

spoiled and made soulless by false collective interpretations. The youth of

the country gave to it devotion, intensity, and the willingness to sacrifice

because they identified with what we call individuation. Idealism and willing-

ness to sacrifice are admirable in themselves, but they were given a false dir-

ection. Because the millennium is originally a symbol of the Self, it caught

their imagination. Or take the fantastic idea of women having children for the

Fuhrer. The underlying idea is that feminine productivity should be under a

spiritual guiding principle, that women should not produce children like ani-

mals but under the aegis of a guiding life principle. But this was falsified by
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projection and the wrong conception of spiritual development put too much

weight on materialism, and thereby the women degraded themselves.

When symbolic factors are repressed, they glut the instincts, and therefore

they must be separated out so that the genuine instincts can function without

being overloaded. As I have said, when people overemphasize sexuality, they

put something in the animal sphere which does not belong there, and a real

effort must be made to integrate the shadow in order to allow the instincts to

function in some sort of harmony.

If we depict the journey of the prince in a map-like fashion, his route

turns out to be circular - like a ring - because the fourth station is secretly

identical with the first, for both are ruled by the step-mother.

Step-mother

(3) Steep ascent: biding by Prince adrift

attaining summit the cask. inside the

of the Giants' I cask.

mountain with

Ring 2nd show-

ing the way & Island of

overcoming IV King Princess n friendly giants.

giantess step- Kitchen con-

mother. taining Ring 2nd

as a dog.

(2) Slaying of

wild bulls.

Ring 2nd Ring 1st Return to main-

land of man and

(1) Felling of
in

dog. Ring 1st

forest.

Ring & dog as

guests at winter

court of king.

Rauder & princess

present.

leading.
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The hero ultimately winds up at the place from which he started, but his

circuit has netted him the dog (Ring 2nd), the princess, and the kingdom. The

whole process is a continuous adding on, a process of increasing completion,

which is ordered like a mandala. This is a typical pattern in fairy tales.

The course of these four stations leads deeper and deeper into the uncon-

scious. Between stages two and three the hero leads the way, but between

three and four the dog guides the hero. At the fourth station, all evil elements

disappear: the giant couple on the island die of old age, the other giants, in-

cluding the witch-giantess, are killed, and Rauder is hanged. Stages one and

four have a secret identity because they have to do with the same psychic

complex realized on different levels. The hind, the seaside witch, and the

giantess are secretly one and the same figure - the one who persecutes the

two Rings.

The fourth stage also fulfills what was latent: marriage with the anima and

the emancipation of the second prince from bondage to his dog form (after

having been freed earlier from bondage to the forbidden kitchen). Only with

the attainment of the Self are the shadow and the anima really won because

only then does the situation become stabilized. The fourth-station structure

occurs frequently in fairy tales that feature royal personages and these tales

generally conclude with a group formed by four persons.

This fairy tale in its entirety represents an energic process of transforma-

tion within the Self, and one may compare this to the transformations that

take place within an atom or its nucleus.

THE CHALLENGE OF THE ANIMA

The Bewitched Princess

A man had a son called Peter who wished to remain at home no longer, so

he asked for his inheritance of twenty shillings and departed. On his way he

came upon a dead man lying in the fields who had been left unburied because

he was poor, and Peter, having a good heart, gave his twenty shillings to pro-

vide the man with a decent burial.
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Continuing on his way, Peter was joined by a stranger and they decided to

travel together. They came to a town where everything was veiled in black as

a sign ofmourningfor the princess who was bewitched by an evil mountain

spirit. She put three riddles to each one ofher suitors, and ifhe failed to guess

every one, she killed him. Although none had been able to redeem her by

guessing the riddles and many had lost their lives, Peter decided to try. His

companion, who was really the ghost of the buried man, offered to help him

He strapped great wings on Peter *s back, gave him an iron rod and told him to

fly behind the princess that night wherever she might go and to beat her with

the rod. Above all, Peter was to take in whatever she said to the mountain

spirit whose captive she was.

After nightfall Peter flew to the window-sill of the princesses room and

when she threw open the window andflew away he followed, pummelingher

with his rod. They came to a high mountain which opened and both entered a

large hall where Peter saw a few scattered stars in the darkness overhead and

an altar near the entrance. Then the princess ran to the arms of the mountain

spirit, who had a snow white beard and eyes like burning coals. She reported

that another suitor would arrive the following day and wanted to know what

riddle to confound him with. The mountain spirit swore that she must kill

this man, *The more human bloodyou drink, the more you are really mine,
*

he said, 'and the purer in my eyes you become. Think ofyour father *s white

horse and charge the suitor to tellyou whatyou are thinking of. 'After this

she flew back and went to bed.

The next morning Peter presented himselfandfound her sitting on her

sofa, quite melancholy but looking mild and fair. You would scarcely have

guessed that she had already sent nine men to their death. She asked, 'What

am I thinking oP Without hesitation Peter responded, 'Ofyour father's

white horse. * She turned pale and bade him return the following day for the

next riddle.

That night Peter again found the princess, but when he entered the moun-

tain hall, he saw on the altar a prickly fish and the moon shining above it.

This time the princess was thinking ofher father's sword and Peter again

divined the answer at once.

On the third night the spirit-companion equipped Peter with a sword and

two iron rods. This time he found that there wasaflery wheel on the altar

beside the prickly flsh and overhead a sun so bright that he had to hide be-

hind the altar to avoid being seen. He heard the mountain spirit decide that

the riddle should concern the mountain spirit's head. 'Because no mortal can
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think of it,
* he assured the princess. So when she left Peter resolutely lopped

off the head of the mountain spirit, took it with him and pursued the princess,

striking her with both iron rods.

The next morning when she asked him to guess the riddle, Peter threw the

head of the mountain spirit at her feet, saying, *That is whatyou are thinking

of.
' The princess, torn between terror and joy, fainted, and when she recovered

she consented to marry her suitor.

On the wedding day, Peter *s companion cautioned him to have a large

vesselfull ofwater ready when he went to bed that night. *And when the

bride gets up, toss her into it,
' the companion said. *Then she will turn into a

raven. Put this raven back in the water, and she will become a dove. Plunge

the dove under water, and she will come out in her true form, as gentle as an

angel. * The companion then disappeared.

Peter acted on this advice, redeemed the princess, and later became king.

(Deutsche Mdrchen seit Grimm, p. 237).

In a parallel tale, (Norwegische Mdrchen) the following substitutions and

variations occur: The man whose burial the hero pays for is a wine merchant

who was wont to dilute his wine with water. The mountain spirit is a troll to

whom the princess rides every night on a male goat. Instead of guessing, the

hero must produce the objects she is thinking of, which are a pair of scissors,

a golden spool, and the troll's head. Before they reach the domain of the

princess, the hero and his companion have to overcome three witches, and then

they have a river to cross. The ghost companion makes the crossing possible by

throwing the golden spool to the opposite side of the river, and the spool then

returns by itself. In this way golden threads unwind back and forth until a

bridge is spun, sturdy enough to walk across. Finally, after winning the prin-

cess, the hero must bathe her in milk and beat her until she loses her troll-

skin; otherwise, she would have slain him. In return for his companion's help

the hero had agreed to surrender one half of aU that he gained, so after five

years the companion turns up to exact payment, and he asks the hero to di-

vide his child in two. But when the companion sees that the hero is willing to

perform the sacrifice, he releases him from his obligation and confides that he

himself may now return to heaven, having cleared his own debt to the hero.

The corpse that the hero finds is usually that of some poor wretch who died

in debt or the corpse of a criminal or a suicide. In the parallel tale, the shadow

is either human or spiritual and does not appear in animal form as in the story

of Prince Ring. Instead, he is a morally inferior person, a cheat who has diluted

the wine.
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In the main version, the shadow lacked life-energy - money is energy —

and is therefore impoverished and must come into his own again. He repre-

sents an unlived part of the life within the hero, potential qualities that have

not yet entered his character and his actions. Autonomous complexes often

thrive without the ego suspecting that they exist, and sooner or later they

will be constellated and will appear, usually in an unpleasant form at first.

If one were Peter in the story, one might easily assume that one was not

responsible for the corpse, but when it is one's own shadow, one is respon-

sible. Only a conscious and responsible attitude transforms the shadow into a

friend. Giving one's money for the burial of the corpse means that one has con-

cern for the shadow and devotes energy to it. To those who refuse to do this,

the shadow is deceptive and lives by cheating - by mixing water with the

wine. The nature of this shadow is dishonest: by substituting ordinary water

for the more valuable, effort-costing wine, he seeks to get more for less. His

crime lies in shirking work.

In antiquity it was considered an act of hubris to drink pure wine without

diluting it with water, except in the Dionysian mysteries where it meant

spiritual exaltation. But this practice was ceremonial and exceptional and did

not apply to everyday consumption. In the Oiristian symbolism of the Mass,

wine represents Christ's blood, or more exactly, Qirist's divine nature, and the

water his common human nature (and the bread his body). I cite this only to

point out that historically, wine was regarded as being spiritual and water as

being common.

The guilt of the shadow is that in everyday life he blurs the divine and the

human by mixing what should be discriminated. The act of mixing can be for-

given, but the dishonesty lies in his palming it off as genuine and unadulterated.

People who are led by the shadow cheat themselves by thinking their motives

are highly moral, while in fact they are crude drives for power. The shadow

mixes things in an unclean way, mixes up facts and opinions, for instance.

People fool themselves that sexual fantasies are mystical experiences. One

should call a thing what it is and not pretend a physical thing is spiritual.

If one unites wine and water, it should be done consciously and not in an

underhanded way. The shadow gets hold of a good idea and carries it out on

the wrong level, on an archaic level. When one is unaware of the shadow, it

falsifies the personality.

Getting more for less has also its psychological implications. People avoid

the difficult individual way. Men frequently have a shady corner in which to

arrange a deal the easy way, and women who are in love or are jealous know
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how to make scenes in order to get their own way. Such behaviour is a com-

mon human failing because the shadow is a low fellow and acts in this fashion.

If he can get returns without hard work, he cannot help not working. To be

able not to go the easy way is a sign of great self-discipline and culture.

In the initial situation in our tale there is also a lack of psychic energy, and

this creates a sort of greed and causes men to cheat. One who is reaUy fascin-

ated by the inner life has no energy or time for deliberate conniving or fraud-

ulent maneuvers. But as long as the anima is unredeemed, life does not flow,

and this locks up energy in evil and greedy tendencies.

Because the shadow is a part of the psyche which is not understood and

because it has been spumed, it kills itself. If one goes too far in repressing the

shadow, if one is too hard and too severe over too long a time, an unHved com-

plex will die. This is the aim of the ascetic. When the hero drops the corpse

onto the floor — i.e., into reality — the shadow vanishes as a corpse and re-

appears as a ghost. It returns in the aspect of a spirit, so there is still a shadow

problem but on a better level.

The nature of the hero also reveals the nature of the shadow. Peter is not a

king's son but an ordinary lad, the anonymous common man. (Often this

kind of hero has not even a name.) He represents the average man who is also

an aspect of the Self - the Anthropos - the eternal human being in common

yet etemal form. (Compare Christ, who is often called Knecht in German,

which means servant.) The shadow figure has a compensatory function and is

the completion of the hero. The path of this Everyman, Peter, leads from the

common form to the special royal form, whose meaning was discussed above.

The realization of the Self can be experienced through such widely differ-

ent classes of heroes as prince or common stable-boy. We see, for instance,

that young people often identify themselves with an 'inner prince' or a super-

natural creature. Many others want above all to be ordinary and like everyone

else. Each level yearns secretly for the other, and both forms are really two

sides of the Anthropos, the Man. The unconscious insists on both sides be-

cause, paradoxically, individuation means to become more individual and at

the same time more human.

The hero often appears in the role of a deserter. He has left the collective

order and is thrown into a special destiny. In our tale the shadow is trans-

formed into an otherworldly spirit. He is the servant-companion, and he

rounds out the boyish naivete of the hero by his skill and knowledge. Because

the hero is too low, the shadow is spiritual; Ring, being a prince, was high up,

so his shadow was instinctive.
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The hero gives his whole heritage for the burial. This is far beyond what is

customary and even beyond the means of the hero himself — a typical

heroic attitude. The shadow is disposed of by burial so that it ceases to make

any further claims upon human life. After this, it does not come back into

Ufe but is transformed into a spirit in the realm where it is at rest.

Providing for the burial of the shadow has a double aspect: the hero gives

money (i.e., energy) and he freeshimself of the shadow disturbance. To recog-

nize the shadow is to be prepared to keep it in its place. In this tale the

shadow is allowed to carry out its own purposes and from this comes its

spiritualization. When the shadow is only half-conscious it is most disturbing

and indeterminate - neither fish nor fowl. The spiritualization occurs be-

cause the newly acquired shadow-companion is instrumental in accomplishing

the tasks and becomes an arranger of fate, which is his role, after all, in Faust.

Only if one throws a shadow is one real. The shadow plunges man into the

immediacy of situations here and now and thus creates the real biography of

the human being, who is always inclined to assume that he is only what he

thinks he is. It is the biography created by the shadow that counts.

Only later, when the shadow has been somewhat assimilated, can the ego

partially rule its own fate. Then, however, another content of the uncon-

scious, the Self, takes over most of this fate-arranging function, and that is

why the shadow-companion in our story disappears later.

This hero is completely goalless. He has no commitments at home, no spe-

cific destination abroad. This is a good pre-condition for the heroic action —

a point that is frequently stressed. He gets bored at home, takes his heritage

and sallies forth, all of which indicates that energy has already left conscious-

ness and has reinforced the unconscious. One can only discover the mystery

of the unconscious as a reality when one is naively curious, not when one wants

to harness its power for the furtherance of some conscious design.

As soon as the first step is taken in relation to the shadow problem, the

anima is activated. In the Norwegian parallel she has a troll-skin; that is, she

represents an older, more primitive order of life and has a heathen character.

The anima often appears uncanny and troll-like in Nordic myth, and then she

represents a challenge to the traditional Christian life, moral and safe. In order

to amplify this aspect of the anima, let us digress from our story and con-

sider a couple of Scandinavian tales. The following is the story of a man crip-

pling himself by refusing to have anything to do with his pagan anima.
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The Secret Church

The schoolmaster ofEtnedal loved to spend his holidays by himself in a

hut in the mountains. Once he heard the church bells, and since there was no

church nearby, he looked about him astonished and saw a group ofpeople in

Sunday clothes trooping along in front of his hut on a path which had not

been there before. He followed them and came to a little wooden church

which was also new to him. He was very impressed by the old pastor's sermon,

but he noticed that the name ofJesus Christ was never mentioned and there

was no blessing at the end.

After the service, the schoolmaster was invited to the pastor's house, and

over a cup of tea the daughter told him that her father was quite old and

asked him ifhe would be willing to be his successor when he died. He

begged to be allowed to think the matter overfor a time. The daughter said

that she would give him a whole year. As soon as she said this, he found him-

selfback in the woods amongst familiar surroundings. He felt puzzled for a

few days and then the matter slipped his mind.

The followingyear he was again in his mountain hut and, noticing that the

roofwas weathering away, he climbed up with his axe to do some repair work.

Suddenly he became aware ofsomeone coming down the path in front of the

hut. It was the pastor's daughter. Seeing him, she asked ifhe was willing to

accept the pastorship. He replied, 7 cannot answer for it to God and my con-

science, so I must refuse. 'At tliat moment the girl disappeared and he inad-

vertantly brought the axe down upon his own knee, with the result that he

was a cripple for the rest of his days. (Nordische Mdrchen, Vol. II, Jena

Diederichs, 1915, p. 22;

This tale shows that repressing the anima for conventional reasons results

in actual psychic self-mutilation. If one gets too high up (up on the roof),

one loses one's natural contact with the earth (the leg). On the other hand,

this anima figure is a heathen demon.

Here is another example which illustrates the unfortunate consequences

resulting from an inappropriate way of coping with the same problem.
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The Wood Woman

A woodcutter once saw a beautiful woman sewing in the woods, and her

spool of thread rolled to his feet. She bade him return it to her and he did,

although he knew that this meant he was submitting to her charm On the

following night, though he was careful to sleep in the midst of his comrades,

slie came andfetched him. They went into the mountains where everything

was quiet and beautiful.

There he became infected with madness. One day when the troll-woman

brought him something to eat, he saw that she had a cow*s tail, and he made

it fast in a split tree trunk; then he wrote the name of Christ on it. She fled

and her tail was left in the trunk, and he saw that his meal was only cow

dung.

Later he came to a hut in the woods and saw a woman and child, both

with a cow*s tail. The woman said to the child, *Go bringyour father a drink

of beer, * The man fled in horror. Later he returned safely to his village, but

he remained a bit queer for the rest of his days. (Ibid., p. 194).

This tale shows the dangerous spell that the anima casts on a man whose

ego and will power are frail. To yield to her means losing human contact and

going completely wild, while to repress her means a loss of spirit and of

energy.

The same type of dangerous anima figure appears in a story of the South

American Cherente Indians.

The Star

A young man who was living in the bachelors ' hut looked with longing

each night at a brilliant star in the heavens and thought, 'What a pity I cannot

carry you about in my bottle all day and admire you. * One night when he

awoke from a deep dream about the star, he saw a girl by his bed with beauti-

ful, deeply shining eyes. She told him that she was the very star that attracted

him and that she had the ability to make herself small enough to dwell in the

bottle and thus they might be together.

They lived together by night, but during the day, while he pocketed her in
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his bottle, her eyes blazed like a wildcat *s. The young man soon became very

unhappy, and his fears were realized one day when she told him that she was

leaving. She touched a tree with a magic rod so that it towered up into the

skies and she ascended to heaven. Against his will the young man followed

her, although she begged him not to, and high up in the tree he discovered a

festival in full swing. He was alarmed to observe skeletons dancing in a circle,

and he fled distracted. The girl appeared again and told him to take a bath of

purification, but it was ofno avail. When he touched earth again he had a

splitting headache and soon died. (S. Am. Indianische Mdrchen, Cherente,

p. 206).

From this the Indians became aware of the alluring danger of the arche-

typal images of the collective unconscious and their power to take one away

from reality. They discovered that although the stars seem to promise happi-

ness there is no bliss in heaven.

The anima is portrayed as a miraculous spirit and at the same time as a fer-

ocious animal. She often appears as deathly and dreadful, and when this is the

case it is important to keep consciousness away from the unconscious. That

is why, as a warning, the unconscious appears as a mortal danger. This motif

is common in primitive tales. Then the hero must guard himself against ex-

posure to the poisonous contents and not give himself up to anything that has

a strange fascination over him, neither to fantasies from within nor to any

dangerous and fascinating pursuits from without. So the anima has to be

corked up sometimes, her powers reduced and confined, especially in an age

of early culture. This is the thrusting away and devaluation of a complex, and

then the anima appears as a malicious, blazing-eyed animal. Her reaction is

evoked by the hero's conscious attitude, but at night she resumes her divine

form.

The Christian religion also uses the concept of a bottle for imprisoning the

anima in order to limit and hold back explosive forces, namely, the cult of the

Virgin, which is a vessel for the mother and anima image of man. While this

conscious restraint is often necessary, there is danger in prolonging it beyond

its season. It is a matter of feeling and of timing in order to desist before the

unconscious gets too much cut off and dams up too much explosive power.

In 'The Bewitched Princess' the hero must surmount certain trials before

he reaches the anima, while in the alternative version the hero and his com-

panion are pursued by three witches. Frequently witches are initial anima

manifestations and often resemble the mother-image, like the step-mother in

'Prince Ring.'
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Peter's companion hurls a spool of golden thread across the river to form a

bridge. After the two have run across, they dismantle it in time to forestall

tlie witches' crossing behind them, and so the witches go down to a watery

death. This golden thread is a secret link with the meaningfulness of the un-

conscious. It is the invisible tie that threads things together, the thread of

destiny which is woven by our unconscious projections.

In this story the companion is a super-personal guide to destiny, and it is

he who has the thread and who throws it. Tlie spool, bouncing back and forth

like the shuttle of a loom, balances at a perilous stage between the uncertain

present and the immediate future until the bridge to what is to come is sturdy

enough. In this way one may throw projections which make it possible for

him to cross over from his unrelatedness. Often there is an oscillation be-

tween the opposites until a stability is achieved whereby one can cross over;

that is, one can change the inner attitude.

The hero arrives at the city, which is in mourning for the bewitched cap-

tive princess, and learns that several princes have perished trying to save her.

The anima is under a spell and is trapped because a process in the unconscious

is not understood; hence her riddles, which must first be answered. The rid-

dles of the anima mean that she does not understand herself and is not yet in

her right place within the total psychic system. Moreover, she cannot solve

this problem by herself but needs the help of consciousness. On the other

hand, the hero is in the same fix because he too has not yet found his place

and he too does not know himself. Thus the riddle is something between both

of them, something they have to solve together. It is the riddle of right rela-

tionship. The riddle recalls the Sphinx, also half animal like the girl dressed in

a troll-skin in the Norwegian version. The classical question of the Sphinx in

the Oedipus myth concerns the being of man, which is the great mystery we

cannot yet understand.

When the anima problem is not understood, the anima like the princess,

who is a creature of moods, either goes into the sulks and becomes silent and

sullen or becomes angry and hysterical. The anima poses a moral problem, al-

though she herself is amoral. She can be counted on to set the most confused

and intricate problems, but she is released when the hero Hves up to his name,

and then she guides him to higher consciousness.

The shadow companion equips the hero with wings so that now he can fly

in the world of the anima. This means a new conscious attitude, a certain

spiritualization, because wings belong to a fantasy being rather than an earthly

being. The ability to go into the realms of fantasy is essential to the finding of
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the anima; one must be freed from mundane reality, at least to the extent of

trying to fantasy. Detachment is also needed, objective observation with open

eyes, a willingness to observe without interfering and judging.

The companion also equips the hero with a rod, a means of criticism to

soften the powerful effect of the anima. The rod signifies the implacability

which is necessary in order to punish the anima for her murderous and demonic

behaviour. The hero must follow her, stay with her, and yet criticize her

negative side. Though he beats her with the rod, it must not be hard enough

to beat her into the earth.

The princess, like the unconscious, is of a piece with nature and therefore

undiscriminating. Consciousness surpasses her in the ability to adapt to a

situation because consciousness is normally more cool and resourceful; it has

patience and appreciates distinctions. But as a piece of nature the uncon-

scious is unconfined, turbulent, and elementally powerful. The not-yet-human

impulses of the unconscious often appear, therefore, as giants who represent

the uprush of instinctive power. Despite their might, they are easily fooled,

and therefore there needs to be wisdom to give direction to this energy.

The mountain that Peter and his companion fly to signifies self-knowledge

and the effort that was needed to enter its halls. It is here that the hero must

learn the anima's secret.

The mountain spirit belongs to the archetype of the wise old man, who

frequently has a pseudo-daughter in thrall in a sort of incestuous relationship.

That he has an altar suggests secret religious ceremonies, and he may be re-

garded as a kind of priest. At the same time, there is something chthonic and

underworldly about this *father' of the anima. He is analogous to the dragon

in the Russian parallel to the tale of the three feathers - a dark, pagan god.

Often he assigns insurmountable tasks to the hero who wishes to win his

'daughter,' and here the anima presents riddles that he has devised. The moun-

tain spirit behind the anima represents a secret, meaningful plan or intention

governing her, which means that behind the anima is the possibility of the

inner development of the hero. The anima's *father' is the greater wisdom

which is in touch with the laws of the unconscious. That the mountain spirit

is a superpersonal force is indicated by the altar and by the fish being wor-

shiped. He denotes a part of the spirit and a wisdom that have been neglected

in civilized development. In the Norwegian version the mountain spirit is per-

sonified by a troll who is the lover of the princess, and the troll has a he-goat,

often a theriomorphic form of the devil. The troll is afraid of the hero and is

only a nature spirit.
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The idea of a spirit is originally closely allied to the thought that the soul

lingers on after death. The idea of spirit moves between its subjective and ob-

jective aspects. Primitives experience spirit as a wholly other, purely objective

occurrence, whereas we tend to believe that a spiritual experience is subjective.

But spirit originally was - and still is to a great extent - an autonomous arche-

typal factor.

In fairy tales, the old man is usually a helpful figure who appears when the

hero is in difficulty and needs counsel and guidance. He represents the con-

centration of mental power and purposeful reflection; even more important,

he introduces genuinely objective thinking. Thus the symbol of the spirit has

neutral or positive or negative aspects. If the old man in the tale is only posi-

tive or only negative, he represents but half of the nature of the archetypal

old man, and in this connection one thinks of the double aspect of Merlin.

In the present tale the old man is the animus of the anima, so to speak, and

here this means an objective spirit behind the anima.

Such mountain figures are a folklore motif; for instance, Barbarossa,^ or

Mercurius in alchemy, ^ who is now a boy, now an old man, now destructive,

now inspiring, and whose character depended upon the attitude of the alchem-

ist. In alchemical tales the student of alchemy often seeks the truth in the

bowels of the mountains, where he meets an old man, a Hermes-Mercurius

figure. This spirit is the goal and at the same time the inspiration that leads to

the goal. He is called *the friend of God' and has the key or the book and pre-

serves all the secrets. At a later date the alchemists asked themselves how this

Mercurius-figure was related to the Christian God and found that he was the

chthonic reflection of the God-image.

The temple in the middle of the mountain is also a frequently occurring

motif in European fairy tales. A man-made edifice in the mountain means a

structured form in the unconscious; that is, a cultural development that was

suddenly uprooted or dropped without having undergone a transition into

the main stream of culture. Such an edifice symbolizes a broken-off cultural

shoot, an interruption of cultural development like the sudden cutting-off of

alchemy and of the qualitative view of nature (in favour of an exclusively quan-

titative approach) in the 17th century. This leaves the former development in-

tact but merely as a piece of tradition, while its effectiveness is sealed off.

^ Handworterbuch des Aberglaubens under 'Berg.
*

2 C. G. Jung, Psychology and Alchemy and Alchemical Studies, (C.W. 12 & 13).
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The anima is bound to the mountain spirit because he has the secret which

would make her live. Our modem consciousness has not given the soul enough

room or enough life and attempts to exclude it. Therefore, the anima clings to

the mountain spirit because she feels that he holds the promise of a richer life

for her; this has to do with his being pagan and the fact that the pagan Weltan-

schauung, in certain respects, gave the anima in man a more abundant chance

to live.

The clue to the mountain spirit's being a non-Christian figure perhaps lies

in the date of the origin of the tale. Fairy tales, like archetypal dreams, cor-

respond to a slow deep progressive process in the collective unconscious. Their

meaning takes a long time to strike root and penetrate consciousness, so one

can only date them within a margin of about 300 years. This tale must belong

to a later time, the age of Enlightenment, a period which shows the applica-

tion of Christian principles to earthly things; for instance, Johann Kepler

assigned to the world the picture of the Trinity; for him, the three dimensions

of space were an image of the Trinity, the Godhead being a sphere of which

the Father is the centre, the Son the superficies or outer side, and the Holy

Ghost the radii. According to Kepler, all creatures long to be spheres; that is,

to emulate God. The whole of the Enlightenment, so called, can be described

as being based on a trinitarian form of thinking, an incomplete standpoint

which excluded the problem of evil and the irrational elements in nature.

Opposition developed between this new style of thinking and the former way

of thought. The new thinking, because of its estrangement from the irrational

and from the soul was, and is, quite as one-sided as the former. In order to

counterbalance the new tendency, the inheritors of the traditional way assert

its tenets more loudly. The two sides set up separate camps, and neither can

complement the others distortions.

The first object of thought that the mountain spirit proposes to the prin-

cess in order to baffle the hero is her father's white horse, and here a new fig-

ure and a king, the real father of the anima, is introduced indirectly. As I

suggested earlier, the king sometimes symbolizes a moribund system of spirit-

ual and worldly order. Possibly the father of the anima may stand for a worn-

out Christian Weltanschauung, in contrast to which the renegade mountain

spirit plays a parallel role as a father. The latter is an exuberant upwelling of

libido that stirs in the unconscious — the living archetype, which is threaten-

ing because it has been repressed. The hero must be on his guard against the

opposites denoted by the two kingly figures, which like all extreme opposites

are mysteriously one. The king's horse is a symbol for the unconscious powers
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at the disposal of consciousness^.

The second object that the princess must think of is the sword, which

stands for justice, authority, decision (consider Alexander's splitting of the

Gordian knot), and discrimination, both in understanding and in willing. The

motif of the sword plays a great role in alchemy;^ the dragon, for example,

is cut by the sword, and this signifies the attempt to discriminate the instincts

so that undefined unconscious contents are made more definite. One must cut

the prima materia *with its own sword': a conscious decision is necessary in

order to engage the free libido offered by the unconscious. In other words,

the decision about which course to take has to be made by the conscious per-

sonality and is an essential pre-condition for the unconscious to go ahead.

Take the sword! Qeave the dragon!' — then something will develop. In the

ceremony of the Mass the sword symbolizes the Logos, and in the Apocalypse

it is the Lx)gos functioning as God's decisive Word, judging the world. The

flaming sword placed before the garden of Eden is explained in alchemy as

the wrath of the Old Testament God. In the Gnostic system of Simon Magus

the flaming sword was interpreted as the passion which separates the earth

from Paradise. The sword has also a negative meaning; namely, to be destruc-

tive and cut off possibilities of life. Like the horse, the sword signifies libido

from the unconscious, a portion of psychic power. The horse and the sword

are in this way linked, but the sword is an instrument made by man and the

horse is instinctive libido.

The third object is the head of the mountain spirit, a thing no mortal being

can conceive of. The Greek alchemists declared that the great secret lies in the

brain. In The Timaeus Plato also pointed out that the head repeats the ball-

form of the universe, or of God. Similarly, it carries man's divine secrets. This

is probably one of the reasons why primitives frequently have cults of the

head. The Sabians, for instance, steeped a *golden-headed' (a blond) man in

oil, then cut off his head and used it as an oracle. The alchemists called them-

selves 'children of the golden head,' and the alchemist Zosimos taught that

the Omega (fj) is the great secret. In alchemy the head is also a symbol of

the Self. With the help of the head we have tlie key to the solution of inner

^ For a discussion of the horse as symbol see Jung's Symbols of Transfor-

mation (C. W. 5).

2 See Transformation Symbolism in the Mass' in Psychology and Religion

(C.W. 11).
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problems. The head was later interpreted as essence or meaning. About the

head it was said that 'no one could think of it,' meaning that it is beyond

human ability to fathom this concealed mystery. In our story, it is the head

that propounds the riddles and is therefore at the bottom of all the riddles of

the anima. Thus the hero's acquiring the head is the solution of his problem

because possessing it he is then able to understand his inner psychic processes.

The three objects of thought — the horse, the sword, and the head — ex-

press the fact that the old conscious system has a certain will and energy, al-

though its dynamism and meaning have reverted to the unconscious. There

is therefore the split between conscious energy and unconscious meaning,

which is a primary problem of our day.

Let us now consider the symbols found in the temple of the mountain

spirit. On the hero's first trip there are only stars, and the hall is dark and the

altar bare. The random stars are latent, indefinitely dispersed germs of con-

sciousness.

On the second trip the moon is shining and a prickly fish lies on the altar.

The moon, a symbol of the feminine principle, signifies a feminine attitude

toward the inner and the outer world, one of acceptance, a receptive register-

ing of what goes on. In some Chinese poems the moon brings repose and calm

after a previous struggle.

The Greek philosopher Anaximander suggested that man was descended

from a prickly fish. The fish is famous as a Christian symbol; the apostles

were called 'fishers of men,' and Christ himself (ichthys) is symbolized by the

fish and is so celebrated in the eucharistic meal of fishes. Both Christ and the

fish are symbols of the Self. Christ draws the projection of the fish symbol

out of nature, unburdening nature and concentrating it upon himself. The

fish also plays a prominent role in astrology since it is the zodiacal sign that

governs the first 2,000 years of the Christian Era. But in this sign there are

two fishes, one vertical, one horizontal, the one being Christ, the other anti-

Christ. The prickly fish in our tale would seem to point to the anti-Christ,

a central unconscious content but devilish. It is unapproachable, a prickly,

slippery content of the unconscious which is hard and dangerous to reach.

In the Middle Ages the fish was thought to be a symbol of earthly pleasure

'because they are so greedy'; perhaps also because Leviathan was a fish-mon-

ster. Jewish tradition asserts that the pious will eat Leviathan as a eucharistic

meal on Doomsday. Leviathan being pure food, this means immortality. (Note

the ambivalence when the fish is also seen as a symbol of lascivity and the

baser instincts.) In India also the fish is connected with the saviour symbol.
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The god Manu transformed himself into a fish and saved the holy books from

the flood. In alchemy, a *round fish in the middle of the sea' with no bones

and a wonderful fatness is frequently mentioned, and later this fish was con-

nected with a glowing fish which causes fever. The nettle — fire in the sea -

was interpreted by the alchemists as a symbol of divine love or hellish fire.

These disparate aspects are generally combined in alchemistic symbolism.

While Christianity does not permit any marriage of heaven and hell, alchemy

is given to paradoxical thought.

Psychologically the fish is a distant, inaccessible content of the unconscoius,

a sum of potential energy loaded with possibilities but with a lack of clarity.

It is a libido symbol for a relatively uncharacterized and unspecified amount

of psychic energy, the direction and development of which are not yet out-

lined. The ambivalence regarding the fish derives from its being a content

below the threshold of consciousness.

On the hero's third trip the hall is brilliantly lit by the rays of a sun. (The

change of objects seen by the hero suggests a gradual lightening of the uncon-

scious until clear discernment is attained.) A midnight sun inside the moun-

tain recalls the midnight sun shining from below that Apuleius saw in the

kingdom of the dead.^ Not only does the ego carry light but the unconscious

itself has a latent consciousness.' This midnight sun is probably the original

form of consciousness - a collective consciousness, not an ego-consciousness.

Primitives and children experience this — a knowledge of what is known, not a

matter of *what I know.' The light in the unconscious is first an uncentered,

diffused haze. Creation myths often divide the creation of light into two

stages: first the birth of light in general, then the birth of the sun. In Genesis,

for example, God creates light on the first day, but not until the fourth day

does he create the sun and moon.

On the altar lies a fiery wheel. In India the wheel is a symbol of power and

victory, a guide to power and the way.^ It is the wheel of redemption, moving

the right way along the right line, and symbolizing the gradual intensifying of

religious consciousness. In later times the wheel assumes a more sinister aspect

as the wheel of rebirth, the senseless circular repetition of life-processes from

which one should try to escape. In either case the wheel symbolizes the self-

1 Apuleius, The Golden Ass (London: Penguin, 1950), p. 286.

2 Mrs. Rhys David, 'Zur Geschichte des Rad Symbols' in Eranos Jahrbuch

(Zurich: Rascher, 1934).
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moving power of the unconscious; that is, the Self. To move in rhythm with

the movement of the psyche, the wheel, is the goal of the Indian. His aim is to

keep in touch with the 'course' given by the Self. But the Self may become a

negative, torturing factor if its intentions are misunderstood; then the riddles

go unanswered. In Babylonian times, the horoscope or astrological wheel of

birth marked the appearance of the fatal wheel whereby man is caught in the

wheel of his own destiny. Homage was paid to Christ as the only one who

could destroy the wheel of birth by giving spiritual rebirth to the faithful.

Again, in the Middle Ages Fortuna had a wheel, a kind of roulette wheel,

which expressed the reckless working of blind fate upon men who are simply

caught in their own unconsciousness. The alchemists often saw their work as

a circular process of continual purification. The circular movement of the al-

chemical wheel creates a unification of the opposites: heaven becomes earthy

and earth becomes heavenly. The alchemists called this world wheel the 'turn-

ing world' a positive symbol. Even God has been symbolized by the wheel.

Niklaus von der Fliie, the Swiss mystic and saint, saw a terrifying vision of

God which he portrayed as covered by a wheel. In this way he sought to

soften the terrible God he had experienced and make him more acceptable

and understandable. In a Caucasian tale in which God kills a berserk hero by

sending a fiery wheel against him which smashes and burns him, the wheel

expresses the avenging, ominous side of the divinity. At midsummer festivals

throughout the entire Germanic agricultural region, people roll fiery wheels

down the mountains. While this can be explained as a relic of a ritual attempt

to support and strengthen the sun, it may also be connected with the sun as

the symbol of the source of consciousness in the unconscious. A popular

belief in Germanic tradition speaks of unreleased souls spinning about like

fiery wheels.

The wheel of fire refers to the spontaneous movement of the psyche which

manifests itself as passion or as an emotional impulse-a spontaneous uprush

from the unconscious that sets one on fire. When this happens, one may say,

'That idea kept on turning in my head like a wheel.' Similarly, the revolving

wheel illustrates the senseless circular motion of a neurotic consciousness.

This happens when one has lost his connection with the inner Hfe and is cut

off from the individual meaning of his life.

In our tale the wheel in its roundness is analogous to the mountain spirit's

head-a symbol of the Self in its dark aspect. A South American Indian tale

illustrates the idea that the head may have a thoroughly destructive aspect:

a skull begins to roll in an uncanny way, acquires wings and claws and becomes
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a demonic, murderous thing, preying on men and devouring everything. This

has to do with the separation of head from body and the autonomy of the

head. The violent wrenching of head from body is psychologically fatal.

Often the king in a fairy tale lacks the water of life. This means that life

has lost its savour. But here it is the anima who has lost the meaning of life

and to a greater degree so has the desperate mountain spirit. The anima's

unbalanced behaviour shows that there is a wrong relation between conscious-

ness and the unconscious.

Like vampires, the anima and the mountain spirit love the blood of their

victims. The vampire motif is world-wide. Vampires are the spirits of the

dead in Hades to whom Odysseus must first sacrifice blood. Their lust for

blood is the craving or impulse of the unconscious contents to break into

consciousness. If they are denied they begin to drain energy from conscious-

ness, leaving the individual fatigued and Hstless. This story indicates an attempt

on the part of unconscious contents to attract the attention of consciousness,

to obtain recognition of their reality and their needs and to impart something

to consciousness.

By getting the head the hero integrates its knowledge and its wisdom.

With it in his possession he breaks the spell which had been cast on the prin-

cess. Although she is released, she is not yet redeemed because the symboHc

head has been grasped only in a negative form. The cutting-off of the head

means separating this special content from its collective unconscious back-

ground by an intuitive recognition of its specific character. In this way the

hero integrates a part of the meaning, but he does not get what it is in its

entirety or how it is connected with the collective unconscious. In other

words, while he was able to discriminate (to separate out) the essential dis-

turbing factor behind the anima and thereby put an end to it, he could not

completely realize the roots of it; he probably never suspected the presence

of the god of the early Germans, Wotan. The positive aspect of the head,

the deeper understanding possessed by it, could only become manifest through

a process of transformation such as that which takes place later in the anima.

One's understanding of many European fairy tales is greatly increased if

one taps the rich symboHc fund of alchemical texts. As comparative material

this is very useful because the alchemistic speculations were an attempt to

blend the natural, heathen strain with the Christian strain in collective con-

sciousness. The one-sided spiritualization of Qiristianity had brought about

in certain classes an estrangement from the instinct. As Jung observes in

Psychology and Alchemy, we are Christianized in the higher levels of the
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psyche, but down below we are still completely pagan. While fairy tales are

for the most part entirely pagan, some of them, especially those of a late date

such as this one, contain symbols which one can understand only as being an

attempt of the unconscious to unite again the sunken pagan tradition with

the Qiristian field of consciousness.

One big difference between alchemical writings and fairy tales is that the

alchemists not only produced symbols by projecting their unconscious into

physical materials, but they also theorized about their discoveries. Their texts

abound not only in symbols but in many interesting, semi-psychological asso-

ciations linked up with the symbols. One can use alchemical images as con-

necting links between the distant fairy-tale images and our world of conscious-

ness.

In alchemy some of the usual stages described in the pattern of develop-

ment—which corresponds to the refining of the crude prima materia into

gold, are: the nigredo, the Latin word for the blackness of the material when

subjected to fire; the albedo, the white substance which when washed becomes

silver; and the rubedo (the red), which through further heating turns into

gold.

The albedo signifies the individual's first clear awareness of the uncon-

scious, with the accompanying possibility of attaining an objective attitude,

and the lowering of consciousness necessary to attain such states. The albedo

means a cool, detached attitude, a stage where things look remote and vague,

as though seen in moonlight. In the albedo, therefore, it is said that the fem-

inine and the moon are ruling. It also means a receptive attitude toward the

unconscious. 'Washing off is the ordeal of coming to terms with the shadow;

whereas the former stage, the nigredo, marks the first terrible facing of the

shadow, which is torture, and should be followed by working on and differen-

tiating one's inferior side. The alchemists call this 'the hard work.' With the

progress of the albedo, the main strain is relieved. Then simple heating changes

the albedo into the rubedo, which is ruled by the sun and heralds a new state

of consciousness. The sun and the moon, the red slave and the white woman,

are opposites which often marry, signifying the union of objective conscious-

ness with the anima, of the masculine Logos with the feminine inner principle.

With this union, more and more energy is by degrees poured into conscious-

ness, bringing a positive connection with the world, the possibility of love

and creative activity.

The image of the mountain spirit suggests Saturn, who symbolizes in

alchemy a dark, low, not-yet-thought-out contest which must be brought
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up into consciousness, the severed head. Saturn is the head, the round thing,

or the *destructive water' (Zosimos calls Saturn the Omega or head). This

dynamic mountain spirit does not appear to be a god but a priest or an acolyte

devoted to a god. He is bound to the wheel. Behind him must lie an un-

anthropomorphic figure of the Self. The worship in the mountain temple is

dangerous because it is ruled from the collective unconscious.

As I pointed out earlier, in northern countries Mercurius was partially

identified with Wotan, as can be seen in the fairy tales. With the cutting off

of alchemy and the decline of folklore, people severed the connections with

the pagan gods within their unconscious. Before this happened, it was in

alchemy and folklore and astrology that the pagan gods had areas where

they could live. In these three fields they made their last stand.

The mountain spirit is not redeemed. Only the anima. Thus the deeper

problem remained unsolved, remained a seventeenth century anticipation of

the continuing presence of Wotan waiting to be roused in the German psyche.

In our tale the danger is not yet over. On the wedding night the hero

must plunge the princess three times into water until she is restored to her

former self. In the Norwegian version she has to wash off her troU-skin in

milk. In the ancient mysteries milk played a prominent part as nourishment

for the newly born initiate. In the Dionysian mountain-orgies the Maenads

drank milk and honey, flowing freely from the earth. Milk and honey were

also the food of the reborn in early Christian baptism. In an ode of Solomon

milk is extolled as a sign of the friendliness and kindliness of God. St. Paul

says that the new Christians are children drinking the milk of the new doc-

trine. Milk is a sign of the beginning of a divine rebirth in man. In ancient

Greek sacrifices milk was offered to the chthonic gods and to the newly

dead. In these cases milk is cathartic, (cf. the many German superstitions

about obstructive demons bewitching milk and turning it blue, and the many

prescribed precautions against them.) Hence the washing of the anima in milk

means the purging of the demonic elements in her as well as tlie purging of

her link with death.

Skins of animals and of trolls are evidence of an unredeemed nature. The

anima may wear dirty clothes and, in alchemical parlance, be *the dove hidden

in the lead.' Then again, the washing or scouring off is often not done at the

right time. This means that psychological contents which are insufficiently

developed when the washing off takes place turn up in an unpleasant guise—

for instance, the animus in a negative state. Then positive drives contained

in unconscious contents go unrealized and are not only disguised but pollute
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the instincts, materializing in ugly impulses; man's spiritual aspirations express

themselves in a craving for drink, for example. Indeed, most neurotic symp-

toms are like troU-skins and cloak important positive contents of the uncon-

scious.

In the German version, the anima emerged from the first ducking as a

raven, from the second as a dove, so she evidently has the flighty element in

her. Because she represents an uncontrollable, capricious, evasive content, she

often appears in fairy tales as a bird.

In the Christian world, the raven was thought to be a representation of

the sinner and also of the devil. (See Handworterbuch des deutschen Aber-

glaubens). In antiquity, on the other hand, the raven belonged to the sun

god Apollo, and in alchemy it symbolizes the nigredo (blackness) and mel-

ancholy thoughts. The old man in the mountain who has a raven is a frequent

character in fairy tales.

The dove, on the other hand, is the bird of Venus. In the Gospel of John

it represents the Holy Ghost, and in alchemy it stands for the albedo. The

two aspects of the anima must be distinguished, her bird nature belonging

to the other world and her woman side related to this world. The flighty,

elusive bird nature must be released or separated out by being bathed. (Com-

pare this with the demand made upon the hero that he spUt his own child;

that is, be ready and willing to separate consciousness from the unconscious.)

The bathing is a sort of baptism, a transformation through the medium

of the unconscious. This happens practically by the hero's pushing the anima

back into the unconscious, which means having a critical attitude toward

what is awakened and emerging into consciousness. Such an attitude is nec-

essary because the anima and the anima reactions she induces in a man, al-

though apparently human, are often deceptive. For this reason a man must

always question an anima inspiration, 'Is that my own real feeling? ' for the

feeling of a man can be really lyrical and can soar like a lark in flight, or it

can be bloodthirsty and hawk-like, scarcely human—a mood or atmosphere

unrelated to the human state. The milk bath of the Norwegian tale serves

the same purpose-that of purifying and taking the curse out of the anima;

it is an act of discrimination.

The spiritual companion's final concern is with this process of the cleansing

of the anima. When her marriage to the hero is consummated, the mountain

spirit vanishes and becomes entirely spiritual. He is really more than a shadow

figure: he is an inspiring, creative spirit. But he can be this effectively only

when the anima loses her demonic qualities. Only then can he come into his
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own.

With the fulfillment of the marriage of the hero and his anima, the task

of the shadow is accomplished, as it was in Trince Ring.' Dealing with the

shadow is therefore not the primary goal here; rather, it is the finding of the

genuine inner goal through which the fight between good and evil no longer

holds the centre of the stage.

THE FEMALE SHADOW

Not many fairy tales tell about the heroine and her shadow. The usual

pattern is the banal tale of the good and bad sisters, the one loaded with

rewards and the other dreadfully punished. Another possibility is the one

about the girl who is banished by her step-mother and neglected and made

to do the most menial housework. (These two figures lend themselves equally

well to interpretation from the masculine standpoint as the two aspects of

the anima.) The female shadow appears rarely in fairy tales because women

are not very sharply separated from their shadow. Such a separation in a

woman is usually an animus effect, nature and instinct being more closely

aligned than in men. The female psyche displays a pendulum-like tendency

to swing over from ego to shadow, as the moon moves from new to full and

back to new again. There is one tale, however, which seems to be a represent-

ative example of the feminine shadow problem. Here, as is frequent in fairy

tales, the problem of the shadow is intertwined with that of the animus.

Shaggy-Top

A king and queen who had no children of their own adopted a little girl

One day when she was playing with her golden bally it attracted a beggar-girl

and her mother. The king and queen wished to chase them away, but the

beggar-child said tlmt her mother knew ofa way to make the queen fruitful.

After being coaxed with wine, the old beggar-woman told the queen that

she must bathe in two vessels before retiring and then throw the water under

the bed; then in tjie morning she would see two flowers in bloom under her

bed, one fair and one foul; she was to eat the fair flower only.

In the morning when the queen tasted the fair bright flower, it was so
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delicious that she could not resist eating the black and ugly one as well. When

her time came, her little daughter was grey and ugly and came riding to her

on a he-goat. In her hand she held a wooden mixing-ladle, and she was able

to speak from the very first. An exquisitely fair younger daughter followed.

The ugly one was called *Shaggy-Top * because her head and part ofher face

were covered with shaggy tufts. She became a close friend to heryounger

sister.

One Christmas eve, the noise of troll women holding a festival reached

them, and Shaggy-Top went out with her ladle to chase them away. The fair

princess lookedjout of the door, and a troll-wife snatched her head offand

gavejxer-a calfs head instead.

Shaggy-Top took her unlucky sister on a ship to the land of the troll

women, found her head under a window and made off with it. With the troll

wives after her she raced back to the ship and changed the heads back again.

They landed in a region ruled by a king who was a widower with an only

son. This king wished to marry the fair princess, but Shaggy-Top made it a

condition that the prince should marry her, so the king arrangedfor the

double wedding in spite of the prince's protests about having to marry Shaggy-

Top.

On the wedding day, Shaggy-Top told the prince to ask her why she rode

such an ungainly buck. When he did so, she replied that it was indeed a beau-

tiful horse, and the buck thereupon changed into a beautiful horse. In a sim-

ilar way, the ladle became a silver fan, her shaggy cap became a golden crown,

and she herselfassumed a beauty even more radiant than her sister's. The

wedding ceremony proved a happier event than anyone could ever have

expected. CZottelhaube' from Nordische Volksmdrchen, Vol. II).

The assimilation of the upper and the lower here is the same as in Trince

Ring.' Again the shadow is redeemed by being made conscious, and it seems

possible to conclude that for man and woman the shadow really boils down

to the same problem.

The motif of the childless king and queen is generally a forerunner of the

miraculous birth of a very distinguished child. In itself the childlessness tes-

tifies that the connection with the creative earth of the psyche has been

broken and that a gulf lies between the values and ideas of collective con-

sciousness and the dark, fertile loam of unconscious, archetypal processes of

transformation.

We may regard the two leading figures, the fair princess and Shaggy-Top,

as parallels to Ring and Snati-Snati. We took Ring to be an impulse in the
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collective unconscious that was tending to build up a new form of conscious-

ness. Shaggy-Top, however, may represent an impulse to restore the feeling

connection with the depths of tlie unconscious and with nature, since in life

it is the task of women to renew feeling values.

Before the birth of these two children the queen does her best to remedy

the situation by adopting a girl. This very positive decision evokes-like magic

by analogy-a fertilizing reaction in the matrix of the unconscious. By means

of the golden ball, which may be taken as a symbol of the Self, the adopted

child attracts a poor child and her mother. The function of the Self-symbol

is to unite the dark and the hght aspects of the psyche, and in this case mother

nature is constellated: the beggar woman personifies the instinctive know-

ledge that belongs to nature.

She gives clear advice to the queen to throw the water in which she has

washed under the bed and to eat one of the flowers which will grow in it. To

keep the dirty water within the bedroom probably means that the queen

sliould not cast out her own dark side but should accept it within her most

intimate surroundings, because in this dirty water—her shadow—lies also her

own fertility. This seems to be the age-old maternal secret of the old woman.

The bright flower and the dark flower anticipate the opposite natures

of the two daughters. They signify their as yet unborn souls and they also

symbolize feeling. By eating both flowers instead of just the one, the queen

reveals an urge to integrate the totality, not only the brighter aspect of the

unconscious, and by so doing, slie also commits the sin of disobedience—

a

beata culpa (a fortunate guilt)-which brings forth new trouble but with it

a higher realization. This is similar to the motif where Ring opens the door

of the forbidden kitchen and finds Snati-Snati.

Shaggy-Top as the shadow of the new form of life has all the exuberance

and initiative. That she grows up so rapidly points to her demonic qualities

and spirit-like nature, while the he-goat on which she rides is the animal of

Thor and suggests that the essence of Shaggy-Top belongs to the Dionysian

chthonic and pagan world. The ladle characterizes her as witch-like, one who

has always got something cooking, who stirs up a welter of emotions in order

to bring them to the boil. The fur cap she wears is the sign of the animal traits

in her and is also a symbol of animus possession. In certain tales, the heroine

puts on shaggy headgear when she is persecuted by her father, and this act

indicates a regression into the animal domain because of the animus problem.

It therefore looks as if an animal-like unconsciousness clings to Shaggy-Top,

which impHes a possession by animal impulses and emotions. This, however,
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is only an outer appearance, just as it was with Snati-Snati.

In northern countries the pagan layer of the unconscious is still very much

alive, and therefore the trolls are depicted as having their midsummer festival

at Christmas. When the curious princess gapes at them from the doorway,

they seize her head and replace it with the head of a calf. The trolls them-

selves often have the tails of cows, according to northern folklore, and we

may conclude from the transposition of the heads that the princess is assim-

ilated by the trolls; she literally loses her head and becomes possessed by

contents of the collective unconscious, she often appears to be completely

silly, gauche, and unable to express herself. This happens because her whole

feeling life has fallen under the control of dark powers of the unconscious

and events are occurring in her inner world which she cannot bring out.

Shaggy-Top is able to outwit the trolls and redeem her sister from this

state because she shares the trolls' nature to a certain extent. Just as Snati-

Snati knew better than Ring how to overcome the giants, so Shaggy-Top is

more than a match for the trolls.

After Shaggy-Top redeems her sister, the story takes an unexpected turn,

and instead of sailing for home they continue their journey into a strange

kingdom where there are no women, only a widower king and a prince. Since

the first court had several women and a barren king, in the second kingdom

we find the elements which make up for what was lacking in the first. The

two realms are like two compensatory parts of the psyche; incomplete in

themselves, they form a totality when put together. It is natural, therefore,

that when the king proposes to marry the princess, Shaggy-Top should de-

mand the hand of the prince. The double marriage constitutes what Jung

calls a marriage quatemity, a foursquare symbol of the Self. (See C. G. Jung,

•The Psychology of the Transference' in The Practice ofPsychotherapy.

C.W. 16).

Shaggy-Top gets redeemed herself not only by assisting at her sister's

wedding (like Snati-Snati again) but by certain questions she induces the

prince to ask. This recalls the Parsival saga in which Parsival at first fails to

ask the redeeming question, consciousness being still too juvenile to be aware

of what is growing in the unconscious toward the light. Shaggy-Top is the

strong, dynamic factor in the unconscious which compels consciousness to

realize that which strives to be realized. Here we have a beautiful example

of unconscious nature itself endeavoring to equip the human being to reach

a new, higlier level of consciousness. The impulse has its starting-point in the

source of the shadow and is gradually and fully humanized.
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The general structure of this fairy tale is interesting in its placing of the

quaternary systems. We have two groups of four persons. First the king and

queen, their adopted child and her poor friend, whose relations are not harmo-

nious. The helpful intervention of the beggar woman brings about the coming

of the second pair of girls, Shaggy-Top and the fair princess, who replace the

former children. The disturbing interference of the trolls indicates that this

quatemity is still too artificial and too detached from the deep unconscious.

When the princess and Shaggy-Top marry the king and the prince, they merge

into a new quatemity. This new group seems to be a model representation

of the Self, like the group of four persons at the close of 'Prince Ring.' Here

again, the tale opens with a symbol of the Self and culminates in a symbol

of the Self, thus representing eternal processes within these nuclei of the

collective psyche.

THE POWERS OF THE ANIMUS

The animus is perhaps less well known in literature than the anima, but

in folklore we find many very impressive representations of this archetype.

Fairy tales also present patterns that show how a woman can deal with this

inner figure in contrast to the man's way of dealing with the anima. This is

not merely a simple reversal. Every step in becoming conscious of the animus

is differently characterized. The following tale is a good example of this.

Thrushbeard

A king has a beautiful daughter who mocks at all her suitors and will

accept no one. One suitor with a pointed chin she mockingly dubs *Thrush-

beard' with the result that he is known thereafter as King Thrushbeard. Ex-

asperated, the old king declares that he will give her to the first beggar who

comes near the court, and he fulfills his threat by wishing her offon a poor

fiddler who appears in court and who attracts the king*s attention with his
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music. (In a variation, the attraction is a golden spinning-wheel.

)

The princess becomes the fiddler's wife, but she is incapable ofdoing

housework and her husband is dissatisfied with her. He makes her cook, then

weave baskets and spin, all ofwhich tasks she fails at. Then finally she has to

sell pottery at the market. One morning a drunken hussar rides over the

vessels, and her husband scolds herfor the loss. He tells her that she is good

for nothing and sends her to the king's court nearby to be a kitchen-maid.

One night she furtively watches a dance at the wedding ofa prince at that

court. The servants throw morsels offood to her which she hides in her

pockets. When she is seen by the prince, who invites her to dance, she blushes

and tries to escape and spills the food. He catches her and reveals that he is

King Thrushbeard and that it is he who has been masquerading as her beggar-

husband, and also as the Hussar, in order to break her pride. (Grimm's Fairy

Tales, London, Routledge, 1948, p. 244).

The name Thrushbeard' has affinities with *Bluebeard,' but Bluebeard is a

murderer and nothing more; he cannot transform his wives or be transformed

himself. He embodies the death-like, ferocious aspects of the animus in his

most diaboUcal form; from him only flight is possible. Animi in this guise are

often met with in mythology. ('Pitcher's Bird' and 'The Robber Bridegroom,'

Ibid.)

This throws into bold relief an important difference between the anima

and the animus. Man in his primitive capacity as hunter and warrior is wont

to kill, and it as if the animus, being mascuHne, shares this propensity. Wo-

man, on the other hand, serves Hfe, and the anima entangles a man in Hfe. In

tales that feature the anima, her completely deadly aspect does not often

appear; rather, she is the archetype of life for the man.

The animus in his negative form seems to be the opposite. He draws wo-

man away from life and murders life for her. He has to do with ghostlands

and the land of death. Indeed, he may appear as the personification of death,

as in the French tale of the Diederich collection called 'The Wife of Death,'

which goes as follows: {Franzosische Volksmdrchen, p. 141.)

A woman rejects all her suitors but accepts Death when he appears. While

he is out on his job she lives in his castle. Her brother comes to see the gar-

dens ofDeath and they walk about together. Then the brother rescues the

girl, taking her back to life, and she discovers that she has been away for

five thousand years.
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A gypsy variation with the same title goes like this:

An unknown traveller arrives at the remote hut ofa solitary girl He re-

ceives food and lodging for a few days and falls in love with her. They marry,

and she dreams that he is white and cold, that he is the King of the Dead. He

is then compelled to leave her and resume his mournful trade. When finally

he reveals to her that he is Death, she dies from the shock. (Zigeunermdrchen,

p. 117).

The animus often gives one the feeling of being separated from life. One

feels tortured and unable to go on living. This is the disastrous effect of the

animus of a woman. He cuts her off from participation in life.

In his attempt to sever the woman's connections with the outside world,

the animus may take on the aspect of a father. In Thrushbeard' there is only

a king and his daughter, and the princess's inaccessibility and refusal of aU

suitors is evidently related to the fact that she lives alone with her father. Her

scornful, mocking, critical attitude toward the suitors is typical of a woman

ruled by the anunus. Such an attitude tears all relationships to shreds.

It is ostensibly the arrogance of the daughter that provokes the exaspera-

tion of the father, but actually a father often binds his daughter to him and

puts obstacles in the path of prospective suitors. If we discern this attitude in

the background, we recognize the typical ambivalence of parents who hold

their children back from life and at the same time have no patience with them

for being unable to escape into life. (Mothers are frequently the same way

with their sons.) In retaliation, the father-complex working in the daughter

seeks to wound a powerful father by causing the girl to take on inferior lovers.

In another tale, the animus appears first as an old man who later turns into

a youth, which is a way of saying that the old man-the father image-is

only a temporary aspect of the animus and that behind this mask is a young

man.

A more vivid example of the isolating effect of the animus is to be found

in a tale in which the father actually locks the beautiful daughter in a stone

chest. Then a poor youth rescues her and they escape together. In a Turkes-

tan tale, Zauberross, the father sells his daughter outright to a Div, an evil

power, in return for the answer to a riddle. In the Balkan tale The Girl and

the Vampire,' (Balkanmdrchen, Ibid), a youth who is actually a vampire ab-

ducts a girl and puts her into a grave in a cemetery. She flees underground into

a wood and prays to God for a box that she can hide in. To be hidden, the
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girl has to suffer being sealed in, in order to protect herself against the animus.

The threatening action of the animus and the woman's defensive reaction

against it always go hand in glove and bring to mind the double aspect of

animus activity. The animus can either lame one or make one very aggressive.

Women either become masculine and assertive or they tend to be absent-

minded, as if they are not fully present—perhaps charmingly feminine but as

if partly asleep—and the fact is that such women have marvelous journeys

with the animus-lover; they enter into a kind of submerged daydreaming with

the animus of which they are not fully aware.

To return to the story, a prince discovers the box with the girl inside, frees

her, and they marry. The box and the stone chest are representations of the

state of being cut off from life which is endured by the animus-possessed

woman. Contrary to this, if one has an aggressive animus and tries to act

spontaneously, it is always the animus that does the acting. Some women,

however, refuse to be aggressive and difficult, and so they cannot let him out.

They cannot see how to handle the animus, and in order to stave him off they

are stiff and conventionally correct and frozen, imprisoned in themselves.

This also is a lameness, but it comes from the woman's reaction toward the

animus. In a Norwegian tale, a woman is compelled to wear a wooden coat.

Such a cumbersome covering, made of tough Uving tissue, illustrates the stiff-

ness toward the world and the burden such a defensive armor becomes. The

motif of escaping into a trap, as in the episode of the seaside-witch throwing

Ring into the cask, is at once an act of bewitchment and protection. Histor-

ically, the animus, like the anima, has a pre-Christian form. Thrushbeard

(Drosselbart) is a name for Wotan, the same as /?os5Z?flrr/-'Horsebeard.'

The stalemate in *Thrushbeard' is broken up by the father's exasperation

which causes him to give his daughter away to a poor man. In parallel tales

she is beguiled by the beggar's beautiful singing, and in a Nordic parallel the

beggar enchants her with a golden spinning wheel. In other words, the animus

has a fascinating attraction for her.

The spinning activity has to do with wishful thinking. Wotan is the lord

of wishes and the typical spirit of such magic thought. The wish turns the

wheels of thought.' Both the spinning wheel and the act of spinning are

proper to Wotan, and in our tale the girl has to spin to support her husband.

The animus has thus taken possession of her own properly feminine activity.

A danger implicit in the animus pre-empting a feminine activity is that it leads

to a loss of any real thinking on the part of the woman. It brings about a las-

situde, so that instead of thinking she lazily spins day-dreams and unwinds
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wishful fantasies, or else she spins plots and intrigues. The king's daughter in

Thrushbeard' has fallen into such an unconscious activity.

Another role of the animus is that of the poor servant. His unexpected

gallantry in this guise is revealed in a Siberian tale.

A woman lives alone except for her servant. Her father has died and the

servant becomes unmanageable. However, he consents to kill a bear to make

a coat for her. After he accomplishes that, she bids him perform ever harder

tasks, and each time he rises to the occasion. It turns out that though he

seems poor he is really wealthy.

The animus appears to be poor and often never reveals the great treasures

of the unconscious which are at his disposal. In the role of a poor man or a

beggar, he induces the woman to believe that she herself has nothing. This is

the penalty for a prejudice against the unconscious—a lasting poverty in con-

scious life, resulting in endless criticism and self-criticism.

After the fiddler marries the princess, he points out to her the wealth of

Thrushbeard, and she greatly regrets having refused him. It is typical for an

animus-ridden woman to suffer remorse about something she has failed to do.

Lamenting over what might have been is a pseudo-feeling of guilt and is com-

pletely sterile. One sinks into the despairing feeling of having utterly ruined

one's prospects and having missed life altogether.

At first the princess is incapable of doing the housework, and this is an-

other symptom of the touch of the animus—Ustlessness, inertia, and a glassy

staring expression. This may sometimes look like feminine passivity, but a

woman in this trance-like state is not receptive; she is drugged by animus-

inertia and imprisoned in a stone chest.

Living in a hovel, the princess must do the house chores and make baskets

for money, which humiliates her and increases her feeling of inferiority. As a

compensation for high-flown ambitions, the animus often forces a woman

into a way of life far below her real capacity. If she is unable to adjust to

what does not coincide with her lofty ideals, then she does lowly work in

pure despair. This is thinking in extremes: *If I cannot marry a god, then I'll

marry a lousy beggar.' At the same time, a boundless pride persists, nourished

by a secret fantasy life in which one dreams passionately of immense fame

and glory. Humility and arrogance are intertwined.

This lowly activity is also a kind of compensation to persuade the woman

to become feminine again. The effect of animus pressure can lead a woman
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to deeper femininity, providing she accepts the fact that she is animus-

possessed and does something to bring her animus into reality. If she gives

him a field of action—that is, if she takes up some special study or does some

masculine work—this can occupy the animus and at the same time her feeHng

will be vivified and she will come back to feminine activities. The worst con-

dition comes about when a woman has a powerful animus and does not even

live it; then she is straightjacketed by animus opinions, and while she may

avoid any sort of work that seems in the least masculine, she is much less

feminine.

Because the princess bungles all her tasks, her husband sends her out to

sell earthen pots in the market. Vessels are feminine symbols, and she is

driven to sell her femininity at a low price—too cheaply and too collectively.

The more animus-possessed a woman is, the more she feels estranged from

men and the more painful are her efforts to make a good feeling contact. Al-

though she may compensate by taking the lead in erotic affairs, there can be

no genuine love or passion in them. If she had really a good contact with men,

she would have no need to be so assertive. She acts out of the vague realiza-

tion that something is wrong and makes desperate attempts to make up for

what has been lost because of her animus-imposed estrangement from men.

This is merely walking blindly into a new catastrophe. A new animus attack

is bound to follow, and in the story it does: a drunken hussar breaks all her

vessels to pieces. This symbolizes a brutal outburst of emotion. The wild,

ungovernable animus smashes everything, showing clearly that such an exhibi-

tion of her feminine nature does not work.

The life with the beggar-husband also brings about the final humiliation,

and this occurs when the girl peeps through the door to glimpse the splendor

of the court world and Thrushbeard's wedding party. Peeping through a

crack in the door is interpreted in the / Ching as having too narrow and too

subjective a standpoint. Hampered by this, one is unable to see what one

really has. The inferiority of a woman who thinks she must admire others

and nurses secret jealousy toward them means being unable to assess one's

own real worth.

From hunger, she accepts scraps of food thrown to her by the servants,

and then to her intense shame her greed and inferiority are exposed when the

food falls to the floor. She wants to get life on any terms and assumes that

she cannot get it in her own right. A king's daughter accepting scraps thrown

by servants? That is going below one's scorn. Then she feels ashamed and

despises herself, but this humihation is what is needed, for, as we see in the
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story, the heroine then realizes that she is after all the daughter of a king.

Only then does she learn that Thrushbeard is in fact her husband.

In this story the animus-as Thrushbeard, as the wild hussar, and as the

beggar husband—assumes three roles that the god Wotan is known to affect.

It is said of him that he is the man riding a white horse who leads the wild

riders of the night who sometimes carry their heads in their arms. This legend,

which still lingers, comes from the early idea of Wotan as the leader of the

dead warriors going to Valhalla. As evil ghosts they still hunt in the woods

and it is death to look at them, death to be swept into their ranks.

Often Wotan goes about as a beggar, an unknown wanderer in the night,

and always his face is partly concealed, for he has only one eye. A stranger

enters, says a few words, and leaves—and afterwards one realizes that it was

Wotan. He calls himself the owner of the land, and psychically this is true:

the unknown owner of the land is still the archetypal Wotan. (See *Wotan'

in Jung's Gvilization in Transition. C. W. 10).

The name Wotan brings up another of his attributes: his theriomorphic

form is the horse. His horse is Sleipnir, the eight-legged white or black horse,

swift as the wind. This indicates that while the animus is mostly a sort of

archaic divine spirit, he is also connected with our instinctive animal nature.

In the unconscious spirit and instinct are not opposites. On the contrary,

new spiritual germs often manifest themselves first in an uprush of sexual

libido or instinctive impulses and only later develop their other aspect. This

is because they are generated by the spirit of nature, by the meaningfulness

inherent in our instinctive pattern. In women the spirit has not yet become

differentiated and retains its archaic emotional and instinctive characteristics,

which is why women usually get excited when they do any genuine thinking.

The animal aspect of the animus shows up in 'Beauty and the Beast,' but

this motif is relatively rare in fairy tales. A less well-known example is the

Turkestan story Zauberross (*The Magic Horse').

A girl takes a magic horse and fleesfrom her captor, a Div, a desert-demon.

She escapes temporarily but is overtaken by the demon. Finally the horse

plunges with the Div into the sea, and the Div is overcome. The horse then

commands the girl to kill him. When she does so, he changes into a heavenly

palace and his four legs become the pillars of the four comers. Finally she

is reunited with her real lover, a young prince.

Here the animus is an evil spirit on the one side and a helpful animal on
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the other. When the animus takes the form of an entirely destructive and

diabolical spirit, the instincts must come to the rescue.

One way of dealing with the animus problem is for the woman simply to

suffer it through to the bitter end. Indeed, there is no solution that does not

include suffering, and suffering seems to belong to the life of woman.

In cases where a woman has to escape a state of possession by some ghost

or vampire, much can be gained by an extreme passivity toward the animus,

and often the wisest counsel is that she should do nothing now. There are

times when one can only wait and try to fortify oneself by keeping the pos-

itive aspects of the animus in mind. To overcome possession by an uncon-

scious content by slipping out of its grasp is as meritorious as a heroic victory.

This is the motif of *the magic flight,' which symbolizes a situation where it

is better to flee from the unconscious than to seek to overcome it, and by so

doing avoid being devoured.

The motif of the magic flight is prominent in a Siberian tale. The Girl and

the Evil Spirit.' {Mdrchen aus Sibirien, p. 81). The heroine, who knew no

man and could not say who her parents were, is a herdswoman of reindeer.

She wanders about, keeping her reindeer by singing magic songs to them.

Here again the motif of loneliness occurs as a prodromal symptom of a

special individual development of the personality. It is a situation in which a

flood of irmer images can rise up from the unconscious and bring about un-

expected reactions. This girl is not destitute or hungry; she can cook and

care for herself, and she can keep her reindeer with her by the magic charm

of her singing. In other words, she is resourceful, more gifted and more nor-

mal than the girl in the foregoing tale, and her magic gifts signify that she

has the ability to express the contents of the unconscious. (In analysis, one

sometimes sees that a situation is dangerous because the patient's way of con-

ceiving and expressing the turbulent, threatening contents of the unconscious

is too feeble and too narrow. This may be a poverty of heart and a failure to

give love as well as a barrenness of mind and spirit; the old bottles are unable

to contain the new wine.) The songs on the lips of the girl probably come

from her traditional past, and this would mean that a fortunate constellation

of ancestral units has been inherited by her. But she is without human con-

nections. Being cut off from society is for a woman a great danger because

without human contact she easily becomes unconscious and surrenders to the

grip of the negative animus.

The tale goes on to relate that suddenly a tremendous pair ofjaws comes

down from heaven-an open abyss stretching from heaven to earth. This
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gaping, devouring mouth is the abyss of complete unconsciousness. The girl

hurls her staff onto the ground behind her.

The staff is a sign of power and ofjudgment, two royal prerogatives sym-

bolized by the king's sceptre. The staff is also associated with the Way and is

a direction-giving principle in the unconscious. The bishop's staff, for instance,

was interpreted by the church as the authority of the doctrine, which shows

the way and gives decisions. Thus in a woman the staff is a form of the animus.

In antiquity, the golden staff or magic rod belonged to Mercurius and rep-

resents his ability to marshal intractable elements within the unconscious. If

one has a staff, one is not wholly passive; one has a direction.

The girl runs, throwing her magic comb and her red handkerchief behind

her. Bestrewing one's trail with objects is characteristic of the magic flight.

This act of throwing away things of value is a sacrifice; one throws things

over one's shoulder to the dead, or to spirits, or to the devil, to propitiate

those whom we dare not face. It may seem panicky to abandon valuable

possessions when one is escaping, but one who stiffens himself into a defen-

sive attitude is easily cut down by an assailant stronger than himself, whereas

stripping oneself gives mobility. There are situations in which one absolutely

has to give up wanting anything, and in this way one sHps out from under;

one is not there any longer, so nothing more can go wrong. When one is con-

fronted by a hopelessly wrong situation, one must just make a drastic leap

to the bottom of passive simplicity, and from there one can live it out.

What is more, the objects which have been sacrificed generally transform

themselves into obstacles for the pursuer. The comb at once turns into a

forest and becomes a part of nature-the hair of Mother Earth. Its transforma-

tion into a natural object suggests that originally it was an integral part of

nature. Actually, there is no thought or instrument or object that has not

originated from nature; that is, from the unconscious psyche. One sacrifices

to the unconscious what once was wrested from it.

The comb is used to arrange and confine the hair. Hair is a source of magic

power or mana. Ringlets of hair, preserved as keepsakes, are beheved to con-

nect one individual with another over a distance. Cutting the hair and sacri-

ficing it often means submission to a new collective state-a giving up and a

rebirth. The coiffure is frequently an expression of a cultural Weltanschauung.

Primitive folk tales speak of demons being deloused and combed when they

are caught, which means that the confusion in the unconscious has to be

straightened out, ordered, and made conscious. Because of this meaning, hair

in wild disarray is often dreamed of at the start of an analysis. The comb.
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therefore, represents a capacity for making one's thoughts ordered, clear and

conscious.

The red handkerchief that the girl gives up becomes a flame soaring from

earth to heaven. To abandon the staff and comb meant not attempting to

marshal herself or to think out a plan. Now the flame indicates that she puts

an inner distance between herself and her feelings and emotions. She is re-

duced to a passive simplicity.

In the tale, the gaping jaws devour the forest and spit water on the flame.

Water and fire battle in the unconscious, and in the meantime the girl escapes

between the opposites.

Then she goes through four animal transformations, each succeeding an-

imal being fleeter of foot than the preceding one. Now she can only rely on

her inner animal side. She must relinquish all higher activities and burrow

down into the instinctive level. There are moments of imminent danger when

one must not think or even feel or try to escape by struggling but must go

down into an animal simplicity. Supported by a purposeful attitude, this

Oriental *doing nothing' succeeds where strong resistance would incur failure.

The ego escapes and vanishes. And that is all the human being can do at cer-

tain times. Then the persecuting demon is left to eat up the forest and com-

bat the flame.

The girl changes into a bear with copper bells in his ears. Bells and similar

sounding instruments are used to drive away evil spirits. (Churchbells orig-

inally had this purpose.) They also announce a decisive moment, like the

roll of a drum or of thunder, and induce a psychic resonance in the emotions

of the hearer so that he feels that the decisive event is about to happen, e.g.,

the triple bell in the Mass. Bells in the girl's animal-ears exclude all other

sounds, sounds that she must not listen to because their effect is poisonous,

words that the negative animus whispers to her. The poisoning occurs when

one accepts them and takes over convictions and ways of behaving which

do not suit one. The vessel that conveys this poisonous influence is the ear,

and the bells are a defense against noxious animus effects.

The tale ends with the girl falling to earth in a dead faint before a white

tent, and suddenly the evil spirit stands before her as a beautiful man. She

has fled from him to him. Her perseverance in the one instinctively right

course has brought about the enantiodromia, with the result that the menac-

ing demon has transformed itself into a gracious young man. In fact, his

secret intention had been to bring her here to his white tent. He has three

younger brothers, and from the four she may choose whom she will have
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for her husband. Her inner balance and her totality are expressed in these

four figures. Three equal figures almost always signify a fateful constellation:

the three dimensions of space and the three aspects of time - past, present,

and future - are vessels of fate. Here the three brothers may be the three in-

ferior functions of the girl; the three-plus-one, the four, portends individuation.

The girl chooses the eldest because she recognizes that the realization of her

fate lies in accepting the spirit who persecuted her.

An example of a magic flight that ends tragically is told in a Siberian

story.

The Woman Who Became a Spider

Unable to put up with her father any longer, a woman goes out of the

house. She finds a human head and takes it home with her to talk to. Her

father hears her conversation and hopes it is a real man she is with. When he

discovers her game, he hurls the head into a manure heap. From there it rolls

away into the sea, leaving a trail of blood. The woman follows the trail and

comes to a house where she finds a family of heads. The head-demon, hurt

by the indignity he has sufferedfrom her father, disdains her.

She runs around the house in the wrong direction, and by doing this in

her despair she gets to the land beyond (i.e., heaven), where a man in a copper

boat disrobes her by means of his magic songs. She follows him naked to his

house, and when he leaves she finds asylum in the forbidden neighbouring

house of the spider woman. Inside she finds a little old woman spinning,

who tells her that the man in the copper boat plans to murder her. He is the

moon spirit and all men on earth pray to him.

The woman opens a door in the floor of the moon spirit's house and gazes

down upon all the mysteries ofmen and their sacrificial acts. Then she ob-

tains a rope from the spider woman by which she can let herselfdown to

earth; when she gets there she must be sure to open her eyes. But she fails to

open them in time and turns into a spider. (Knud Rasmussen, Die Gabe des

Adlers, Frankfurt, p. 107).

This tale is like the dream of a real woman or like the reflection of real

events. This is often the case with primitive tales because they have not yet

become etherealized into fairy tales but are more like an individual account

of an archetypal experience.
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The woman in the story has a negative father complex, for which reason

she especially needs to develop her animus but at the same time her negative

complex inhibits her from doing so. Her first attempt, therefore, to find a

companion throws her into contact with a skull that lives in the sea (really a

ghost that appears in the upper world as a skull). Many primitives think of

the skull as surviving death and being identical with the ghost. That the woman

tries to relate to a skull means that her spiritual nature is not embodied or

real. It is not linked with the instincts and emotions and cannot express itself.

It is therefore a dry, intellectual way of thinking and is literally dead. Even so,

that the woman makes an attempt to relate to the inner factor means progress,

but every progressive step is threatened by an onslaught of aggressive animus

tendencies. Here the father interferes. He wounds the head, which means that

with traditional and conventional opinions and so-called reasonable arguments

the growing spiritual nature within the woman is hurt and repressed. Because

of this the spirit, which might have been made conscious, disappears into the

sea of the collective unconscious.

The woman runs around his house in the wrong direction, counter-clock-

wise, which indicates that instead of attempting to become conscious about

this event, she loses herself still further in the unconscious. She bores down

deeper and deeper into her despair and reaches heaven, completely trans-

cending the earthly sphere and escaping into the purely archetypal realm.

She even skips the collective unconscious symbolized by the ocean. There is

still animal life in the sea, but in heaven live only archetypal figures.

The magician in the copper boat is a new form of the animus — greater,

less human, more possessive than the skull. He is like a magic lover, a ghostly

lover, and later the woman learns that he is the moon spirit, to whom the

tribe of the woman prays. This moon spirit is a form that the animus often

takes, in which he lures women away from life. It is because of the weakness

of consciousness in the primitive that in this tale he is represented as being

very dangerous for the woman.

When an individual with a developed consciousness feels the promise of

meaningful activity stored in the animus, it is futile to take flight or to try to

test its meaning intellectually. Instead, one should use the energy provided

by the animus in a suitable way by undertaking some masculine activity

such as intellectual creative work; otherwise, one is dominated and possessed.

Similarly, a powerful mother complex cannot be subdued by the intellect

alone. A tragic state of possession can be a fateful summons to commit one-

self to the process of individuation. When the father or mother complex is
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recognized as being stronger than the ego, it can then be accepted as a com-

ponent of one's individuality.

This woman's encounter with the moon-spirit animus gives her the intui-

tive power to view religious ceremonies and sacrifices occurring on earth. In

other words, she is a visionary and is in danger of becoming a clairvoyant

with a tinge of madness, and it is because of this danger that her female in-

stinct, the spider woman, arouses in her the wish to return to earth.

The spinning woman, a familiar figure in many North American myths, is

generally ambiguous. In this story she is analogous to the dark woman in the

box in the story which follows; that is, she is a figure of the Self which is rich

with untold possibilities.

The spider woman provides the other with a rope with which she can get

to earth again (Most women are prone from time to time to muse about their

own lives and to lose themselves in a vapoury whirl of speculation, but if one

can touch reality one gains a standpoint outside of these fantasies. One way

of doing this is to write down what one is musing about, and by giving it ex-

pression one is no longer identical with it. This has the effect of reducing such

animus-fed fantasies and no longer being at their mercy. When one is con-

fronted with one's own thoughts in black and white, one can discover how

much is mere opinion and how much is vaHd; to do this means an iimer

strengthening.) The woman is told that when she gets to earth she must open

her eyes quickly - that is, she must make a supreme effort to be aware and

conscious of her actual state — but tragically she fails to do this. So she turns

into a spider. She becomes a spinster, having had an inner religious experience

but being unable to make this experience fruitful for her tribe and for herself.

Another ordeal of an animus-ridden woman is presented in the following

tale.

The Woman Who Married the Moon and the Kele

A woman, abandoned by her husband, was so faint with hunger that she

could only crawl on all fours. Twice she went to the house of the Moon-man

and ate the food that she found on a plate. The third time he grabbed her as

she was eating, and when he learned that she had no husband, married her.

Each day their food appeared by magic upon the empty plate. When the
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Moon-man went out he forbade the wife to open a certain chest and look in-

side, but the lure proved irresistible and she discovered in the chest a strange

woman whose face was halfred and half black. It was she who had been

secretly supplying them with food, but she now died when exposed to the

air. When the Moon-man returned he discovered that his wife had disobeyed

him and was very angry. He restored the dead woman to life and took his

wife back to her father, saying that he could not control her and that her

former husband must have had good reason to abandon her.

Angered by the daughter *s return, the father invoked an evil spirit to

marry her. This demon, the Kele, ate men, even the woman 's own brother,

whose corpse he brought her to eat. Acting upon the advice ofa little fox,

however, she made shoes for the Kele. When she threw them in front ofhim,

a spider-thread descendedfrom above upon which she could climb up to the

house of the spider woman. Pursued by the Kele, she continued to climb

until she reached the immovable one, the North Star, which is the creator

and the highest god. The Kele, who also had arrived there, was imprisoned

in a chest by the protective Polar Star. He almost died and was released only

on condition that he would no longer persecute the woman.

She returned to earth and made her father sacrifice reindeer to the god.

Suddenly the father and then the daughter died. (This colourless, anti-climatic

ending is typical ofprimitive stories.) (Mdrchen aus Sibirien, p. 121/

The protagonist is a woman abandoned by her husband, and afterwards

the Moon-man declares that the husband certainly must have had reason to

abandon her. Loneliness, poverty, and hunger are stressed, typical states that

result from animus-possession. A woman's attitude largely conditions the

events that befall her.

The animus fosters loneliness in women, whereas the anima thrusts men

headlong into relationships and the confusion that accompanies them. The

hunger is also typical. Woman needs Ufe, relationships with people, and

participation in meaningful activity. Part of her hunger comes from an aware-

ness of dormant, unused aptitudes. The animus contributes to her unrest so

that she is never satisfied; one must always do more for an animus-possessed

woman. Not realizing that the problem is an inner one, such women assume

that if only they can go about more, spend more money and surround them-

selves with more friends, their life-hunger will be assuaged.
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The moon god often appears as the mysterious, invisible lover of a married

woman in fairy tales. The moon is sometimes represented in mythology and

in dreams as a man, sometimes as a woman, and at other times as a herma-

phroditic being. Perhaps we can identify what determines the moon's gender.

The moon is closely related to the sun, but it is a lesser light, owing its

hght to the sun. The sun is really a divinity — the source of consciousness

within the unconscious — and represents an active psychic factor that can

create greater awareness. The moon, however, symbolizes a primitive, softer,

more diffused consciousness - a dim awareness. When the sun is feminine, as

in the German language, it means that the source of consciousness is still in the

unconscious, that there is no mature consciousness but a penumbral conscious-

ness with a welter of detail not clearly distinguished. The instinct for archi-

tectural achievement among the Balinese illustrates this condition: in Bali

various craftsmen set to work at their own special building skills, undirected

by any plan or architect but guided from within exactly as if they had a blue-

print to follow. When the various parts of the building are assembled, they

fit exactly and perfectly, although each has been made individually. In this

way a temple of harmonious design is created. Like the sun lighting up the

unconscious, an unconscious principle of order apparently operates within

the Balinese craftsman.

The moon illustrates the same principle as the sun, but it is more feminine,

less concentrated, less intense; it is a light of consciousness but a milder light.

(The principle of consciousness operating within the woman in the story is

very indefinite. This connects with her state of animus-possession since it is

characteristic of the animus to be indefinite in his overall and long-term pur-

poses, although he is sharply insistent when it comes to details.) In myth-

ology, the moon is associated with snakes, nocturnal animals, spirits of the

dead, and gods of the underworld. In alchemy, it is called 'the child of

Saturn.' To Paracelsus the moon was a source of poison, like the eyes of

women when the moon is troubling their blood. He beheved that the moon is

a spirit which can renew itself and become a child again and for this reason, is

susceptible to a woman's evil eye. In this way the sidereal spirit is poisoned

and then casts its baneful spell upon men who gaze at it. We may psycho-

logically interpret Paracelsus as saying that poisonous opinions emanating

from the animus can go directly into the unconscious of others with the

result that people seem to have been poisoned by an undefined source. Such

opinions infect the air and blight the surroundings, and one breathes them in

unsuspectingly. Animus convictions sink in more deeply than a merely wrong
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opinion and are far more difficult to spot and throw off.

The moon divinity in this tale is ambiguous; he is concealing a woman in a

chest, a dark feminine side of nature. She is undeveloped, secret, buried, but

also important in that she is living and is the provider of nourishment; in other

words, she is a pre-form or a precursor of the Self. Here she stands behind the

animus (the Moon-man) as a supporting figure. The mountain spirit was also a

hidden vessel of energy standing behind the princess-anima, but he was a mal-

evolent figure, whereas the woman in the box is a rather dim fertility goddess.

By disobeying the Moon-man and opening the chest, the heroine unwit-

tingly kills the dark woman. Now the transgression for which an innocent vic-

tim pays with his life is a variation of the theme of premature enlightenment,

a motif that occurs in the antique tales of Eros and Psyche and Orpheus and

Eurydice, as well as in the Grimms' *The Singing, Soaring Lion's Lark.' The

point of this is that for everything there is a season; possession often produces

systematic tactlessness in a woman. Where there are any signs of life, she can-

not resist poking around, and all that should remain in the dim background of

consciousness — all that needs darkness in which to grow — is hauled up into

the light and lost. Mothers of this disposition tend to drag out all their chil-

dren's secrets so that spontaneity and the possibility of growth are bHghted.

Such a grim attitude has an unwholesome effect on the whole environment.

The woman in the tale, having been abandoned and having lost her fem-

inine feeling, is driven by curiosity to break into the background of the Moon-

man's secrets. Wild curiosity is an expression of a sort of primitive masculinity

in a woman. When possessed by such a hounding, inquisitive spirit, she does

the wrong things and is always at fault.

The Moon-man sends the woman back to her father. Although the father

was not spoken of earlier in the story, we may suppose that he has sown the

seeds of the unhappy ending. That both father and daughter die simultaneously

at the end shows how close their relationship is. After the woman is sent back

to her father, it is his curse that condemns her to Uve with an evil spirit. Ac-

cording to primitive belief, an expressed wish such as this can shape unborn

events and bring them forth out of the womb of time. The curse condemning

the daughter to live with an evil spirit is a clear indication that the father

fosters the animus's domination of his daughter.

The evil spirit Kele is a body eater, a typical practice of the negative ani-

mus. Just as vampires drink blood, spirits consume bodies in order to become

visible; they seize and feast upon a corpse to gain substance in that form. Thus

spirits are bewitched into corpses. Vampires, as is well known, feed upon liv-
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ing people. Their urge to live on the lives of others comes from their desper-

ation at being banished from the world of the living. An animus-possessed

woman battens on the lives of those in her surroundings because her own

sources of feeUng and of Eros are withheld from her. Viewed psychologically,

spirits are contents of the unconscious. The devouring of corpses shows sym-

bolically that complexes and other unconscious contents strive desperately to

enter consciousness and to be realized in living people. The ravenous hunger

of a spirit for a body is an unrecognized, unredeemed wish for the fulness of

life.

In contrast to this, the red and black woman in the hidden chest bestows

magic food and is life-giving. Yet the other woman cannot accept her because

she cannot coordinate the dark woman and the Moon-god; she cannot deal

with the undeveloped figure of the Self and also become more feminine. Be-

tween the protecting Polar Star and the evil, body-devouring Kele there is a

similar breach. Both are divine principles engaged in eternal warfare.

Like the woman in 'Zauberross, ' mentioned above, she makes good her es-

cape from the evil spirit with the help of an animal. By putting spirit and na-

ture into an intolerable opposition, the animus may draw a woman into a

split situation. When this happens she has to trust her instinct. In this case,

her instinctive nature is represented by a fox. In China and Japan the fox is

a witch-animal. Witches are wont to appear in the form of foxes. Cases of

hysterical and epileptic women are explained as bewitchment by foxes. To

the Chinese and Japanese the fox is as much a feminine animal as the cat is to

us, and it also represents the primitive, instinctive feminine nature of woman.

The fox in the story counsels the woman to throw the shoes at the Kcle to

retard him while she climbs up the spider's thread to heaven. (Cf. Sartori,

*Der Schuh im Volksglauben' Zeitschrift fiir Volkskunde, 1894, pps. 41, 148,

282). The shoe is a symbol of power, for which reason we speak of being

*under someone's heel' or 'stepping into one's father's shoes.' Clothing may

represent either the persona, our outer attitude, or an inner attitude, and the

changing of clothes in the mysteries stood for transformation into an enlight-

ened understanding. Shoes are the lowest part of our clothing and represent

our standpoint in relation to reality — how solidly our feet are planted on the

ground; how soHdly the earth supports us gives the measure of our power.

Throwing the shoe at the Kele is a gesture of propitiation that hinders him

in his pursuit. It is necessary to sacrifice something in order to escape from

his grasp. In this case it is the sacrifice of the old standpoint. In the clutches

of the animus, no woman is able to give up whatever power she may have or
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her conviction that it is right and necessary and valuable. The convictions a

woman has lived by spring from inferior masculine thinking; the less she her-

self is able to evaluate them, the more passionately she clings to them. This is

a reason for the persistence of the animus possession. Unfortunately such a

woman never thinks that anything could be wrong with herself and is con-

vinced that the fault lies with others. The fox really is saying to her: 'Don't

become stiff. Unbend a little. Give up part of your standpoint and see what

happens.'

Then at once a thread from heaven gives her the means of reaching the

Pole Star, which signifies the animus refined to the highest form, an image of

God. (Parallel to this is Sophia, who is the highest, most spiritual form of the

anima.) If one goes deeply into what the animus is, one finds that he is a

divinity and that through woman's relation to him in this form, she enters

into genuine religious experience. In the story, the discovery of the Pole

Star is the woman's personal experience of God.

When the Kele pursues her and storms the summit, a conflict on a cosmic

scale rages between him and the Pole Star so that the woman is placed be-

tween the two overwhelming world principles of good and evil — God and

the Devil. When the Pole Star opens his box, light pours out, and when he

closes it, snow falls on the earth. The evil spirit is flung into this box and

tortured by cruel rays of light. The animus must sometimes be handled

severely by a higher power.

By going to heaven, the woman has removed herself from human reality,

and this affords no real solution. Anyone in this condition would be very

near to borderline psychosis, swinging back and forth between exaggerated

negative and positive animus possession. This tale apparently reveals the case

of a weak consciousness, which is to be expected in a primitive culture. It

therefore makes sense that the Pole Star says to the woman: 'You had better

go home; you had better get back to earth.' He demands the sacrifice of two

reindeer, knowing that the woman will have to make a sacrifice in order to

re-enter the life on earth. (There is a similar motif in Grimm's 'The Golden

Bird.') To come down out of the clouds of fantasy into reality is charged with

danger. In this moment all one's effort and work can be lost. For example,

one understands one's problem as presented in a dream, but what is one

going to do about it practically? The issue is joined and the outcome awaits

one's effective participation in Ufe. The problem has been dealt with only

when the latent possibilities of one's nature have been realized in creative

work. The return to reality takes another form when practical problems arise
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that compel one to return from the adventurous quest in the unconscious. A
problem also arises when one has developed an individual relationship with

another and then has to face the world's disapproval and hostility. There

is always the danger that one will completely reject the experiences in the un-

conscious and regard them cynically as nothing but this or that or, as in this

story, that one becomes too dreamy and unaware of reality and tries to live

out one's fantasies when a realistic adaptation is demanded.

Often in primitive tales when a satisfactory ending seems imminent the

whole thing blows up. In this one the father and daughter die and there is no

dissolution of the identification between them, so the entire problem of ani-

mus possession remains unconscious.

It is often imperative for a woman to escape from the baleful mastery of

the animus. This tale tells of such an attempt, but the whole experience is

known only to the unconscious. A comparable unconscious interplay is por-

trayed in the South American tale of the anima as a skeleton dancing in the

Beyond, with the subsequent death of the hero. Early primitive tales are

filled with melancholy because many primitive tribes experience the uncon-

scious as being dismal, doleful, and frightful. It has this aspect especially for

those who need above all to go into Hfe; that is, for young people and for

those who are too sheltered and secluded; the hero's emergence from the un-

conscious is the equal in high achievement to his subsequent great deed of

killing the dragon.

Another Siberian tale that illustrates the realization of the animus is The

Girl and the Skull.' At the beginning of the tale a girl, living with her elderly

parents, finds a skull in the wilderness and brings it home and talks to it.

When the parents discover what she has done, they are horrified, decide she

is a Kele, and abandon her.

That the animus appears first as a skull in this tale shows his death-like

nature. The alchemists used a skull as the vessel in which to cook the prima

materia. According to primitive behefs, the skull contains the immortal es-

sence of mortal beings, and from this belief come the hunting of skulls and

skull cults. For the North American Indians, the scalps they took contained

the essence of the enemy. In this tale, the skull again represents the animus in

his death-aspect, especially in his activities that relate to the head, such as

poisoning women with his noxious opinions or blinding their eyes to the

treasures of the unconscious.

The parents ruefully conclude that their daughter has been changed into

an evil spirit, a Kele, by marrying one and that she is beyond redemption.
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Their mistrustful attitude is typical of the primitive fear of being possessed by

spirits because, numerous, far-ranging, and ever-present, they are always an

imminent danger. The idea of a skull ghost has to do with the head or intellect

becoming autonomous and separated from the instincts; then it can roll down-

hill to destruction. On the other hand, the skull is a symbol of the Self. (The

aspect presented by a content of the unconscious depends on the conscious

attitude with which it is viewed.)

Because they feel that the daughter is possessed, the elderly parents break

up their home and travel across the river with all of their belongings. The

girl was an only child and had no comrades to help her enter life. Such a sit-

uation — for instance, when the parents marry late or have no children for a

long time — often brings on tragic difficulties. By taking the skull to her room,

the girl calls forth hostile reactions from her surroundings; she arouses the

fear and hatred of her parents. An animus to which the woman is not related

often attracts hostility (aimed at the woman) without her suspecting the rea-

son. The negative reactions of other people are a sign that an essential part of

her personality has not been realized by her. The environment seeks to irri-

tate and prod her, as it were, into recognizing what she lacks.

When the girl is forsaken, she reproaches the skull for her loneliness. The

skull tells her to gather faggots, make a big fire, and throw him on it; in that

way he will acquire a body.

Fire generally represents emotion and passion, which can either bum one

up or spread light. Sacrifices are burned in order to dissolve the physical part

so that the image or essence may rise with the smoke to the gods. When, how-

ever, a 'spirit creature' is burned, the burning confers a body upon it. Passion

compels one to sacrifice a too independent, too intellectual attitude, and

passion enables one to realize the spirit. When one undergoes passionate suf-

fering, the spirit is no longer an idea but is experienced as psychic reahty.

Therefore the skull implores the girl to throw him into the fire. 'Otherwise,'

he says to her, 'we are both suffering in vain.' One must fight suffering with

suffering - with the acceptance of suffering. Torturing the skull in the fire

means to fight fire with fire and to repay the torment she has suffered from

him. The animus awakens passion in a woman. His plans, purposes, and whims

stir up self-doubt within her and cause her to drag her feminine, passive na-

ture out into the world and to expose herself to the resistance of the outer

world. Then, when a woman has been successful in a man's world, it means

acute suffering to narrow down the scope of her activities, or to give them up

altogether, in order to become more feminine again.
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In alchemy, fire frequently symbolizes one's participation in the work and

is equated with the passion one gives to the different stages of the alchemical

process.

The skull tells the girl that she must cover her eyes and be sure not to look

at the burning. Here again is the motif of the danger of too-early enlighten-

ment. One must not grasp intellectually all that happens in the psyche, by no

means always define and categorize all inner happenings; often one must curb

one's curiosity and simply wait. Only a strong person, however, is able to con-

trol his or her impatience and let the interplay go on without looking, whereas

a weaker consciousness wants to have the dream interpreted at once because

it is so afraid of the uncertainty and the darkness of the situation. The girl has

to wait in the darkness while she listens to the roar of the flames and the con-

fusion of horses and men rushing past. Being terrified yet remaining firm and

untouched by panic denotes a strength beyond hope and despair. But many

cannot wait and prefer sudden decisions. In this way they disturb their fate

and its inscrutable working. In the end there stands before the girl a man

robed in animal skins, attended by a group of people and animals. He is very

rich and she becomes his wife, with the result that she now has a powerful

positive animus and much joy in life. Later her parents return to visit her, and

she kills them by giving them splintered marrow bones — which is more than

they can swallow.

THE MOTIF OF RELATIONSHIP

There are many tales whose leading characters can be interpreted as repre-

senting either the anima or the animus. These tales depict the human patterns

of relationship: the processes that take place between man and woman or the

fundamental facts of the psyche beyond the masculine and feminine differ-

ences. Most tales of mutual redemption are of this type.

In such tales, children often have the leading roles — for instance, 'Hansel

and Gretel,' Because children are relatively undifferentiated both sexually and

psychically, they are much closer to the hermaphroditic original being. The

child is thus an apt symbol of the Self — of an inner future totality and, at the

same time, of undeveloped facets of one's individuality. The child signifies a

piece of innocence and wonder surviving in us from the remote past, both

that part of our personal childishness which has been by-passed and the new.
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early form of the future individuality. Seen in this light, the saying that the

child is father to the man has deeper significance.

These tales are not concerned with human and personal factors but with

the development of the archetypes; they show the ways in which the arche-

types are related to one another within the collective unconscious.

There is a fairy tale in which the coming together of the masculine and

feminine psyches is presented from the angle of the unconscious; however,

as the reader will see, the reality of the feminine psyche is more clearly re-

vealed than that of the masculine psyche.

The White Bride and the Black Bride

Once upon a time, God appeared as a poor man to a woman, her daughter,

and her step-daughter, and asked them to tell him the way to the village. The

woman and her daughter scorned him, but the step-daughter offered to show

him the way. In return God caused the woman and her daughter to become

black and ugly and conferred upon the step-daughter three blessings: very

great beauty, an inexhaustible purse ofmoney, and the kingdom ofheaven

when she should die.

The step-daughter's brother, Reginer, who was the king's coachman,

thought his sister so beautiful that he painted her portrait and gazed at it

daily. One day the king heard about the portrait and asked to see it, and be-

cause ofher overwhelming beauty he fell in love with the sister ofReginer

and ordered the coachman to fetch her. Brother and sister rode to the king,

together with the black step-mother and step-sister. On the way the jealous

step-mother pushed her beautiful step-daughter into the river, an act for

which Reginer was held responsible and at the order of the king was thrown

into a snake-pit. By means ofher black arts the step-mother duped the king

into marrying her boundlessly ugly daughter.

The step-daughter was not drowned, however, she turned into a white

duck which for three nights appeared to the king's kitchen boy and talked

with him. The kitchen-boy reported this to the king, who came on the fourth

night and when the duck appeared to the king's kitchen boy and talked

instant she changed back into her most beautiful self She then told the king

about the step-mother's perfidy, and the king punished the witch and her

black daughter mercilessly, rescued Reginerfrom the snake-pit, and married

the fair bride. (From Grimm.)
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The woman, her daughter and her step-daughter can be regarded as a triad

representing the feminine psyche. The woman would represent the conscious

attitude, while the genuine daughter, who is negative, represents the shadow,

and Reginer, the step-brother, stands for the animus. The step-daughter is the

fourth, and she represents the true inner nature and source of renewal within

the feminine psyche. However, she can reach fulfillment only when she gets

in touch with the discerning logos principle personified by the king.

The king does not belong to a foursome, but he is one of three masculine

figures, the other two being the coachman, who makes the connection with

the anima, and the kitchen boy, who leads him to the revelation of the iimer

situation.

To the first triad of the woman and her two daughters God appears and

rewards the one who shows him the way, but the woman and her daughter

are cursed and made black; that is, they are covered over by the veil of uncon-

sciousness. Their sin was that they refused to show God the way, and this

suggests that God needs man to help him. He asks man to be the instrument

for reaching higher consciousness. In the mystical sense this means that the

human psyche is the place where God can become conscious.

Because the two women fail at this task, they forfeit their human essence

and become witches. Falling under the dark veil of unconsciousness, they step

out of their role as representatives of female consciousness, which they had at

the tale's beginning, and play the role of the negative anima. When this hap-

pens one cannot discriminate between an unconscious woman and the anima

of a man. Psychologically there is no distinction. A woman who is lost in the

sea of the unconscious is vague in herself and has neither critical understand-

ing nor much will. Such an undefined woman easily plays the role of the

anima for men. Indeed, the more unconscious she is, the better she can play

the anima role. It is for this reason that some women are reluctant to become

conscious; if they do, they lose the ability to be the witch-anima and thus

lose their power over men. Similarly, a man who is drowned in the uncon-

scious behaves like the animus of a woman. A possessed man — Hitler, for

example - has all the animus traits; he is carried away by every emotion, is

full of unconsidered opinions, and expresses himself sloppily and didactically,

often in an emotional uproar.

The beautiful white bride is pushed into the water and swims away in the

form of a white duck, while Reginer, the animus whose task it was to lead her

to the king, the real contact with the Logos, is thrown into a snake-pit. But

the lowly sliadow of the king, the kitchen-boy, is instrumental in bringing out
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the truth.

When the king beheads the duck, she again turns into a beautiful woman.

If a psychic content is not recognized in the human reahn, it regresses into

instinctual realm, as we saw in the case of Snati-Snati. After the witch and her

daughter have been destroyed, a mandala of four persons emerges: the king,

the white bride, Reginer freed from the pit, and the kitchen-boy.

While there is much more that one could say about this story, I cite it

only to show how a factor which represents the consciousness of a woman

can at the same time be identified with the negative anima of a man.

Many tales hght up different aspects, yet at the same tkne contain similar

motifs such as witches, step-mothers, and kings, and always a similar process,

the same energic way of proceeding, and this gives us a hint. The fact that the

threads running through the tales all follow the same direction - so that

several tales can be linked up into a circular chain of rings of tales, each amp-

lifying the other - suggests that the order they refer to is a fundamental one.

It is my feeling that when fairy tales are brought together in clusters and in-

terpreted in relation to one another, they represent at bottom one trans-

cendental archetypal arrangement.

In the same way that a crystal may be illuminated from its various sides,

so each kind of tale presents certain aspects and necessarily obscures others.

For instance, in one tale certain archetypes can be seen particularly clearly,

while in another story other archetypes emerge. And there are groups of

tales, all of which refer to the same configuration of archetypes.

It is tempting to try to create an abstract model of the general structure

of the collective unconscious, representing it as a crystal, in itself one and the

same but manifested in ten thousand different fairy tales. However, I do not

believe this to be possible because I assume that we are dealing with a trans-

cendental order similar to the atom, which physicists say cannot be described

as it is in itself because three-dimensional models inevitably distort it. While

schemata can be invaluable, the four-dimensional event forever eludes our

grasp.

Although the inner order refuses to be schematized, we can nevertheless

obtain hints of that order by observing that all the different tales circum-

ambulate one and the same content - the Self.
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FURTHER UTERATURE FOR AMPUFICATION

B e s i d e s the works referred to in the preceeding pages, I would like to

mention some additional material that can be useful to the student. Of course,

this Hst is not complete; it is meant to provide a beginning into the field of

fairy tales. In general, I assume that a student would use a collection of fairy

tales such as those now being put out by the University of Chicago Press and

by Routledge and Kegan Paul in London, or the more authoritative collection

of tales in the German language from which most ofmy references have been

taken: DieMdrchen der Weltliteratur, (Diederichs Verlag, previously Jena and

now Dusseldorf/Koln). Tales differ sometimes according to the collector;

some collectors leave out grisly parts, or adulterate passages which shock.

Sometimes it is advisable to compare one tale through several versions.

For those who read German I would recommend Handworterbuch des

Deutschen Aberglaubens by H. Bachtold-Staubli, (de Gruyter, Berlin, 1942).

It contains a tremendous amount of amplification on practically every theme.

It is methodically ananged and there is a good deal of special literature at the

end of every article. It also mentions rehgious, mythological and fairy-tale

motifs and does not cover only folklore superstitions as the title implies.

Another excellent reference book is Handworterbuch des Deutschen

Mdrchens by J. Bolte and L. Mackensen, though this goes only as far as the

letter M. Pubhcation was interrupted at the end of the last war but was re-

sumed in the 60's.

Then there is a new series, also of a high standard, published mainly by

Erich Peuckert, entitled Handworterbuch der Deutschen Sage. This is a dic-

tionary of sagas, in contrast to fairy tales, but as these fields are so intertwined

one naturally finds cross-references to our field as well.

Another book in German which might be important is the Pauly-Wissova

Enzyklopddie der Klassischen Altertumswissenschaft. In this there is a great

deal of valuable ampUfication material relating to Greek and Roman Mythol-

ogy. See too: H. W. Haussig, Worterbuch der Mythologie, (Klett Verlag,

Stuttgart).

For those who read English only I recommend Stith Thompson's A/oft/

Index ofFolk Literature (Indiana University Press, 6 volumes). Specific motifs
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can be looked for in the index of J. Hastings, Encyclopedia ofReligion and

Ethics. M. Lurker has brought out several volumes called Bibliographie zur

Symbolkunde, (Baden-Baden Heitz Verlag, 1964). Here one can trace what

has been published on specific motifs and symbols. The Larousse Encyclopedia

ofMythology, is rather poor but gives some amplifications; also Funk and

Wagnalls' Standard Dictionary ofFolklore, Mythology, and Legend. There is

also a lot of mythological amplification material to be found via the indexes

of Frazer's Golden Bough. It is a bit old and the theories are no longer recog-

nized, but the facts are usually reliable.

Then there is a book in which you find a tremendous amount of valuable

material. It is by R.B. Onians and entitled The Origins ofEuropean Thought

about the body, the mind, the soul, the world, time and fate (Cambridge,

1952). I urge anyone who intends to become an analyst to get that book.

Under this funny title any amount of material has been collected on spittle,

hair, sneezing, coughing, getting drunk by wetting your lungs, the diaphragm

and all its mythological material. Onians is a classical scholar but he has

brought in primitive and comparitive reUgious material and you can look up

every part of the body, as well as all involuntary human actions, such as

scratching your belly, and what they mean. The origins of European thought

have a strange background! The book has an excellent index and you will

find a lot that you will be able to use for dream interpretation.

Much interesting comparitive material is contained in Jane Harrison's book

Themis, but here again keep away from the theories and use just the facts,

which are reliable.

The Freudian school has also done work in the interpretation of mytho-

logical themes, mainly in support of its theory about the Oedipus complex.

Examples are to be found in Karl Abraham's book Traum undMythos (Leip-

zig, 1917) and in Otto Rank's studies in Der Doppelganger (Leipzig-Wien,

1919), Das Incest Motiv in Dichtung und Sage (Wien, 1912), Der Mythos von

der Geburt des Helden (Leipzig-Wien, 1922), and other writings; also in

Geza Kdhtim'sSpiegelzauber (Leipzig-Wien, 1919). Many of these and later

studies from the Freudian viewpoint have appeared in English.

There is now a book on the history of fairy tale studies: Jan De Vrie's

Forschungsgeschichte derMythologie (Freiburg-Munchen, 1961) but it is

very incomplete. Jung is totally misrepresented, many scientists are missing,

so it gives only a superficial survey of the field.

Jung always stressed the importance of archetypal symbols and his first

extended study in this field is Symbols of Transformation (C. W. 5). See there
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too, the excellent bibliography, including many basic works on our subject.

He also encouraged collaborators such as F. Riklin (senior) and AlfonsMaeder

to study fairy tales. See Franz Riklin's Wunscherfuttung und Symbolik im

Mdrchen, (Leipzig-Wien, 1908) or WishfulfUlment and Symbolism in Fairy

Tales W. A. White transl., (Nervous and Mental Disorder Monogram Series,

21,N.Y., 1915).

Elsewhere Jung writes on fairy tales and related materials in essays in

Vol. 9, 1 of the Collected Works, e.g.: The Phenomenology of the Spirit in

Fairy Tales' and to some extent *0n the Psychology of the Trickster-Figure'.

The most condensed presentation of Jung's ideas about mythology is to be

found also in that volume (C. W. 9, 1) 'On the Psychology of the Qiild Arche-

type'. This paper appeared in a book Introduction to a Science ofMythology

by Jung and Kerenyi. In this book there is an article by Kerenyi on the di-

vine Kore and one on the divine child, to each of which there is Jung's

commentary. The first chapters of the commentary are of a general character

and do not refer only to the divine child. Here we can find shortly and clearly

presented his point of view about mythology which in his other books is

more scattered.

For amplifications in the field of classical mythology, there are Kerenyi's

books 772^ God of the Greeks and Tlie Heroes of the Greeks, in both of which

you can find a good deal of material. I also recommend Mircea Eliade's Sha-

manism', in it is the motif of the ladder and of the centre of the world, the

motif of the cord, of fire, of iron, and so on. Eliade's other pubUcations are

also valuable.

In the German language I recommend most warmly a five volume book

which is by J. Bplte and G. Polivka: Anmerkungen zu den Kinder- undHaus-

mdrchen der Briider Grimm (Leipzig 1912-1932). This is extremely valuable

because to every Grimm fairy tale Bolte brings all the parallel fairy tales he

could spot at that time, and that is a tremendous number. There are oriental

parallels, Japanese parallels, Polynesian parallels - all the same type of fairy

tale. So to a certain extent it is similar to Stith Thompson's book, but it is

more readable because Stith Thompson has dissolved it all into numbers and it

is therefore a complicated apparatus, while this other book gives the version

briefly plus its variations. One should also consult W. Laiblin, Mdrchen und

Tiefenpsychologie, (Darmstadt, 1969), where we find a survey of schools of

depth psychological interpretation and the critical reactions of the folk lor-

ists to these views. I also recommend especially the 2nd edition of Volks-

mdrchen und Volkssage, (Bern, 1966).
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The new literature in English can be found in the Folklore Fellows Com-

munications (Helsinki) and in the Journal ofFolklore issued in London and

in several languages including English in Fabula, (Berlin). A voluminous Ger-

man study, in which I have taken part, on fairy tales, written mainly from a

Jungian standpoint, is by Hedwig von Beit and is entitled Symbolik des

Mdrchens (three volumes, Bern).

I



CHAPTER IX

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Question: What pattern does a literary author of fairy tales such as Andersen

foUow?

Dr, von Franz: Well Andersen is certainly a great poet, but in my opinion he

is very neurotic, and I cannot read his stories because his neurosis disturbs

me so much that it is like a knife scratching on a plate. I am sensitive to his

sentimental, morbid stuff. His main neurosis is not his problem alone but

that of the whole of Scandinavia: a terrific sex problem due to an imposed,

rigid Christian prudishness with a very wild pagan temperament beneath.

That is a tension to be found in the whole of the North, and Andersen had

this collective neurosis to an extreme extent. He never married and was

never able to touch a woman. He died a virgin, but was so swamped by sex-

ual fantasies that he nearly went mad and on his deathbed raved and spouted

obscenities. But it can be said that in so far as his conflict was not his alone

but a conflict of the whole of the North, that would account for the success

of his fairy tales. His neurosis was a collective problem which he suffered to a

greater degree and much more deeply because he was a very sensitive person.

His fairy tales might become a collective possession in time and be retold by

everybody, or they might not, because they contain a too specific problem.

I think if a fairy-tale teller can express a problem which is generally human,

then it would become a general fairy tale, but if the stories are too much

tinged with the author's own personal neurotic problem, then they will not

become popular. Sound people will not take them up.

Remark: In regard to the disagreement with the intellectual school which

claims that Jungian psychology is not 'scientific,' a common idea of science

is that it must be universal, and as soon as you bring in the personal emotional

tone of the individual, it is not science but art, Jungian psychology, it seems

to me, is a science and an art.

Dr. von Franz: Yes, you are right. What we have to say to that is that because

of the hypothesis of the archetype, an emotion is not necessarily not univer-

I
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sal. If I have a personal emotion which is created through an archetypal con-

stellation, then it is also a universal emotion. So scientists are wrong if they

identify feeling and emotion with the purely subjective. I can have a strong

personal emotion that is an archetypal emotion. Many can have this same

emotion. In that sense it is universal.

Question: In other words, when people have an archetypal dream, the ex-

perienced analyst will be able to point out similar material.

Dr. von Franz: Yes. Somebody might come in a state of completely personal

emotional upheaval, being quite overwhelmed by a terrific dream or by syn-

chronistic events: He relates a personal, unforgettable drama which might

affect the whole analysis for better or worse, but the analyst, knowing com-

parative material, can notice something universal in it and see that it is not

only subjective. There is a universality of emotion, a universalness of feeling-

reaction which we have to take into account. We have slowly to learn to differ-

entiate between what you could call personally conditioned feelings and

general feeling-reactions.

Let us say, for example, that I have a negative mother complex, and I

react very strongly to a myth motif of the terrible mother. Anybody can say,

quite correctly: 'Oh well, we know why!' But in spite of that the motif is also

an archetypal one, and people who have not a negative mother complex react

to that archetypal motif of the destructive mother in a similar way. Thus, if I

know myself, through analysis, I can say: 'Now my reaction is a personal and

neurotic affair; I have been impregnated by a personal experience which has

made me neurotic, but also it is a generally human reaction.' So really, only

if you have gone through an analysis and have become conscious of all the

different shades of your reactions, as far as that is possible, can you differ-

entiate between the two and know whether something is only your personal

problem or whether the strong emotion you feel is universally valid. Even

though one may be more strongly affected because of one's past personal

history, the reaction is a generally human one and has to be taken as such

and not as nothing but subjective. Some intellectual people call every emo-

tion and feeling unscientific subjectivity.

Question: Did I understand you to say that you included Erich Fromm among

the group of intellectuals? (See I, p. 7)
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Dr. von Franz: He does not belong to the same group as Graves and Eliade

and the editors of the periodicals Antaios and Symbolon, but some of his

interpretations follow the same intellectual way of identifying everything

with everything else, and so he falls into the same trap. I do not know him,

but he seems to be an intuitive intellectual type and he seems to me to over-

amplify his material, as Robert Graves does too. Every archetypal image is

the centre of a web of connections. With the intellect you can go on forever

making connections, but with the feeling function you will choose what

belongs and leave out what is less close. When you have 2,000 amplifications

you have to choose with feeling which motif you think fits closer or better

and which throws most light on the context of the fairy tale. It cannot be

done without feeling, for there is no intellectual rule. Of 2,000 wolves

which could be found to amplify a fairy tale, I could not give you an intellec-

taul rule about which you should quote and which wolf you should only put

into a footnote.

Remark: I find it hard to reconcile this point of view with what I know of

Erich Fromm's interest in love in the therapeutic relationship.

Dr. von Franz: Well, the people who stress so strongly the art of loving gen-

erally stress something which for other people is self-evident. There is a whole

school in America and there are the American psychiatrists Sullivan and

Rosen, for instance, who put the whole emphais on the rapport, saying that

there can be no therapy without love. That is really a compensatory move-

ment, because for a while therapists really tried to keep on their white coats

and keep the patient off. Our point of view is that if you can't like the patient

you should not give him a single hour. Dr. Jung always said that ifhe could not

like the patient, at least in some way, even though he might not like some

things about him, he would never undertake an analysis. If you have no love,

nothing will come out of it. To us this is self-evident, so it is rather strange

when people have to stress it and write whole books about it. Next they will

write books saying that one ought to sleep and that eating is terribly impor-

tant, or that you should blow your nose - even if you are a therapist - and

that an analysis can go really wrong if you don't do so when it dribbles; it is

existentially essential to have the ethical courage!

Question: Do you always have dreams to help you in an interpretation?
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Dr, von Franz: Only if I have not understood a tale, or not sufficiently. Then

dreams always come up. Take a fairy tale and try it and you will see. I have

never observed anybody interpret a fairy tale with a certain passion without

his unconscious reacting to it. The unconscious is very eager about myth

interpretation for some reason; it gets quite tickled by it.

Question: But would it take a long time for the dream to come?

Dr. von Franz: Not as far as I have seen, but you cannot make an absolute

rule. You can say that it usually has a stirring effect on the unconscious, and

if you really get off the track you will have curious reactions from the un-

conscious.

Question: And always reliable ones?

Dr. von Franz: Yes, I rely on them. I don't know of anything better. Since

we have no absolute criterion of proof, the best we can do is to say that the

interpretation suits me and makes me happy and healthy, and ifmy uncon-

scious has nothing more to say then that is all I can do. But naturally it is

never the last word.
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